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P R E F A C E
Galaxy clusters are important subjects of study for both cosmology
and astrophysics. Thanks to the enormous amount of twinkling stars
in their member galaxies, clusters are easy to recognize in optical
images. This dissertation focuses on these galaxies, the cluster com-
ponent that shines in visible light.
The work reported here includes four studies which I have led over
the last five years. Three have already been published as first-author
papers. The study presented in Chapter 2 is published on the Pub-
lications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific under the title
Crowded Cluster Cores: An Algorithm for Deblending in Dark En-
ergy Survey Images. The study presented in Chapter 3 is published
on the Astrophysical Journal under the title Galaxies in X-Ray Se-
lected Clusters and Groups in Dark Energy Survey Data. I. Stellar
Mass Growth of Bright Central Galaxies Since z∼1.2. Chapter 5 is
published on the Astrophysical Journal with the title Studying In-
tercluster Galaxy Filaments through Stacking gmBCG Galaxy Clus-
ter Pairs. The work presented in Chapter 4 is intended for submis-
sion to the the Astrophysical Journal with the working title Galax-
ies in X-ray Selected Clusters and Groups in Dark Energy Survey
Data II: Luminosity Function of red sequence cluster galaxies at
0.1 < z < 1.05.
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2.7 Comparison of photometry measurements and star/galaxy separation quanti-
ties with SExtractor using the “global background” setting. (a)(b) Offsets be-
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2.10 Purity of C1 (blue Solid line) by SExtractor and C2 (red dotted line) by GAIN
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3.4 Left: We derive cluster masses from both X-ray luminosities and X-ray tem-
peratures, and decide which one to use through comparing their uncertainties.
Right: X-ray temperature and X-ray luminosity of the XCS clusters plotted
against a few scaling relations in literature.The grey band shows the redshift-
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3.5 We investigate measurement bias associated with Kron magnitude and aper-
ture magnitude using the UFIG sky simulation (see Section 3.4.4 for details).
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3.6 The popular SExtractor software tends to under-estimate BCG Kron radius,
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3.7 (a): Measurement dispersion of aperture magnitude, profile fitting magnitude
and Kron magnitude. (b): We sample BCG apparent magnitude from multi-
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3.8 (a) We apply our stellar model fitting procedure to the DL07 simulation BCGs
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3.9 Mass and redshift distribution of the cluster sample used for this work and
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3.10 Comparison between the observed and simulated BCG properties. We show
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ABSTRACT
Galaxy clusters are rare objects in the universe, but on-going wide field optical
surveys are identifying many thousands of them to redshift 1.0 and beyond. Using
early data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) and publicly released data from
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), this dissertation explores the evolution of
cluster galaxies in the redshift range from 0 to 1.0. As it is common for deep
wide field sky surveys like DES to struggle with galaxy detection efficiency at
cluster core, the first component of this dissertation describes an efficient pack-
age that helps resolving the issue. The second part focuses on the formation of
cluster galaxies. The study quantifies the growth of cluster bright central galaxies
(BCGs), and argues for the importance of merging and intra-cluster light produc-
tion during BCG evolution. An analysis of cluster red sequence galaxy luminosity
function is also performed, demonstrating that the abundance of these galaxies is
mildly dependent on cluster mass and redshift. The last component of the disserta-





Galaxy clusters are impressive structures in optical images. In fact, when Charles Messier
(Biviano, 2000) made a list of nebulae (nowadays known as galaxies) in 1784, he already
noticed the clustering of objects in the Virgo constellation (nowadays known to host the
Virgo cluster). Galaxy clusters span 1 - 2 h−1Mpc in radius, and turn up as agglomerations
of elliptical-shaped galaxies with red colors. At a larger scale, galaxy clusters appear to be
the junctions of the “cosmic web”. The galaxy distribution in the universe resembles an
enormous network: cosmic voids with few objects are separated by filamentary structures
made of galaxies. Galaxy clusters, which are either scattered along the filaments or connect
several of them, represent the densest regions in this gigantic web.
The formation of clusters (see a review in Voit, 2005) starts with perturbations in the
primordial matter density field. These initial perturbations grow through dark matter dom-
inated gravitational accretion and form gravitationally-bound structures. The structures
continue to grow through matter infall or merging with other structures, although the rising
importance of dark energy after z ∼ 1.0 speeds up cosmic expansion and acts against the
growth.
Galaxy clusters can be as massive as 1015 M. Most of the mass comes from the dark
matter component. Galaxy clusters are the most massive gravitationally-bound structures
in the universe, and compose the massive end of the dark matter halo mass function. The
cluster mass distribution and its evolution history are sensitive probes of the ΛCDM cos-
mological model (other probes include Type Ia supernovae, baryon acoustic oscillations
and weak gravitational lensing. See a review in Weinberg et al., 2013). Cluster abundance
studies based on a variety of observational data sets have produced some of the strongest
constraints on the dark matter and dark energy parameters (especially the σ8 and Ωm pa-
rameters, see a review in Allen et al., 2011).
Galaxy clusters are also important for astrophysical studies that investigate baryonic
processes during cosmic structure formation. The enormous cluster mass forms a deep
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gravitational well, which traps most of the in-falling baryonic matter including gas and
galaxies. In this high density environment, galaxies and the hot and cold gas experience
frequent interactions, leaving rich observational traces. Astrophysical studies also enjoy
the convenience that the mass and number density of clusters are relatively well understood
from cosmological studies.
Advancement in wide field astronomical surveys has brought up great opportunities for
both cluster cosmology and astrophysics studies. Galaxy clusters are rare objects in the
universe. Depending on the redshift, the number density of clusters more massive than
1014 M can be as low as ∼ 10−5(h−1Mpc)−3 (Carlberg et al., 1997). However, the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey that images ∼ 15,000 deg2 of the sky has identified more than 25,000
z < 0.55 clusters in this mass range (redMaPPer: Rykoff et al., 2014).
This dissertation includes a few studies I performed in the past five years. The work
uses data from the Dark Energy Survey and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to probe cluster
astrophysics, or to be more specific, to probe the evolution of cluster galaxies. This intro-
duction chapter introduces the general background for the studies. The specific topics are
listed in Section 1.4. For the rest of this dissertation, Chapter 2 to 5 describe the studies
with details, one chapter for each topic. Chapter 6 provides a recapitulation and an outlook
discussion for the investigated topics.
It worths stressing that the topics investigated herein are also important for cluster cos-
mological studies. Probing cosmology models with galaxy clusters relies on finding these
structures and approximating their masses. Cluster baryonic observables have been exten-
sively utilized for these two purposes.
1.1 Cluster Content
Galaxy clusters contain about 90% of dark matter and 10% of baryonic matter (see Gon-
zalez et al., 2013, and the referenced papers). Many interesting phenomena about the
formation of cluster baryonic content remain to be understood.
About 90% of the cluster baryons are distributed as the intra-cluster medium (ICM).
This gas component gets heated to above 106 K upon accretion into the clusters, producing
X-ray photons that render their hosts observable with X-ray telescopes (see a review in
Sarazin, 1988). The heated gas may cool again towards cluster center as it releases energy
with X-ray emissions, although the cooling is barely observed in a range of observations
(see reviews for the phenomenon and the AGN feedback mechanism as an explanation in
Fabian, 1994, 2012).
The other 10% of the cluster baryonic matter comes from the stellar content. Stars
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inside cluster galaxies make up ∼1% of the cluster total mass (see Budzynski et al., 2014,
and the referenced papers). Galaxy clusters constantly accrete galaxies or galaxy groups
from the surrounding environment, especially from the cosmic filament environment. The
merging of clusters also makes these structures grow bigger.
The cluster galaxy population has one prominent feature: most of them are no longer
forming stars. Cluster galaxies generally appear to be red elliptical or S0 galaxies. These
“red sequence” galaxies occupy a narrow region in the color-magnitude diagram (Bower
et al., 1992a). The homogeneous existence of a “red and dead” galaxy population indicates
that there exist mechanisms to quench star formation and transform galaxy morphologies,
either before (pre-processing) or after (post-processing) cluster infall. Some of the key
astrophysical processes include stripping (e.g., Bahe´ & McCarthy, 2015) and strangulation
(e.g., Peng et al., 2015).
Another prominent feature of the cluster galaxy population is the giant elliptical galaxy
at cluster center. Dubbed the bright central galaxy or the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG),
this object can be ∼ 10 times more massive than other cluster members. The BCGs are
the galaxy occupants of the bottom of the cluster potential well. The formation of these
galaxies (De Lucia & Blaizot, 2007) illustrates the hierarchical structure formation process
predicted by dark matter and dark energy cosmology models. As clusters combine to form
more massive ones, galaxies inside clusters also merge to grow in mass and size. This is
especially true for BCGs.
It is likely that a big fraction of the cluster stellar content exists in the form of diffused
stars not associated with cluster galaxies. This component consists of stars that got ejected
into the intra-cluster space during galaxy interactions (see Contini et al., 2014, and the
referenced papers). The stars are no longer gravitationally bound to the galaxies but still
bound to the cluster. This component is known as the intra-cluster light (ICL). ICL tends
to be concentrated around the BCGs, but still appears to be extremely faint (about 1% of
the sky brightness). Measuring the properties of intra-cluster light requires deep imaging
data that are exquisitely processed (e.g., Krick et al., 2006; Rudick, 2010). Limited by the
observing and data processing requirement, the formation mechanisms and the properties
of this component remain largely unknown. A few observations estimate that ICL forms up
to 50% percent of the cluster stellar content (e.g., Zibetti et al., 2005; Krick & Bernstein,
2007; Gonzalez et al., 2007; Toledo et al., 2011; Montes & Trujillo, 2014; Giallongo et al.,
2014; Presotto et al., 2014).
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1.2 Multi-Wavelength Data
Galaxy clusters leave imprints across a wide range of the electro-magnetic spectrum. The
primary methods of discovering clusters utilize the emissions from their baryonic content.
For many clusters, the over-density of galaxies makes them easy to spot in optical im-
ages. The history of finding clusters in optical observations dates back to the 18th century
(Biviano, 2000). The rising awareness about inhomogeneous galaxy distribution in the
1950s stimulated discoveries of clusters. Systematic cluster searches started (Abell, 1958)
with visually inspecting photographic plates.
The use of charge-coupled device (CCD) in astronomy reduced technical barriers in ob-
taining precision photometry, which prompted the development of automatic cluster finding
algorithms. Especially, precise measurements makes it possible to utilize the colors of red
sequence galaxies (Gladders & Yee, 2000) in cluster finding. Cluster redshift can also be
inferred from optical colors (for example, see Bleem et al., 2015). Similar to the use of
optical observations, galaxy clusters are discovered in infra-red images, although the data
are more suitable for studying high redshift (z > 1.0) clusters because of the shifting of
galaxy spectra (e.g., Muzzin et al., 2013).
In addition to identifying clusters, cluster masses can be inferred from optical imaging
data. An economic mass estimator is the number count of cluster galaxies. (e.g., Rykoff
et al., 2012). Another technique is weak lensing mass measurement which can directly
probe cluster total masses (including the mass of dark matter) (e.g., Sheldon et al., 2004,
2009a; Johnston et al., 2007; Sheldon et al., 2009b).
As mentioned in the above section, galaxy clusters leave imprints in the X-ray wave-
length range. The X-ray photons are primarily produced in the hot gas bremsstrahlung
process. Cluster X-ray emissions can be as luminous as 1043 ergs/s, and appear to be ex-
tended in images. The phenomenon was first observed with the M87 galaxy (Byram et al.,
1966) in the Virgo cluster. Since then, clusters up to redshift ∼ 1.6 (Santos et al., 2011;
Tanaka et al., 2013) have been discovered. In addition, X-ray temperatures and luminosi-
ties have been utilized for accurately inferring cluster masses (see a review in Allen et al.,
2011).
Comparing to the number of clusters discovered with optical (or infra-red) data (a few
thousands), the sizes of X-ray cluster samples are modest (up to a few hundreds). Because
the Earth’s atmosphere is opaque to X-rays, X-ray telescopes need to mounted on artificial
satellites in the outer space. Cluster X-ray discoveries are limited by the availability of
observing resources. However, it is possible to discover thousands of clusters through X-
ray archival data searching. The XMM cluster survey (Lloyd-Davies et al., 2011; Mehrtens
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et al., 2012; Viana et al., 2013) is a project that conducts this kind of searching.
Besides, galaxy clusters leave imprints on the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
radiation. The energy of the CMB photons gets boosted when passing through the clus-
ter hot gas, which is known as the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (the SZ effect, Sunyaev &
Zeldovich, 1969, 1972). The Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014, 2015),
the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (Marriage et al., 2011; Hasselfield et al., 2013) and
the South Pole Telescope (Staniszewski et al., 2009; Reichardt et al., 2013; Bleem et al.,
2015) surveys have provided cluster samples discovered with this effect. The SZ signals
are known to be tightly correlated with cluster masses (see a review in Allen et al., 2011).
Galaxy clusters are also expected to produce radio (see a review in Ferrari et al., 2008)
and gamma ray emissions (Huber et al., 2013; Ackermann et al., 2014; The Fermi-LAT
Collaboration & Rephaeli, 2015; Ackermann et al., 2015), but the signals are less ideal for
cluster discovery or cluster mass measurements.
1.3 Wide Field Surveys
Using uniform wide field data provides statistical power and reduces selection biases for
cluster cosmology and astrophysics studies. This dissertation is primarily based on data
from the Dark Energy Survey (DES). Since wide field DES data were not available at the
time one of the studies (Chapter 5) was performed, we have made use of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey data for that work.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a joint imaging and spectroscopic survey. It ob-
serves∼15,000 deg2 of the northern hemisphere sky in the optical wavelength range. Origi-
nally designed to measure Baryon Acoustic Oscillation, the SDSS has made many serendip-
itous contributions from discovering Solar system objects to studying distant quasars. The
SDSS data have been used in more than 5,800 publications 1.
The SDSS project uses a 2.5m telescope located at the Apache Point Observatory. The
imaging survey was conducted from 1998 to 2008. Images were taken under photometric
conditions in multiple optical bands (u, g, r, i, z) with a drift scanning technique. The
image depth reaches 22.3 mag in i (point sources, 5σ, York et al., 2000). For galaxy
cluster science, the depth allows identifying clusters and studying their galaxy population
to z ∼ 0.55 (Hao et al., 2010; Rykoff et al., 2014).
The SDSS spectroscopic survey programs acquire spectra for many millions of targets
selected from the imaging data. Different programs geared towards a variety of science
goals have been conducted since 2000 (e.g., SEGUE for surveying galactic stars, BOSS for
1http://www.sdss.org/science/
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surveying luminous galaxies to z = 0.7). This dissertation does not explicitly use SDSS
spectroscopic data.
The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is the successor of SDSS in the category of extremely
wide-field optical surveys. Dedicated to probing cosmology models with four different
methods – type Ia supernovae, baryon acoustic oscillations, galaxy clusters, and gravita-
tional lensing – DES is one of the most ambitious cosmology experiments currently in
action. The program makes use of the newly-built, wide-field Dark Energy camera (DE-
Cam, Flaugher et al., 2015a) mounted on the 4m Blanco telescope. DES is an imaging
only survey, but spectroscopic fellow-ups are being performed with the Anglo-Australian
telescope in collaboration with the OzDES project2.
The survey plans to image 5,000 deg2 of the southern hemisphere sky, with a few hun-
dred deg2 overlapping (in the “Stripe 82” area) with SDSS. The area of the DES footprint
is smaller, but the images will reach a significantly deeper depth. Because of a higher red-
shift goal, DES images are taken in five redder bands, g, r, i, z and Y . A single exposure
image reaches 23.6 mag in i and 22.9 mag in z (point sources, 5σ, Dark Energy Survey
Collaboration et al., 2016). Full depth DES data consists of 10 exposures in each band.
This will allow cluster discovery and cluster galaxy population studies to be performed to
redshift 1.0.
DES started taking science quality images for science verification purposes in the fall
of 2012 (see more details in Sa´nchez et al., 2014). The main survey have officially began
since 2013 (Diehl et al., 2014) and will continue for 5 years.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation focuses on characterizing the formation and evolution of cluster galaxies.
More detailed introductions about the presented topics can be found at the beginning of the
corresponding chapters.
Most of the work makes use of the DES science verification data. Since precision ob-
servational studies require precisely processed data, the dissertation starts with describing
a new software package that helps improving cluster galaxy detection in DES data. The
package has been published as a first-author paper (Zhang et al., 2015b) on the Publica-
tions of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
Two chapters are dedicated to the evolution of cluster galaxies (i.e., BCGs, Chapter 3)
and cluster red sequence galaxies (Chapter 4). Because the evolution of ICL is closely
related to the evolution of the galaxies, predictions about ICL evolution are drawn from the
2http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/ozdes/
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central galaxy study (Chapter 3). These two studies make use of DES science verification
data and the cluster sample identified by the XMM cluster survey. The cluster masses
are derived from X-ray temperatures and luminosities. The cluster central galaxy analysis
has been published on the the Astrophysical Journal as a first-author paper (Zhang et al.,
2015c). The cluster red sequence galaxy study will be submitted soon.
Characterizing the cluster galaxy population also requires an understanding about the
cosmic filaments which feed cluster galaxy accretion. Chapter 5 presents analyses on cos-
mic filament properties. The SDSS data were employed (Chapter 5) since DES had not
started observing at the time when the analysis was undertaken. The work makes use of
optically selected clusters by the gmBCG algorithm (Hao et al., 2010). The analysis is also





While deep optical images greatly facilitate the detection and measurement of clusters,
they present some data processing challenges. There exist several software packages for
processing wide-field optical images; each attempts to automatically detect astronomical
sources and measure their properties (Jarvis & Tyson, 1981; Beard et al., 1990; Maddox
et al., 1990; Yee, 1991; Bertin & Arnouts, 1996; Andreon et al., 2000; Lang et al., 2014,
Lang et al., in prep). The SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) package is among one of
the most popular of these tools. These packages have greatly aided astronomical imaging
studies, but may become inefficient when processing deep images crowded with objects. A
common problem is the failure to detect objects blended with others, i.e., failing to deblend.
The Dark Energy Survey has adopted an advanced version of SExtractor in the data pro-
cessing pipeline for catalog production (the Dark Energy Survey collaboration, in prep.).
To handle crowded images, SExtractor has a deblending procedure that decides if a de-
tected object should be further separated as several branching components. Upon appli-
cation to DES data, a few SExtractor set-ups (including the DEBLEND MINCONT ,
DEBLEND NTHRESH , CLEAN PARAM parameters and the image convolution
filters) were explored, but the improved detection efficiency of blended sources comes at
the cost of an increasing amount of spurious detections and deteriorated photometry mea-
surements. Although an optimum deblending setting has been determined to maximize
DES data quality for general purposes, some scientific studies involving crowded regions
like galaxy clusters set a different, more demanding requirement.
The deblending problem also seems to plague other reduction packages. The data pro-
cessing pipeline of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is very different from that of DES
(York et al., 2000; Lupton et al., 2001). However, there are also reports about suppressed
completeness around bright objects (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2006; Mandelbaum et al.,
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2005), implying that deblending was also an issue. A few other sky survey programs tackle
the deblending dilemma with two SExtractor runs, one optimized for detecting isolated ob-
jects and one optimized for detecting blended objects, but the output from the second run
will need to be pruned and refined. This is usually achieved with precision profile fitting
methods (GIM2D Simard et al. 2002; GALFIT Peng et al. 2002, 2010), which turns out
to be too slow for extremely large data sets like those from DES. Another successful prac-
tice focuses on deblending images crowded with point sources, like the images of globular
clusters (Federici et al., 1983; Stetson, 1987; Diolaiti et al., 2000; Savage & Oliver, 2007),
but the technique cannot be directly applied to extra-galactic imaging surveys. When de-
blending point sources, the intrinsic shape of every object can be more or less accurately
estimated, but extra-galactic images are dense with galaxies, each with its own unknown
shape, brightness, and size. Their images often overlap, making the identification of indi-
vidual galaxies and measurements of their brightness a challenge.
In this chapter, we describe a new software package that aids blended source detection
and photometry measurement – the Gradient And INterpolation based deblender (GAIN
deblender). The GAIN deblender is a secondary package that operates on clean, already
processed astronomical images, and requires one round of source extraction to be done
before its application. It automatically identifies blended sources, separates them, and pre-
pares the photometry measurement of each individual source. This software is primarily
designed for extremely wide surveys like DES, and running speed is one of the biggest fea-
ture. The algorithms may also be of use for other data sets like those from HST and SDSS.
We note that a future version of SExtractor featuring an improved deblender is under devel-
opment (Bertin, private communication), which DES plans to implement upon its delivery.
Meanwhile, our software provides a quick fix that assists current DES data production. It
can also be combined to use with future SExtractor releases.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the features and functions
of the GAIN deblender in Section 2.2 and explain the algorithms in Section 2.3. We then
analyze the effectiveness of this approach with real full-depth DES data, and the result is
presented in Section 2.4. The software characteristics are summarized and discussed in
Section 2.6.
2.2 Software Features and Functions
The Gradient And INterpolation based deblender (GAIN deblender) is written in c++ and
IDL and can be acquired online1. It operates on processed images that have been cleaned:
1https://github.com/yyzhang/gain deblend
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Figure 2.1: Upper Left: the linear combination of DES r, i and z coadd images for a
cluster field. There is a bright star on the left and a brightest cluster galaxy on the right.
Upper Right: same image with detected sources marked out. Blue circles are SExtractor
detections (226 objects) using standard DES pipeline settings. Red squares (42 detections)
are additional detections found through GAIN. Lower left: SExtractor detections with an
aggressive deblending setting (DEBLEND MINCONT = 1× 10−6), which tends to intro-
duce many spurious detections. Lower Right: black circles (80 detections) are the addi-
tional Sextractor detections gained by more aggressive deblending. For comparison, GAIN
detections from the upper right panel are shown again in this figure. In these figures, we
only show sources brighter than 24.0 mag in i.
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Figure 2.2: Left: r band DES coadd images of four blended sources. The circles indicate
the areas to be deblended. Middle: images that contain light from neighbors of the blended
sources. Right: the residual between the left and middle panels, which shows the light from
the blended sources within the circle.
flatfielded, background subtracted, with cosmic rays removed. We assume that the users
have already done one round of source extraction by other means, and are using this pack-
age for finding blended sources that are missed in the previous procedure. The final output
from GAIN are deblended (blending-effect removed) images of blended sources. GAIN
does not include any catalog extraction module for producing catalogs from images. In
our application in this chapter, we use SExtractor to produce source catalogs from the de-
blended images.
The first function of the software is the identification of blended sources. It begins by
independently identifying all sources in the image, then matching its results to the user sup-
plied object list. Sources not matched to the user supplied input list are kept as new sources
to be extracted from the blended image. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
upper left panel in Figure 2.1 shows a DES image containing a bright star and a brightest
cluster galaxy. The upper right panel of Figure 2.1 shows sources detected by SExtractor
(226 objects in blue circles) and some additional sources identified by GAIN (42 objects
in red boxes). Note that this package is sensitive to image imperfections as is the case
around the saturated star in the left half of the image. In general, the GAIN algorithm can
find blended sources without introducing as many false detections as SExtractor with an
aggressive deblending setting. This is illustrated by the 80 objects in black circles in the
lower right panel of Figure 2.1.
The second function of the software aims to correctly assign the light in each pixel to
the blended sources. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Given a detected blended
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source, a region to be deblended is computed by our package. GAIN then interpolates for
the light that comes from “background sources” as shown in the middle panel. The residual
between the original image and the “background sources” interpolation is the light from the
blended source alone (right panel). This constitutes the final output from GAIN. Users will
need to employ an independent catalog-extraction software to construct catalogs from the
deblended images.
We find GAIN to be useful for two scenarios. In many applications, GAIN would be
used both to detect blended sources using the first component and to extract light for those
sources using the second component. It may also be used by skipping the first step, and
using the second component to extract light for user supplied blended sources. This step is
recommended if the user has blended sources in their first round of source extraction and
wants to obtain consistent photometry for all blended sources.
The GAIN package is fast enough to apply to wide field optical surveys. On a worksta-
tion computer equipped with Intel Xeon Processor E5645, running on a 10, 000 × 10, 000
pixels image without parallelization, the source detection module takes approximately 300
seconds to identify 10,000 sources (without matching to a user supplied input catalog).
The light separation module takes approximately 10 seconds for every 1,000 sources. The
memory usage of this package depends on the size of the input image. It is generally more
than twice the size of the image. For example, the total size of four tiles of DES coadd
images is ∼ 3.5 GB, the peak memory usage of GAIN running on these images can be
higher than 8GB.
2.3 Software Algorithms
In the previous section, we mention that GAIN has two functions that can be combined
for detecting blended sources and processing their images. In this section, we explain the
algorithms used in these functions. The flowchart in Figure 2.3 demonstrates the computing
steps during the application of the two functions.
2.3.1 Source Detection
The source detection component of GAIN aims to identify the local maxima in images
which are associated with real objects. Our approach is inspired by the crowded field stellar
photometry software DAOPHOT (Stetson, 1987). The presence of a separable astronomical
object usually causes a local image intensity maximum. Unfortunately, many, even most,





















Figure 2.3: A flow chart demonstrating the GAIN computing steps explained in Section 2.3.
Procedures to eliminate these noise peaks are therefore necessary.
One approach to reducing the impact of noise is to smooth the whole image. While
smoothing is very effective at eliminating noise, it also washes out the saddle points which
separate close pairs of real astronomical sources, exacerbating the problem of blending.
When close pairs are separated by distances around twice the FWHM of the seeing, and
one source is brighter than the other, even very modest smoothing merges the two. To do
the best job of deblending, we would like to avoid smoothing. Instead of finding maxima in
smoothed images, GAIN uses the image segmentation procedure and the image Laplacian
map to reduce the impact of noise.
Source detection in GAIN begins with identifying sources on raw, unsmoothed images,
then purges the identifications assigned with low pixel area in the segmentation map. To
further eliminate spurious detections, GAIN cross matches the remaining identifications
to sources identified in a “weighted Laplacian” map (which we explain in Section 2.3.1.2).
The software performs two other rounds of segmentation area purging during the “weighted
Laplacian” step and during the “cross matching” step.
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Figure 2.4: Upper left: Original DES coadd image, same as the one shown in Figure 2.1,
but is zoomed in to best illustrate the segmentation procedure. Upper right: the segmenta-
tion map derived using all the local intensity maxima. Lower left: the segmentation map
derived using all the local maxima of the weighted Laplacian map. Lower right: the seg-
mentation map derived using the cross matched local maxima between the intensity map
and the weighted Laplacian map. In the three segmentation maps, the empty white regions
are the “boundarys” (see Section 2.3.1.1 for definition), and the pixels in black are asso-
ciated with the seeds (local maxima from the intensity map, from the weighted laplacian
map, and the cross matching between the two).
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2.3.1.1 Segmentation of Images
Purging of noise peaks can be aided by segmenting an image into separate regions, each
associated with one element in the seed list of maxima. This seed list may include all local
maxima, or may be produced by some other means, for example it could be a list of objects
identified by SExtractor. In this first round of segmentation, we use image local intensity
maxima, computationally defined as the pixels with intensity higher than the eight neigh-
boring pixels. To segment the image, we use a simplified version of Meyer’s watershed
flooding algorithm (Meyer, 1992). To prime the segmentation procedure, we give each of
the pixels in the seed list a unique region label. The goal of segmentation is then to label
every pixel in the image as either belonging to one of the regions or residing in a boundary
between the regions. The process begins by ranking all pixels in the image in descending
order of intensity. As we move down the list, we apply the following procedure to each
pixel.
1. If this pixel is already labeled (because it was in the seed list), its label remains
unchanged.
2. If this pixel is unlabeled, and all of the neighboring pixels are unlabeled, this pixel is
marked as a boundary. This should be true only for local maxima not found in the
seed list.
3. If this pixel is unlabeled, and some or all of the neighboring pixels are already la-
beled, and their labels (except those labeled as boundary) are not all the same, this
pixel is labeled as a boundary.
4. If this pixel is unlabeled, and some or all of the neighboring pixels are already la-
beled, and their labels (except those labeled as boundary) are all the same, this pixel
is given that label. If all the labeled neighbors are labeled as boundary, this pixel will
also be a boundary.
Note that this procedure differs from the original implementation of Meyer’s algorithm.
When the original seed list includes all of the local maxima (as shown in the upper right
panel of Figure 2.4), the procedure above gives the same result as Meyer’s, though it is
much faster. When the seed list does not include all of the local maxima, as will be the case
in our GAIN application, this algorithm yields thick boundaries (shown in the lower panels
of Figure 2.4). This may not be desirable for computer vision applications like those for
which Meyer’s watershed algorithm was invented, but it is acceptable for our purposes.
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Figure 2.5: Upper Left: original DES coadd image, same as the one shown in Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.4. Upper Right: the Laplacian map of the same image. The fine features
of the original image, like the spiral arms of the galaxy at the bottom right, are enhanced
in the Laplacian map. Lower Left: intensity weighting map (Iw) derived as described in
Section 2.3.1.2. High intensity peaks are suppressed in this weighting map. Lower right:
weighted Laplacian map in Section 2.3.1.2 which combines the Laplacian map with the
intensity weighting map to bring out faint features.
After the segmentation is complete, we count the number of pixels labeled as belonging
to each element of the original seed list. This number reflects the total area associated with
each seed by the algorithm. We then purge false detections by eliminating seeds with
segmentation areas smaller than an adjustable threshold value. For example, we purge all
seed maxima associated with fewer than 27 pixels in DES coadd images. This threshold is
set to reflect the the typical size of unresolved point sources in DES coadd images, but its
value is finalized through trial and error, as are the other threshold values mentioned in this
chapter.
2.3.1.2 Cross Matching to Laplacian Maxima
To populate an effective list of sources for deblending, GAIN generates a Laplacian map
(3×3 pixels Laplacian) of the original image. This is a useful approach because the contrast
between real objects and their local background can be greatly enhanced in a Laplacian
map. In terrestrial image processing applications, the Laplacian of Gaussian method is
often used for edge detection (Lindeberg, 1993). In these applications, an image is first
smoothed on some scale with a Gaussian kernel, and then the Laplacian of the resulting
image is calculated. However, in astronomical images, real objects already have had their
spatial extent smoothed by an instrumental PSF, so that finding features in the Laplacian is
an effective approach to object detection.
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One limitation of this approach is that extended low contrast sources are not prominent
in the Laplacian map. Since many of the sources indeed have low surface-brightness, we
ameliorate this problem by weighting the Laplacian map with a transformed version of the
original image intensity map. This weight map, denoted as Iw(x, y), is computed from the
original image intensity map I(x, y) as,
I′(x, y) = I(x, y)−min(I)
Iw(x, y) =
{






We use the logarithmic values for high intensity pixels to suppress their weight. The
weighted Laplacian map is then derived from the raw Laplacian map L(x, y) and the image
weight map Iw(x, y), as
Lw(x, y) = L(x, y)Iw(x, y). (2.2)
Unlike the original image intensity map, where pixel values range across many orders
of magnitude, the pixel values of Iw(x, y) span a much narrower range. Finally, we smooth
Lw(x, y) with a Gaussian function (σ = 1 pixel for application to DES coadd images, value
adjustable). Local maxima identified in this smoothed, weighted Laplacian image then
become the seeds for the segmentation and purging step described in Section 2.3.1.1. For
illustration, we show the smoothed, weighted Laplacian image of a DES coadd image in
Figure 2.5. We also show the segmentation result using local maxima from this smoothed,
weighted Laplacian image in Figure 2.4.
2.3.1.3 Further Purging
As a final step of cleaning, we cross match the complete list of local maxima from the
original image with the list of local maxima from the smoothed and weighted Laplacian
image. We retain those local maxima which have corresponding peaks (within 2 pixels or
0.53”) in the smoothed and weighted Laplacian image. This list of matched local maxima
then becomes the seed list for the segmentation process (illustrated in the lower right panel
of Figure 2.4). Local maxima associated with sufficiently large areas in the segmentation
map then form the final list of GAIN detected objects.
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2.3.1.4 Matching to User Supplied Catalog
The usual application of GAIN follows an initial round of source extraction using tools like
SExtractor. GAIN aims to search for additional blended sources missed by these applica-
tions. For this reason, we match the GAIN source list to the user supplied source list, and
single out those sources not identified by the original reduction as a list of newly identified,
deblended sources.
For this matching procedure, the (x, y) coordinates of the user supplied sources are
taken as input. Then in descending order of the intensity value at the user supplied sources’
coordinates, we search for each source’s nearest match in our source list from Section 2.3.1.
All matches with a separation less than a threshold value (set to 10 pixels or 2.7” for our
application to the DES data) are considered valid matches. The matched source is then re-
moved from our list and the matching process continues. After removing all GAIN sources
which match the user supplied list, the remaining sources constitute our list of newly iden-
tified, deblended sources.
2.3.2 Deblend Blended Sources
The most difficult aspect of blended object photometry is untangling the relative contribu-
tions of light from multiple sources. It is not uncommon for a faint source near a bright
object to sit atop a background with photon count equal to – or in extreme cases several
times higher than – the photon count of the source. To measure photometry for blended
objects, we must account for the light contributed by their neighbors.
2.3.2.1 Separating the Light
To disentangle light from multiple sources, we use an image inpainting technique originally
developed in the computer vision field. In this field, many techniques have been developed
to recover damaged parts of an image, or to remove components that are unwanted. Our
method is inspired by the Telea (2004) technique which is used to “inpaint” an image,
i.e., to recover the texture of a small patch of an image from its surrounding pixels. It
cannot re-create new patterns in the to-be-filled region, but rather fills them with a smooth
background through interpolation. The problem this technique tries to solve is similar to
our light separation problem. It allows us to estimate the light contribution from the more
extended sources in the blended pixels. We choose the Telea (2004) technique over a variety
of other available approaches (Bertalmio et al., 2000; Criminisi et al., 2004) because it is
computationally efficient and has been extensively studied.
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The Telea (2004) technique works as follows. Given an intensity map, an unknown
pixel can be inpainted with a value approximated from its known neighbors. Telea (2004)
developed an efficient way to prioritize pixels in an unknown patch and determine the
order in which they are inpainted, starting from the pixels nearest to the boundary and
progressing inward (Sethian, 1996). This technique explicitly maintains a narrow band of
pixels to be filled in as one of its features. Our implementation is adapted from the Telea
(2004) technique, with a few modifications. A brief description follows.
1. Identify the regions to be inpainted: for each deblended source, this region is defined
as a circle centered on the object, with an area equal to the segmentation area from
Section 2.3.1.1. Pixels in this region are labeled as unknown, and the rest as known.
2. Initiate the narrow band: the narrow band is a list of pixels originally identified as
unknown, that have at least one neighbor labeled as known. Pixels in the narrow band
are prioritized in the ascending order of their original intensity value.
3. Begin inpainting: select the highest priority pixel from the narrow band and inpaint
it. We explain how this is done in the next two items. After inpainting this pixel,
label it as known, and check if it has any unknown neighbors. If there are any, add
them to the narrow band list, re-prioritize the narrow band, and repeat this step until
the narrow band is empty.
4. Inpaint a pixel: to inpaint one pixel, we fill it with the zeroth order approximation





with wp being the weighting for each neighboring pixel.
5. The computation of wp follows the original definition in Telea (2004) as











1 + |Iorginal(p)− Iorginal(q)| .
(2.5)
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Here, ~p − ~q is the vector from pixel p to pixel q. dir(p, q) (dir stands for direction)
evaluates if the p and q pixels are aligned with the image intensity gradient direction
~N(p). The gradient vector, ~N(p) = ∇I(p), is approximated with the four neigh-
boring pixels of p. dst(p, q) (dst stands for distance) evaluates the distance between
p and q. lev(p, q) (lev stands for level) evaluates the closeness of image intensity
before the inpainting procedure.
At step 2, we prioritize the narrow band pixels according to their image intensity values.
This deviates from the fundamental feature of the Telea (2004) algorithm in that Telea
(2004) prioritize the narrow band in the order of pixels’ distance to the original known
and unknown region boundary, while the distance to the boundary is calculated from the
fast marching solution to the Eikonal Equation (Sethian, 1996). This is designed to mimic
the practice in manual inpainting that the pixels closest to the known region are filled first
(Bertalmio et al., 2000, 2001). However, we prioritize pixels for inpainting using their
intensity value rather than their distance to the known region. This is because pixels with
lower intensity are less affected by the astronomical object we are removing, and filling
them in first allows for more reliable background reconstruction. Also, we use Equation 2.3
for step 4 with zeroth order approximation rather than the first order approximation used in
Telea (2004) because astronomical images are noisy, and the derivatives at pixel scale are
unreliable.
After using the above method for “background” interpolation for one object, the in-
terpolated image contains light from the object’s neighbors. The difference between the
original image and the interpolated image contains the extracted light for this deblended
object.
2.3.2.2 Catalog Production
GAIN does not contain a module that produces source catalogs from deblended images. To
produce a useful catalog of deblended sources, we need to measure magnitudes and shapes,
as well as to classify each as a star or a galaxy. Many packages capable of doing this are
available (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996; Simard et al., 2002; Peng et al., 2002, 2010a), and a
user might choose their favorite. For our application to the DES data, we use SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts, 1996). The tests described in the following sections are also based
on the application of SExtractor. We provide the wrapper code for such an application in
our package. Applications of other software, like GALFIT(Peng et al., 2002, 2010a), are
possible as well.
When choosing software for cataloging, we advise users to consider a few things:
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Figure 2.6: Left: An r band DES coadd image. The 10 sigma limiting magnitude of this
image is 25.3 mag as measured from the SExtractor mag auto uncertainty. Right: The
same image after adding simulated BCGs. The size of these two images is approximately
3.15′× 3.15′. The apparent magnitude of the simulated BCGs is approximately ∼ 19 mag.
1. The light extracted image of one object may be smaller than the area that contains
all of its light. One should consider how to reconstruct/account for the light of the
object outside this region.
2. Because of the above constraint, photometry from model fitting is probably more
appropriate. With our application of SExtractor, we find that Kron (Kron, 1980) and
Petrosian (Petrosian, 1976) magnitudes can provide reliable photometry.
3. Some star/galaxy separation methods may not work on light extracted images. When
we use SExtractor on such images, we find that the class star quantity fails most of
the time because of the small area used for light separation. Star/galaxy separation
using SExtractor spread model quantity (a classifier that evaluates object profile with
local PSF, Bertin, 2011) is still effective.
2.4 Methods Validation
We verify the performance of the following aspects of GAIN : photometry measurement,
source detection completeness, and source detection purity. We also include a modest test
on star/galaxy separation as part of the photometry test.
We want to test this package on optical images with complex deblending challenges,
while all the sources in these images are known and already reliably measured. Our prin-
cipal goal is to improve deblending around bright cluster galaxies, so we designed a test
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to simulate this challenge by adding simulated Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) to real
deep optical images. For this test, we use deep coadd images from DES. Cleaning of in-
dividual exposures, coaddition of the images, and initial extraction of sources are all done
using standard data processing pipelines from the DES collaboration (Mohr et al., 2012).
We then select regions with few bright stars or real BCGs, so that deblending is not an im-
portant issue before the addition of a simulated BCG. Object catalogs extracted from these
images are then used as “truth tables” in our testing procedure. When we add simulated
BCGs to these images, some objects which are initially isolated and clean become blended,
giving us a well understood deblending challenge to test against.
In Figure 2.6, we show an image before and after adding simulated BCGs. For the
results presented in this section, we make simulated galaxy images of Sersic profile with
Sersic index n = 4 and Sersic radius Re = 10′′ at ∼ 19.0 magnitude (exact values vary
depending on how brightness is measured). We convolve these profiles with the PSF func-
tion and add them into the image. We also ran the test with simulated galaxies of differ-
ent magnitudes (±2 magnitude) and different Sersic parameters. The results are qualita-
tively independent of these changes. In this test, we combine GAIN with SExtractor for
photometry measurement. We compare the performance of this set-up to the result from
solely using SExtractor. Throughout the test, the major SExtractor deblending parameter,
DEBLEND MINCONT is set at 0.001, which is found to be optimum for processing Dark
Energy Survey early data.
We note that the algorithm we describe in this chapter is designed for deblending be-
tween a satellite object and its much brighter neighbors. It may also be desirable to deblend
closely spaced pairs and triples of astronomical objects. GAIN can indeed help with this
kind of deblending problem, but its performance in these applications remains unverified.
Because pairs or triplets do not always cause local maxima, it is hard to distinguish them
from extended sources without using the image PSF (which is being implemented in a
future version of SExtractor). GAIN is not optimized for this kind of deblending.
Finally, to thoroughly evaluate the deblending problem, the performance of GAIN, and
more importantly the detection and photometry measurement of cluster galaxies in DES,
one may wish to compare a data set with much higher resolution to DES data. A project
comparing HST and DES data to study the DES data processing performance and its sci-
entific effects is in progress (Palmese et al., in prep.).
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of photometry measurements and star/galaxy separation quantities
with SExtractor using the “global background” setting. (a)(b) Offsets between the “truth”
magnitudes and measurements from altered images for “artificially” blended objects. (c)(d)
Comparison of star/galaxy separation quantities for “artificially” blended objects.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of photometry measurements and star/galaxy separation quantities
with SExtractor using the “local background” setting. (a)(b) Offsets between “truth” mag-
nitudes and measurements from altered images for “artificially” blended objects. (c)(d)
Comparison of star/galaxy separation quantities for “artificially” blended objects.
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2.4.1 Photometry Measurement
To test whether GAIN can improve photometry measurement for blended sources, we use it
to measure sources that become blended in the altered coadd image. We run SExtractor on
the unaltered image as well as the image with simulated BCGs. We select sources that are
flagged to be unblended (SExtractor flag = 0) and isolated in the original image but become
blended (SExtractor flag = 3) upon the addition of simulated BCGs. As these objects
are considered to be clean in the original image, we treat their photometry measurement
from this image to be the truth. In the images altered with simulated BCGs, we compare
measurements of these sources from SExtractor directly and from SExtractor with GAIN
implementation to their “truth” values. The result is shown in Figure 2.7 (a)(b).
Because light from simulated BCGs in the altered image is not completely accounted
for in the basic SExtractor reductions, the blended sources typically have their brightness
overestimated, often by as much as 0.5 mag. Comparing to model magnitudes (Bertin,
2011; Desai et al., 2012) in the truth table, Kron magnitudes (mag auto) from the blended
image are subject to more bias than model magnitudes. When GAIN is implemented, the
measurements are significantly improved: both model magnitudes and Kron magnitudes
for these “artificially” blended sources appear to be unbiased.
The photometry measurements from SExtractor in Figure 2.7 are obtained with the
“global background” evaluation setting. In Figure 2.8, we show comparisons adopting
SExtractor local background setting. A local background setting does help diminishing
the biases, but is not sufficient to eliminate them. In addition, the scatter of photometry
measurement is much larger with a local background setting.
In addition to magnitude measurements, we also include a modest comparison of
star/galaxy separation parameters for these sources. This is shown in Figure 2.7 (c)(d)
and Figure 2.8 (c)(d). We find that the class star quantity has become ineffective for
star/galaxy separation as discussed in Section 2.3.2.2. Another star/galaxy separation pa-
rameter spread model appears to remain effective.
2.4.2 Purity and Completeness
In this section, we examine the improvement of completeness (did we recover all real ob-
jects) and purity (are all the new deblended objects real) after implementing GAIN.
After introducing simulated BCGs into deep optical images, issues associated with the
deblending procedures emerge: object detection becomes incomplete and spurious detec-
tions appear. We use GAIN to improve deblending and then examine its impact on detection
completeness and purity. Note that the face values of completeness and purity presented
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Figure 2.9: Completeness of the C1 catalog (blue solid line, from SExtractor) and com-
pleteness of the combination (red dashed line) of C1 and C2 (C2 from GAIN) as computed
in Section 2.4.2.1. The non-negligible incompleteness of SExtractor catalog can be im-
proved by GAIN all the way to 25.5 mag. The vertical dotted line shows the 10 sigma
limiting magnitude of the image that the test is performed on. The errors in this plot are
estimated assuming poisson distribution.
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Figure 2.10: Purity of C1 (blue Solid line) by SExtractor and C2 (red dotted line) by
GAIN and purity of the combination of C1 and C2 (red dashed line) as computed in Sec-
tion 2.4.2.2. The unsatisfying purity of C1 at the bright end indicates that the deblending
procedure of SExtractor is prone to introduce spurious detections. Also, the purity of the
combination of C1 and C2 is affected by the purity of C1. On the other hand, the sources
contained in C2 (GAIN output) are highly consistent with the previous running. The verti-
cal dotted line marks the 10 sigma limiting magnitude of the image that the test is performed
on. The errors in this plot are estimated assuming poisson distribution.
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in this section should not be taken as estimations for real astronomical images, as we are
imposing exaggerated deblending difficulty in the testing images. The test here are only
meant to show the effectiveness of GAIN with extreme situations.
2.4.2.1 Completeness
For the completeness test, we first run SExtractor on the unaltered coadd image, and use
the resulting catalog as the Truth Table 1 (TT1). Running GAIN on the original, unaltered
coadd image produces a catalog of blended sources not detected in Truth Table 1, and we
use this list of additional sources as Truth Table 2 (TT2). The combination of TT1 and
TT2 is then used as the total truth table (TT) in our completeness and purity tests. We then
insert simulated BCGs, run SExtractor on the image to produce Catalog 1 (C1), and run the
GAIN package to search for blended sources and extract a supplemental Catalog 2 (C2).
We then take all objects brighter than some magnitude limit from TT and match them to
the C1 and C2 catalogs.
The matching is done in descending order of brightness for objects in the Truth Tables.
For one object in the TTs, we search for the object that is nearest in C1 or C2. If the nearest
neighbor from C1 or C2 is separated less than 5 pixels to the TT object, we claim this object
as matched. Once a C1/C2 object is used as a match, it is removed from the list available for
matching. The TT sample is matched to the C1 or C2 sample deeper by 1 mag to ensure
that the completeness evaluation is not subject to photometry measurement scatters. We
evaluate completeness by computing the ratio between the number of matched objects and
the total number of objects in the TT sample. We compute this quantity for SExtractor by
matching TT1 to C1 and for GAIN improved catalogs by matching TT to the combination
of C1 and C2. The result is shown in Figure 2.9.
After the image is altered by simulated BCGs, a small but non-negligible fraction of
sources are missed from SExtractor data reduction, especially at the faint end. The situation
is noticeably improved after the application of GAIN, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the software.
2.4.2.2 Purity upon Deblending
As there is no clear definition of “real” objects in the DES images, for the purity test,
we focus on evaluating the number of spurious detections introduced by the deblending
procedure rather than categorizing objects as “real” or not.
To test the purity of the catalogs, we match C1 or C2 from the altered coadd images to
Truth Tables from un-altered coadd images. The procedure is similar to the completeness
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test in Section 2.4.2.1, except that we match Catalogs to the Truth Tables instead of match
Truth Tables to Catalogs. We match the C1 or C2 sample above a magnitude limit to the TT
sample deeper by 1mag. We match C1 to T1, C2 to the combination of T1 and T2 and also
the combination of C1 and C2 to the combination of T1 and T2. We calculate purity as the
ratio between the number of matched objects in C1 or C2 sample and the total number of
objects in the sample. The result is shown in Figure 2.10. In this plot, GAIN 1 is the purity
for the combination of C1 and C2, while GAIN2 is the purity of C2 alone. The purity of
SExtractor (SE) is evaluated as the purity of C1 alone.
In Figure 2.10, purity of C1 (SE) lowers toward the bright end, and is less than 80%
at magnitude 21. This is partially caused by deteriorated photometry and astrometry mea-
surements of blended objects. Spurious and real objects in C1 are biased brighter because
of blending (see discussion in 2.4.1), which affects the bright end of the purity test. The
purity of the combination of C1 and C2 (GAIN 1) is also negatively influenced by spurious
detections in C1. For C2 (GAIN 2) alone, the sources contained in C2 are consistent with
sources contained in T1 and T2 to ∼ 99%. Figure 2.10 indicates that while performing
the deblending procedure, SExtractor is likely to introduce spurious detections but GAIN
is not.
2.5 Discussion
In this work, we describe modest tests showing that GAIN improves the reliability of pho-
tometry for blended objects. However, these tests are only designed to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of GAIN, and we recommend caution before applying these test results to new
analyses. The completeness, purity, and photometry test results presented here should be
considered valid only for this application of SExtractor and GAIN. GAIN is a supplement
to object finding and photometry packages like SExtractor, and its performance inevitably
depends on details of its image processing partner. In this work we compare the SExtractor
and GAIN combined photometry output to SExtractor output, but do not investigate the
original SExtractor photometry measurements.
A key element in any discussion of galaxy photometry is the evaluation of background
light, which mostly comes from the sky. No photometry measurement algorithm will pro-
duce reasonable results if the sky background is inaccurately estimated. For this reason,
any tests of photometric reduction algorithms must address background subtraction. GAIN
does not perform photometry measurements or sky subtraction, so its connection to this
issue is remote. Nevertheless, we have tested GAIN’s susceptibility to imperfect sky back-
ground subtraction by performing an additional round of background subtraction for the
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test images used in Section 2.4. We employ the SExtractor local background evaluation
function for this procedure, and then apply GAIN to these images that have went through
an unnecessary (the images have already been background subtracted) and wrong (using
improper SExtractor background evaluation setting) round of background subtraction. The
results of GAIN application in this scenario remain quantitatively similar to those reported
above, confirming our expectation that background subtraction has little impact on GAIN
efficacy.
While the background estimation in this test is improper, it is not outrageously wrong.
However, if it had been outrageously wrong, no photometry algorithm would produce rea-
sonable results. This test at least shows that GAIN is not sensitive to imperfect background
subtraction. Note that when performing image interpolation for blended sources, GAIN
does perform an additional round of local background subtraction, in which the “back-
ground” light is contributed by neighboring objects. Our test in Section 2.4 have already
verified GAIN’s effectiveness on this aspect.
When applying GAIN for a specific science analysis, one may wish to design additional
tests that focus on aspects of GAIN relevant to the analysis. For this work, aimed at de-
blending galaxies in crowded cluster cores, the real image plus simulated galaxy approach
outlined in Section 4 seems to be the most relevant approach. We also considered tests us-
ing simulated images, but found them more difficult to interpret. Completeness and purity
measures vary with environment, and objectively distinguishing different environments is
not trivial. Finally evaluating the realism of the simulated images without a specific scien-
tific goal in mind is challenging. It is for these reasons that we have chosen to test GAIN
with this real image plus simulated galaxy approach.
Finally, GAIN is not a substitute for packages that would yield precision photometry
measurement for blended objects (GALAPAGOS Barden et al. 2012; Galametz et al. 2013;
GASPHOT D’Onofrio et al. 2014). These packages tend to perform two rounds of SEx-
tractor source extraction with the second round tuned to pick up faint blended sources. As
the second round of source extraction tends to yield many spurious objects and biased pho-
tometry, precision photometry fitting software needs to be employed to purge and refine the
final catalog. Compared to these packages, the biggest advantage of GAIN is speed. The
multipass approaches used on crowded fields are generally too slow for full wide field sur-
vey data, limited by the speed of precision photometry fitting. For example, the GASPHOT
package is about 100 times slower than GAIN. It took GAIN 7 days to run for 300 deg2
DES science verification data on a small computer cluster, but it would take GASPHOT
1.92 years for the same field. GAIN is strikingly efficient in terms of computing demands.
The software has been applied to DES science verification coadd images. Combined
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with the SExtractor software, GAIN provides a valued added catalog that can be used
together with DES science verification coadd catalog. The value added catalog has been
found useful in a variety of applications: testing photometric redshift precision with cluster
galaxy members, measuring cluster central galaxy light profile, measuring cluster richness
and finding strong lensing clusters etc. The cluster richness that counts the number of
L > 0.2L∗ galaxies can change by up to 10% according to a preliminary study. Finding
strong lensing clusters rely on identifying the faint blue lensing arcs at cluster center. The
GAIN catalog may help increasing the number of strong lensing cluster candidates by up
to 20%.
2.6 Summary
Deep astronomical images face deblending challenges, especially in the crowded cores of
galaxy clusters. Current deblending algorithms are not optimized to handle this problem.
To take full advantage of the opportunity offered by new surveys like the DES, we need
better methods for extracting accurate galaxy lists in cluster cores. In this chapter, we de-
scribe a relatively simple approach to sorting out blended sources in these crowded regions.
The design of this GAIN package includes two innovative features.
1. This package makes use of the Laplacian of an intensity image for blended source
detection. In deblending procedures, one of the biggest challenges occurs when the
intensity contrast between blended sources is too low to trigger detection. In this
chapter, we have shown that this problem can be alleviated by measuring the image
intensity gradient. The image intensity gradient is often used in the computer vision
field to bringing out fine details of an image. Future astronomical data production
software can make use of this information to help deblending.
2. This package uses an interpolation technique to separate blended light from multiple
sources. This is an improvement comparing to two popular approaches: simply as-
signing pixels to blended sources which is inaccurate but computationally efficient,
and simultaneously fitting profiles of multiple sources which is accurate but com-
putationally inefficient. Our method provides a nice balance between accuracy and
efficiency.
We have tested this package on DES coadd images. Our tests show that it can increase
the reliability of photometry for blended objects. It can also increase the completeness of
blended source detection, while introducing only a modest number of spurious detections.
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The software has been applied to science verification data from DES. It is also possible to
apply GAIN to HST and SDSS images.
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CHAPTER 3
Evolution of Cluster Central Galaxies
3.1 Topic Introduction
Bright central galaxies (BCGs) are the luminous elliptical galaxies residing at the centers
of galaxy clusters or groups. Once commonly referred to as the brightest cluster galaxies,
the name bright central galaxy better reflects their special nature as the central galaxy of a
massive halo. BCGs are surrounded by a subsidiary population of satellite galaxies. Their
centrality and large size sets them apart from the general galaxy population.
Early attention about BCGs started with studies about cD-type galaxies, since many
BCGs are enveloped by extended stellar halos (Matthews et al., 1964). Statements that
this population is not consistent with being statistically drawn from the global galaxy lu-
minosity function led Tremaine & Richstone (1977) to argue that BCGs require a special
formation process. Analytical and early numerical estimates of their growth through dy-
namical friction and resultant cannibalism of cluster galaxies was soon identified as a viable
process (Ostriker & Tremaine, 1975; White, 1976; Hausman & Ostriker, 1978; Richstone
& Malumuth, 1983). Early N-body simulations of merging pairs and groups of galaxies
led Dubinski (1998) to perform the first N-body study of BCG formation in a massive halo
formed within a cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology. In that study, growth through early
merging of a few massive galaxies dominated over late-time accretion of many smaller
systems.
The modern context of BCG assembly through hierarchical growth within an evolving
spatial network of dark matter halos is now well established, but detailed understanding of
various competing astrophysical processes remains elusive. Models in which BCGs accrete
their stellar mass through “dry” merging with red and old galaxies produce scaling behavior
and light profiles in fairly good agreement with observations (e.g., Ruszkowski & Springel,
2009; Laporte et al., 2013).
Pure N-body models of dry merging ignore intra-cluster gas processes such as cooling
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and subsequent accretion and star formation of baryons onto the BCG. Semi-analytical
models find that such cooling needs to be mitigated by heating, and AGN feedback in a so-
called “radio mode” is proposed as the solution (Croton et al., 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot,
2007). Simulations with explicit hydrodynamic treatment of the baryons are struggling
to develop sub-grid models that capture the full complexity of the baryon behavior (e.g.,
Martizzi et al., 2012; Ragone-Figueroa et al., 2013; Martizzi et al., 2014; Pike et al., 2014).
While BCG in situ star formation is almost certainly suppressed by the quenching effect
of AGN (active galactic nuclei) feedback (Fabian, 1994, 2012), observational studies have
found that residual star formation of ∼ 10 − 100Myr−1 exists in many nearby BCGs
(Fraser-McKelvie et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2012; Groenewald & Loubser, 2014). A most
puzzling study has observed a BCG starburst of 740 ± 160Myr−1 in the z = 0.596
Phoenix cluster (McDonald et al., 2012). Such a large star formation rate would contribute
significantly to BCG stellar mass even if it lasted for just 1 Gyr.
Recent arguments based on local cooling–to–dynamical timescales tie together this
rich phenomenology in a self-regulated precipitation model (Voit et al., 2015, and ref-
erences therein). Idealized hydrodynamic simulations (Li & Bryan, 2014a,b; Meece
et al., 2015) support an episodic picture in which gas below a cooling threshold (roughly
tcool/tdyn < 10) feeds black hole accretion and local star formation, with AGN feedback
serving as the rectifier that shuts down cooling and allows the cycle to refresh. With HST
observations of BCGs in the CLASH sample, Donahue et al. (2015) offer evidence that
ultraviolet morphologies and star-formation rates of BCGs in CLASH clusters display fea-
tures remarkably similar to those anticipated by these simulations.
The semi-analytical expectations of BCG growth have been called into question by a
number of observations that report significantly slower build-up of stellar mass over time
(Whiley et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2009; Lidman et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b,b; Oliva-
Altamirano et al., 2014; Inagaki et al., 2015). This tension highlights limitations in our
current understanding of BCG formation and motivates this work.
The production of intra-cluster light (ICL) is another important process affecting BCG
formation over time. The ICL contains stars that got dispersed into intracluster space from
BCGs or BCG mergers (see: Contini et al., 2014). Simulation and observational studies
show that ICL can make up 5-50% of the total cluster/group stellar content (Zibetti et al.,
2005; Krick et al., 2006; Krick & Bernstein, 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2007; Toledo et al.,
2011; Guennou et al., 2012; Burke et al., 2012; Montes & Trujillo, 2014; Giallongo et al.,
2014; Presotto et al., 2014; Burke et al., 2015). Details of how the ICL is formed and
how its properties might vary from cluster to cluster remain unsettled (Monaco et al., 2006;
Conroy et al., 2007; Puchwein et al., 2010; Rudick et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2014; Contini
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et al., 2014; DeMaio et al., 2015).
To advance our understanding about the above processes and BCG formation in gen-
eral, it is important that we continue to refine our measurements of BCG growth. Most up-
to-date observations are yielding perplexing or even contradictory results on this subject,
perhaps because of in-comparability in their processing BCG observables (Mandelbaum
et al., 2005; Lauer et al., 2007; Bernardi et al., 2007). For instance, a few studies based
on high redshift (z ¿ 1.0) X-ray selected clusters (Stott et al., 2010, 2011; Collins et al.,
2009; Whiley et al., 2008) finds no sign of BCG stellar mass growth, while others based
on clusters at low and high redshifts do observe the change (Brough et al., 2002; Lin et al.,
2013b; Lidman et al., 2012, which included some of the samples from the forementioned
X-ray studies). On the other hand, deriving BCG luminosity and hence BCG stellar mass
from imaging data is not straightforward, and inconsistent measurements may have affected
many previous findings about BCG formation. Finally, BCG mass is known to be corre-
lated with cluster mass, which needs to accounted for when studying the change of BCG
mass over time (see for example, Lidman et al., 2012). Advances in our understanding of
the nature of the growth of BCGs require a careful accounting of all of the ingredients,
including their measurement uncertainties.
In this work, we investigate BCG stellar mass growth using DES Science Verification
(DES SV) data, and a new sample of 106 X-ray selected clusters and groups from the DES
XMM Cluster Survey (XCS), an XMM-Newton archival discovery project. Through using
this X-ray selected sample, selection effect on studying BCG’s optical properties are greatly
alleviated: X-ray selected clusters display a wider variety of optical properties compared
to optically selected clusters (Harrison et al., 2012). The cluster and group sample spans a
redshift range of [0, 1.2], and a mass range of [3× 1013M, 2× 1015M]. While most pre-
vious studies on this redshift range or cluster mass range are combining different samples
or different imaging data sets, we study a single cluster sample with the deep optical data
from DES. In this work, we also pay particular attention to possible biases affecting BCG
photometry, and have carefully evaluated the uncertainties associated with cluster mass,
redshift, BCG luminosity and BCG stellar mass measurements.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following order. From Section 3.2 to 3.5,
we present our data sets and derive measurements about cluster masses, BCG luminosities
and BCG stellar masses. We perform a matching exercise of BCG redshift evolution to the
Millennium Simulation expectations in Section 3.6, then fit both simulated and observed
BCG populations to a simple low-order model in Section 3.7. We compare this model
to previous estimates of BCG growth rate in Section 3.8. We summarize our results in
Section 4.8. Throughout this chapter, we assume Ωm to be 0.3, ΩΛ to be 0.7, and the
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Hubble parameter h to be 0.7.
3.2 Data
This work is based on an X-ray selected cluster and group sample from the DES-XCS
project. BCG photometry is derived from DES Science Verification data. The rest of
this section introduces the DES SV data, the DES-XCS sample, and the BCGs selection
procedure.
3.2.1 DES Science Verification Data
The Dark Energy Survey is a ground-based optical survey that uses the wide-field DECam
camera (Flaugher et al., 2015a) mounted on the 4m Blanco telescope to image 5,000 deg2
of the southern hemisphere sky (Sa´nchez, 2010). The work is based on 200 deg2 DES
Science Verification (SV) data. This data set was taken during the 2012B observing season
before the main survey (Diehl et al., 2014) began. A large fraction of the SV data have
full DES imaging depth (Lin et al., 2013a) and are processed with the official DES data
processing pipeline (Mohr et al., 2012). A more detailed review can be found in Sa´nchez
et al. (2014).
3.2.2 The DES-XCS Cluster and Group Sample
The XMM Cluster Survey serendipitously searches for galaxy cluster (and group) candi-
dates in the XMM-Newton archive (Lloyd-Davies et al., 2011; Mehrtens et al., 2012; Viana
et al., 2013). The cluster candidates are then verified with optical/infrared imaging data,
which confirm the existence of red sequence galaxies. Photometric redshifts of the con-
firmed clusters are also subsequently derived with the red sequence locus. Using DES SV
data, Miller et al. (in prep.; referred to as M15 in the rest of the chapter) have identified
∼ 170 X-ray selected clusters and groups from XCS. M15 also measures their photometric
redshifts and verify the measurements against archival spectroscopic redshifts 1. In this
work, we use a sub-sample from M15 that consists of 106 clusters and groups with mass
above 3.0 × 1013M. These clusters and groups are all referred to as “clusters” in the rest
of the chapter. In Figure 3.1, we show their mass and redshift distribution. For compari-
son, we also show the mass and redshift distribution of the cluster sample used in a similar
1http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure 3.1: The mass and redshift distribution of the DES-XCS sample (black stars) com-
pared to that of Lidman et al. (2012, red circles).
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Separation Between BCGs and X-Ray centers [Mpc]
z < 0.4
z > 0.4
Figure 3.2: Distances between the BCGs and the X-ray emission centers for our cluster
sample. Half of the BCGs are separated less than 0.07 Mpc (transverse comoving distance
with negligible uncertainties from redshifts measurements) from the X-ray centers, and the
large separations (> 0.4 Mpc) happen in clusters that may not be relaxed or appear to have
spurious foreground/background emissions.
study (Lidman et al., 2012). Our sample covers a lower mass range, and appears to be more
evenly distributed in the redshift-mass space.
We note that a handful of the clusters do not seem to have significant galaxy over-
density associated with them. It is possible that our sample contains spurious clusters
which originates from foreground/background X-ray contaminations. We have re-analyzed
our analysis after removing 8 clusters that are not associated with significant galaxy over-
density. The results are consistent with those presented in this chapter within 0.5 σ. Given
that these 8 clusters are in the low mass range (generally below 1014 M), removing them
may introduce an artificial mass selection effect. We therefore do not attempt to do so
in this work. We also note that other factors, including BCG photometry measurement
and cluster mass scaling relations at the low mass end (see discussion in Section 3.7.3 and
3.8.2), have bigger effect on our results than the possible spurious clusters in the sample.
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3.2.3 BCG Selection
The BCGs are selected through visually examining the DES optical images, the X-ray
emission contours, and the galaxy color-magnitude diagram. In this procedure, we aim
to select a bright, extended, elliptical galaxy close to the X-ray emission center, which
also roughly lies on the cluster red sequence. If there exist several red, equally bright and
extended ellipticals close to the X-ray center, we select the nearest one. We did not notice
a proper BCG candidate with a blue color.
We check our visual BCG selection against the central galaxy choice of a preliminary
version of the DES SV RedMaPPer cluster catalog (see the algorithm in Rykoff et al.,
2014). Out of the 106 XCS clusters and groups, 64 are matched to RedMaPPer clusters and
the majority (61) identify the same BCG. In the cases where we disagree with the BCG, we
choose the brighter, more extended galaxy closest to the X-ray center while RedMaPPer
selects a galaxy further away. The other 42 non-matches are caused by the different data
coverage, redshift limit, and mass selection of the two catalogs: the RedMaPPer catalog
employs only a subset of the SV data to achieve relatively uniform depth for selecting rich
clusters below redshift 0.9.
In Figure 3.2, we show the distance distribution between the selected BCGs and the X-
ray emission centers. Half of the BCGs are separated by less than 0.07 Mpc (comparable
to Lin & Mohr, 2004) from the X-ray emission centers, regardless of the redshifts of the
clusters.
3.3 Galaxy Cluster Mass
The cluster mass (M200, the mass inside a 3D aperture within which the averaged matter
density is 200 times the critical density) is either derived with X-ray temperature or X-
ray luminosity, using a lensing calibrated M − T relation (Kettula et al., 2013). Because
XCS is a serendipitous survey, not all the clusters have high quality X-ray temperature
measurements. For these clusters, we derive their masses from X-ray luminosity. Further
details about this procedure.
3.3.1 Cluster Mass From X-ray Temperature
We use a lensing calibrated M − T scaling relation from Kettula et al. (2013) to derive
cluster mass from X-ray temperature (TX , core not excised). In Kettula et al. (2013), weak
lensing mass measurements are obtained for 10 galaxy groups in the mass range 0.3 −
6.0 × 1014h−170 M. Together with 55 galaxy clusters (many above 2 × 1014h−170 M) from
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the cluster masses derived from a few M − T scaling relations.
We plot the mass derived from the Kettula et al. 2013 relation on the x−axis of all the
panels. The Kettula et al. 2013 M − T scaling relation agrees well with other relations at
the cluster scale (See Section 3.3.1). For simplification, we only include X-ray temperature
measurement uncertainty in this figure.
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Figure 3.4: Left: We derive cluster masses from both X-ray luminosities and X-ray temper-
atures, and decide which one to use through comparing their uncertainties. Right: X-ray
temperature and X-ray luminosity of the XCS clusters plotted against a few scaling rela-
tions in literature.The grey band shows the redshift-dependent L − T relation in Hilton et
al. 2012 between z = 1 and z =0.
Hoekstra et al. (2011, 2012); Mahdavi et al. (2013), Kettula et al. (2013) derive weak
lensing calibrated M − T relation across the group to cluster range 2.
We check the Kettula et al. (2013) M − T scaling relation against a few other studies
based on the gas content (Figure 3.3). The Hydrostatic Equilibrium (HSE, Sun et al.,
2009; Eckmiller et al., 2011; Vikhlinin et al., 2009) and gas mass fraction (Mantz et al.,
2010) calibrated relations agree with the Kettula et al. (2013) M − T relation at the cluster
scale, but have troubles matching to it at the group scale (Sun et al., 2009; Eckmiller et al.,
2011). As known from simulations (Nagai et al., 2007; Rasia et al., 2012, see Kettula et al.
(2013) for discussion), the disagreement is not surprising as HSE masses are biased low
at the group scale and the gas mass fraction relation is only derived with the most massive
clusters.
We use the Kettula et al. (2013) scaling relation to derive cluster M500 from X-ray
temperature, and then the Hu & Kravtsov (2003) relation to derive M200 from M500. We
assume the cluster concentration parameter to be 5 in this procedure. Using a different
concentration parameter in the [3, 5] range only changes M200 at percent level. We also
assume the intrinsic scatter of M500 to be 0.1 dex as typically found in simulation studies
2Chandra temperatures in Mahdavi et al. (2013) are adjusted to match XMM calibration.
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(Kravtsov et al., 2006; Henry et al., 2009).
3.3.2 Cluster mass from X-ray Luminosity
We resort to X-ray luminosity (LX , core not excised) to estimate masses for clusters/groups
that do not have high quality temperature measurements. We first derive X-ray temperature
using a L− T scaling relation, and then derive M200 using the procedure above.
We use a self-similar, redshift-dependent L − T scaling relation from Hilton et al.
(2012), but also experimented with a few other self-similar L−T relations (see Figure 3.4)
from Stott et al. (2012); Maughan et al. (2012); Pratt et al. (2009). The Hilton et al. (2012)
relation, which is also based on a XCS sample (Mehrtens et al., 2012), provides the best
fit to our data. We assume 0.1 dex intrinsic scatter for the derived temperatures, as it is
constrained in Hilton et al. (2012).
3.3.3 Mass Uncertainties and the Choice between Temperature and
Luminosity Based Masses
We decide between LX and TX based masses through comparing their uncertainties. To
estimate the mass uncertainties associated with each method, we produce 200 “pseudo-
measurements” for each cluster, sampling through temperature/luminosity measurement
uncertainty, the scaling relation uncertainty, and the intrinsic scatter of the relations. We
derive mass uncertainties for LX or TX based masses assuming log-normal distribution for
the 200 “pseudo-measurements”. If the uncertainty of TX mass is larger than the uncer-
tainty of LX mass by 0.05 dex (we prefer TX mass since LX mass is more susceptible to
biases), we use LX mass in lieu of TX mass. In the end, about half of the cluster masses
are derived with LX , and most of the clusters masses have < 0.25 dex uncertainty.
The 200 ”pseudo-measurements” are also used to derive the M200 covariance between
the cluster sample. Because we are including scaling relation uncertainty, the M200 covari-
ance matrix is not diagnonal.
3.4 BCG Photometry
Measuring BCG photometry is among the most controversial topics in BCG studies. We
use magnitude measured with circular apertures of 15 kpc, 32 kpc, 50 kpc and 60 kpc radii.
The main results are derived with the 32 kpc radius apertures, considering the BCG half
light radius measurements in Stott et al. (2011).
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Figure 3.5: We investigate measurement bias associated with Kron magnitude and aperture
magnitude using the UFIG sky simulation (see Section 3.4.4 for details). Note that this
test is done for a general galaxy population rather than BCGs. BCGs below redshift 1.0
generally have Sersic index > 2 and apparent magnitude below 22. In the top row, mtrue is
the galaxy’s input total magnitude, but in the bottom row, mtrue is the galaxy’s input 32 kpc
aperture magnitude. To summarize this figure, Kron magnitude tend to under-estimate the
brightness of bulge-like galaxies and extended galaxies, while aperture magnitude remain
well-behaved for galaxies of all profiles and sizes. The measurements from both systems
do become biased for faint galaxies with apparent magnitude above 23, but the bias is un-
important for this work. For efficiency, we use SExtractor output in this comparison, which
matches our own measurements for a general galaxy population.
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Figure 3.6: The popular SExtractor software tends to under-estimate BCG Kron radius,
resulting in significant brightness under-estimation. In panel (b), we show the difference
in Kron magnitude measurement, ∆m, when the measurement is made to a different Kron
radius (x-axis).
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Figure 3.7: (a): Measurement dispersion of aperture magnitude, profile fitting magnitude
and Kron magnitude. (b): We sample BCG apparent magnitude from multiple exposures
to evaluate the measurement uncertainty, and our measurement accuracy is limited by the
number of exposures we have.
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BCG photometry measurement is based on products from the official DES Data Man-
agement (DESDM) processing pipeline (Mohr et al., 2012). In this pipeline, single ex-
posure images are processed, calibrated and later background-subtracted and co-added to
produce coadd images. DESDM also runs an advanced version of SExtractor (Bertin, 2011;
Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) on processed single exposure images and coadd images to pro-
duce star/galaxy catalogs, which we do not use because of existing problems for BCGs.
In this chapter, we derive BCG photometry from processed single exposure images. The
following Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4 describe our explorations on measuring BCG flux with
different magnitude conventions. We discuss potential problems associated with Petrosian
magnitude, Kron magnitude, profile fitting magnitude, and aperture magnitude here, but
most of the problems are already well analyzed in literature (especially, see Graham &
Driver, 2005; Ha¨ussler et al., 2007; von der Linden et al., 2007; Bernardi et al., 2014).
Nevertheless, we provide a summary in this Section.
3.4.1 Petrosian Magnitude
Petrosian magnitude measures the flux enclosed within a scaled aperture known as the
“Petrosian radius”, which is calculated considering background noise level and object light
profile (Petrosian, 1976; Blanton et al., 2001; Yasuda et al., 2001). It is extraordinarily
robust under exposure to exposure variations, but not appropriate for extended galaxies.
Although Petrosian magnitude accounts for most of the flux of a disk-like (Sersic index =
1) galaxy, it will only recover 80% of the flux for a bulge-like galaxy with a de Vaucouleurs
(Sersic index =4) profile (Blanton et al., 2001).
Indeed, a series of studies have found that using Petrosian magnitude (see Bernardi
et al., 2013; He et al., 2013, for relevant discussion), the brightness of Luminous Red
Galaxies (LRGs) is under-estimated by about 0.3 mag. Moreover, the missing flux problem
is sensitive to the profiles of extended galaxies, and worsens quickly with higher Sersic
index. Graham & Driver (2005) estimate that Petrosian magnitude at its most popular
configuration (one that is adopted by SDSS) under-estimates the luminosity of Sersic index
= 10 galaxies by 44.7% (0.643 mag)! For this reason, we are not exploiting Petrosian
magnitude in this work.
3.4.2 Kron Magnitude
Kron magnitude is another scaled aperture magnitude, measuring the flux enclosed within
a few “Kron radius” (usually 2.5 Kron radius), and the Kron radius is decided from the
light profile (Kron, 1980). Kron magnitude is not as robust as Petrosian magnitude under
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exposure to exposure variations, but does appear to be more proper for extended galaxies.
Like Petrosian magnitude, Kron magnitude recovers most of the flux of a disk-like
galaxy, but misses 10% of the flux for a bulge-like galaxy (Sersic index ∼ 4, Andreon,
2002; Graham & Driver, 2005). Unlike Petrosian magnitude, the flux missing ratio is in-
sensitive to the galaxy Sersic index. Graham & Driver (2005) estimate that the missing
flux varies only at percent level when Sersic index changes from 2 to 10. Indeed, tests with
simulated skies (see Andreon, 2002, or our test in Figure 3.5) show that Kron magnitude
only underestimates the brightness of bulge-like galaxies by about 0.2 mag. It also appears
to be indifferent to the presence of ICL: when we apply the measurement to simulated
BCGs enclosed by ICL (we use the model in Giallongo et al., 2014), the measurement
changes only <∼ 0.1 mag.
As proper as the design of Kron magnitude seems to be, the real problem comes from
observationally deriving the Kron radius. As pointed out in Graham & Driver (2005),
correctly estimating Kron radius requires integration over the light profile to a very large
radius, usually many times the half light radius for extended galaxies. If the integration is
improperly truncated, the measured Kron radius will be much smaller, and Kron magnitude
turns out to be catastrophically wrong – it may under-estimate the flux of an extended
galaxy by as much as 50% (Bernstein et al., 2002)!
We find this to be a frequent problem for BCG measurements from the widely-used
SExtractor software (i.e., mag auto), as demonstrated in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b). The Kron
radius from SExtractor is two times smaller than it should be for one of the BCGs, and the
BCG light intensity at 2.5 SExtractor Kron radius is still high. As a result, SExtractor under-
estimates the Kron flux of this BCG by∼ 0.5 mag. This problem seems purely algorithmic
though. Using the galaxy intensity profile to re-calculate Kron radius until it converges, we
are able to correct this measurement error. Comparing the corrected measurements to the
magnitude measurements from profile fitting (see Section 3.4.3), we recover the 0.2 mag
accuracy of Kron magnitude as discussed above.
For this work, we have re-done our analysis using Kron magnitude. We re-compute the
Kron radius instead of using SExtractor output, but the result remains qualitatively similar.
3.4.3 Profile Fitting Magnitude
We have also experimented with BCG profile fitting magnitude from the GALFIT software
(Peng et al., 2002, 2010a). We fit the BCGs with a model consisting two Sersic profiles, one
with Sersic index = 1 (i.e., a disk profile) and one with flexible Sersic index as suggested
by Bernardi et al. (2014); Meert et al. (2015). We convolve these models to point spread
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functions (PSF) derived with the PSFex software (Bertin, 2011), and carefully mask all
neighboring objects including blended objects identified with the GAIN deblender (Zhang
et al., 2015b). Overall, the design of this procedure is similar to the Galapagos fitting
software (Barden et al., 2012).
For this work, we only use the profile fitting magnitude for testing purpose (see Sec-
tion 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.4). We hesitate about using it for scientific purpose as we realize
that the measurement needs to be extensively tested with sky simulations as in Ha¨ussler
et al. (2007); Bernardi et al. (2014); Meert et al. (2015). Upon evaluating the profile fitting
magnitude uncertainties (see Figure 3.6), we do not find it to improve BCG measurement
accuracy and therefore do not consider the testing efforts to be worthwhile for this work.
We nevertheless have re-done our analysis using this magnitude, but the result remains
qualitatively similar.
3.4.4 Aperture Magnitude Used in this Work
In this work, we measure BCG magnitude with circular apertures of 15 kpc, 32 kpc, 50
kpc, and 60 kpc radii. The main results in this work are derived with the 32 kpc measure-
ments, considering the BCG half light radius measurements in (Stott et al., 2011). The 32
kpc aperture choice is also comparable to the popular Kron magnitude aperture (2.5 Kron
radius) measurements from the SExtractor software. We carefully mask BCG neighbors
(including blended objects identified with the GAIN deblender, Zhang et al., 2015b) and
interpolate for the BCG intensity in the masked area. To realistically evaluate BCG mag-
nitude uncertainty, we perform the procedure on processed single exposure images, use
the median as the measurement, and evaluate the uncertainty through bootstrapping. We
find our typical measurement uncertainty to be ∼ 0.4 mag, significantly larger than the
SExtractor estimation from co-added images (but not larger when we bootstrap the SEx-
tractor measurements from single exposure images). Since we perform the measurements
independently on different exposures, our uncertainty is more comprehensive than the SEx-
tractor uncertainty from co-added images (also see the magnitude measurement scatter test
in Figure 3.5). Our measurement becomes uncertain when we have few exposures to work
with (see Figure 3.6), which will be improved as DES assembles more exposures in the
coming years.
To evaluate the sky background level around BCGs, we use background check maps
generated with the SExtractor software from DESDM, configured with the “Global evalu-
ation” process. We sample the values in a ring with inner and outer radius of ∼ 13 arcsec
and 18 arcsec from the BCG. We have investigated how sky background estimation af-
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the stellar population models
Formation Redshift 20, 10, 8, 5, 4, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1.0, 0.8, 0.5
Metallicity 0.03, 0.025, 0.02, 0.015, 0.01, 0.008, 0.005, 0.003, 0.002
E-folding time (Gyrs) 30, 15, 10, 8, 5, 3, 2, 1, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1
Observed Redshift 1.50, 1.49, 1.48, ..., 0.03, 0.02, 0.01
fects our measurement, as it was considered a difficult task for BCGs. We find it to have
only marginal influence. Indeed, even by using a “Global” setting, SExtractor still over-
estimates the background around some extremely bright sources, known as the dark halo
problem within DES (after background subtraction, the light intensity of a bright object
falls slightly below 0 at the outskirt). However, changing the background sampling loca-
tion only marginally shift our final measurements. In fact, other details of the measurement
procedure, like in-complete masking of neighboring sources may cause bigger problems.
We test for measurement bias associated with aperture magnitude and Kron magni-
tude with simulated DES images, using the UFIG simulation (Berge´ et al., 2013; Chang
et al., 2014). This sky simulation is based on an N-body dark matter simulation populated
with galaxies using the Adding Density Determined GAlaxies to Lightcone Simulations
(ADDGALS) algorithm (Wechsler, in prep.; Busha, in prep.; Dietrich et al., 2014, for a
review). We find that both aperture magnitude and Kron magnitude tend to under-estimate
the brightness of fainter sources, but the effect is negligible for even the furthest BCGs (z
band apparent magnitude is about 22). In addition, the bias would only have suppressed
the significance of our result, as further objects are evaluated to be less massive/luminous.
We also perform the test with sky simulations based on adding simulated galaxies into real
DES co-add images, known as the Balrog simulation (Suchyta et al., 2015), and came to
the same conclusion.
3.5 BCG Luminosity and Stellar Mass
We correct for galactic extinction using the stellar locus regression method (High et al.,
2009; Kelly et al., 2014; Rykoff et al., in prep.), and compute BCG luminosities and stel-
lar masses using the stellar population modeling technique. We use the best-fit model to
compute the K-correction factor and the mass-to-light ratio.
The procedure begins with using the EZGal package (Mancone & Gonzalez, 2012), the
Chabrier (2003) Initial Mass Function (IMF) and the Conroy et al. (2009); Conroy & Gunn
(2010) simple stellar population (SSP) models to produce stellar population templates with
various star formation histories and metallicities. We make templates with exponentially-
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decaying star formation histories (the τ model) characterized by various e-folding time,
metallicity, formation redshift and observed redshift. In Table 3.1, we list the parameter
values used for these templates.
We use a Chi-Square minimizing technique (see: Mitchell et al., 2013) to decide the
stellar population template for each BCG. The fitting procedure is done with BCG pho-
tometry in DES g, r, i, z bands and we fit the BCGs only to templates of their observed
redshifts. After a best fit is identified for each BCG, we use the K-correction term from
the template to compute BCG luminosity, and then the mass-to-light ratio to compute BCG
stellar mass. We derive BCG luminosity in DES z band, and BCG stellar mass accord-
ing to z band luminosity. As an alternative, we also use the Blanton & Roweis (2007)
K-correction package to derive BCG luminosity, but the result remains unchanged.
We then evaluate uncertainties associated with BCG apparent magnitude, redshift, and
BCG mass-to-light ratio.
3.5.1 BCG Luminosity Uncertainty
We estimate BCG luminosity uncertainty combining BCG magnitude and redshift (see
M15) uncertainties. To simplify subsequent analyses, we assume the redshift uncertainty
to be statistical (systematic uncertainty is about ∼ 0.001, comparing to ∼ 0.05 statistical
uncertainty, see M15). The redshift uncertainty is taken as 0.001 if archival spectroscopic
redshift is available. We ignore K-correction uncertainty as it is well decided.
3.5.2 BCG Mass-to-Light Ratio Uncertainty
We estimate BCG stellar mass uncertainty combining BCG luminosity uncertainty and
BCG mass-to-light ratio (MLR) uncertainty. In this section, we pay special attention to
estimating the MLR uncertainty from modeling star formation histories, which is the un-
certainty from fitting a τ -model to BCGs that formed through merging with galaxies of
various star formation histories. We evaluate the uncertainty by applying the stellar popu-
lation fitting procedure to DL07 BCGs (selected in Section 3.6.1). We compare the derived
BCG MLR to their true values in the simulation.
In the left panel of Figure 3.8, we show the difference between the derived and true
MLR plotted against redshift. We notice a systematic uncertainty of ∼ 0.05 dex, likely
caused by the mismatch of IMF in our procedure and in DL07 (a Chabrier IMF produces a
mass-to-light ratio 0.05 dex higher than that of a Kroupa IMF, see Papovich et al., 2011).
We also notice a statistical scatter with the derived values, ranging from 0.05 dex to 0.1
dex with weak dependence on redshift (Figure 3.8), but no dependence on cluster mass or
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Figure 3.8: (a) We apply our stellar model fitting procedure to the DL07 simulation BCGs
using their simulated SDSS g, r, i, z photometry. Because the fitting procedure and the
simulated BCG photometry are based on different SSP models and IMFs, there exists a
0.05 dex systematic offset. The derived mass-to-light ratio also has statistical uncertainty
of ∼ 0.05 dex at z = 0 and ∼ 0.1 dex at z = 1. (b) We evaluate the stellar mass un-
certainty combining redshift, magnitude and mass-to-light ratio uncertainties. The stellar
mass uncertainty is dominated by apparent magnitude uncertainty at z < 0.8, and redshift
uncertainty at z > 0.8.
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BCG stellar mass. We evaluate the uncertainty and covariance for our BCG sample taking
the corresponding values in simulation. To elaborate, for each BCG in our sample, we
assume its MLR to have been measured 100 times (each BCG is matched to 100 simulation
BCGs in Section 3.6.1), and the error of each measurement is the offset between the derived
and true MLR for one simulation BCG. As a result of this set-up, the MLR uncertainty for
each BCG contains about 0.05 dex systematic uncertainty and 0.05 to 0.1 dex statistical
uncertainty depending on its redshift.
Admittedly, it is more than likely that we are underestimating the BCG MLR uncer-
tainty. In our simulation test, the systematic uncertainty originates from using slightly
different SSP models and IMFs (Conroy et al. (2009); Conroy & Gunn (2010) SSP models
and Chabrier (2003) IMF in our procedure VS the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) SSP models
and Kroupa (2001) IMF in DL07). The statistical uncertainty originates from matching
τ star formation history and fixed metallicity to DL07 BCGs. We have not considered
uncertainties associated with SSP models, dust distributions and possible IMF variations
Estimating the uncertainties from these so-called “known unknowns” is difficult. Con-
roy et al. (2009) shows that one may at best recover the MLR of bright red galaxies with
0.15 dex uncertainty at z = 0, or 0.3 dex at z = 2.0. According to this result, we would
have under-estimated BCG MLR uncertainty by∼ 0.1 dex. We also experimented with the
SSP models from Maraston (2005) and Bruzual & Charlot (2003), but the derived MLR
differences are lower than 0.1 dex.
Since the redshift dependence of our estimation is qualitatively similar to that presented
in Conroy et al. (2009), it is un-likely that we are affected with our conclusion about BCG
redshift evolution. We therefore do not attempt to include additional uncertainties from
the “known unknowns”. Eventually, the BCG stellar mass uncertainty is dominated by the
uncertainty from magnitude measurement or redshift (See Figure 3.8b), rather than from
MLR.
3.6 Simulation Matching Analysis
We first inspect the redshift evolution of BCG luminosity and stellar mass through
matching our data with a semi-analytical simulation. We compare BCG luminosities and
stellar masses to the corresponding values in the simulation, with diagrams analogous to
those presented in many previous studies (Collins et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2014; Lidman
et al., 2012; Tonini et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b; Oliva-Altamirano et al., 2014) that overlay
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Figure 3.9: Mass and redshift distribution of the cluster sample used for this work and
distribution of the simulation clusters drawn from DL07. The black data points show the
masses and mass uncertainties of the XCS clusters. The red data points show the median
masses and the 0.158 and 0.842 percentiles of the simulation clusters. For clarification,
we show the mass distribution of the resampled DL07 clusters at the redshift of the corre-
sponding XCS cluster with a small offset.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the observed and simulated BCG properties. We show
the median and 0.158, 0.842 percentiles of the differences. The dots are data points outside
the range of the uncertainty whiskers, and the red diamonds are moving medians. The
blue bands show the fitted linear model with dependence on look-back time, encompassing
1σ uncertainties. We notice that the observed BCGs are becoming under-massive/under-
luminous at decreasing redshift. Note that we have not included stellar mass or luminosity
measurement uncertainties in the linear fit. We also use a 95% confidence interval clipping
technique to remove outliers.
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redshift evolutions of the observed and simulated BCG properties. The simulation involved
in this comparison is the De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) semi-analytical (SAM) simulation
(referred as DL07 hereafter) based on the Millennium project (Springel et al., 2005; Guo
et al., 2013).
3.6.1 Simulation Sample Selection
Since BCG luminosity and stellar mass are known to be correlated with cluster mass, the
comparison between observation and simulation need to be made between clusters of sim-
ilar masses. For each BCG in our sample, we compare it to a simulation subsample of 100
BCGs hosted by clusters of similar masses and redshifts. The simulation data are selected
with the following procedure.
1. Identify simulation clusters with redshifts closest to that of the XCS cluster. Ide-
ally, we would have identified a cluster sub-sample with their redshift distribution
matching the redshift uncertainty of the XCS cluster, but this is not possible since
simulations are stored at discrete redshifts.
2. Select from the redshift sub-sample of 100 clusters with their posterior mass distri-
bution (log-normal) matching the mass uncertainty of the XCS cluster. Note that we
are not using the cluster mass function as a prior. Application of this prior leads to
sampling clusters ∼ 0.1 dex less massive, but leave the conclusions unchanged.
Note that in the above procedure, we are not considering additional cluster properties
beyond M200 and redshift. There is emerging evidence that X-ray selected clusters may be
biased in terms of cluster concentration distribution (Rasia et al., 2013), but it is un-clear
how the bias would affect BCG formation study. We also do not consider the Eddington
bias associated with LX . The M200 of the lowest LX /TX systems are derived with TX .
Future studies yielding higher precision on BCG growth may wish to take these selection
effects into consideration.
In Figure 3.9, we show the redshift and the mass distribution of the XCS clusters to-
gether with the re-sampled DL07 simulation clusters. The above procedure produces a
simulation sub-sample that well resembles the probability distribution of the XCS sample.
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3.6.2 Redshift Evolution of the Observed BCGs
We directly compute the relative luminosity 3 and stellar mass difference between the ob-
served and simulated BCGs, as shown in Figure 3.10.
We notice that the differences between the observed and simulated BCGs change with
redshift. The effect suggests that the observed BCGs do not grow as rapidly as in DL07 –
a different redshift evolution history in the observation. We fit the differences with a linear
dependence on lookback time: if the redshift evolution of the observed BCGs is consistent
with that in DL07, the slope of the linear fit shall be 0. This null hypothesis is not favored.
In Figure 3.10, we show the linear fitting result with blue bands which encompass the
1σ uncertainties. The luminosity redshift evolution in the observation is different from the
simulation with a 2.5 σ significance (0.028±0.011). The significance from the stellar mass
comparison is lower at 1.3 σ (0.015 ± 0.012), but BCG stellar mass is less certain (recall
that it requires a choice for the mass-to-light ratio) and therefore the result is noisier.
The redshift evolution difference shows that the observed BCGs become increasingly
under-massive/under-luminous at decreasing redshift compared to DL07 (compare the re-
sult to Lidman et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b; Oliva-Altamirano et al., 2014). At the lowest
redshift bin (z ∼ 0.1) in Figure 3.10, the observed BCGs appear to be 0.1 to 0.2 dex 4
under-massive/under-luminous as a result of a different redshift evolution history.
Arguably, the above statement relies on a fitting function connecting the difference
between the observed and simulated BCG properties to redshift. The significance level of
this statement depends on the exact form of the fitting function. In Section 3.7 and 3.8, we
present stronger evidence on this statement, through modeling the BCG redshift evolution
for both observational data and simulation data, testing the model and eventually showing
the model constraints being different in the observation and in the simulation.
In addition, we are not considering BCG luminosity and stellar mass uncertainties in
this section (they are not included in the linear fitting procedure). We also address this in
Section 3.7 and 3.8.
3 We are comparing the observer frame DES z band luminosity to the observer frame SDSS z band
luminosity in DL07. The response curves of the DES z band and the SDSS z band are similar enough, that
the magnitude measurements for one object in the two systems shall be close within 0.05 mag. We have
tested this statement through cross matching galaxies in the SDSS stripe 82 database and the DES Year 1
coadd database. Although it is possible to transform between DES z band magnitudes and SDSS z band
magnitudes, we avoid doing so because the transformation inevitably makes assumption about BCG SEDs.
4 x dex = 10x
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3.6.3 High Redshift BCGs
At z > 0.9, we notice that two of the four BCGs in our sample appear to be mas-
sive/luminous outliers by∼ 0.5 dex, which matches previous findings about massive BCGs
at z > 1.0. In Collins et al. (2009), five 1.2 < z < 1.5 BCGs are identified to be 0.5 ∼ 0.7
dex more massive than the DL07 simulation BCGs, and in Liu et al. (2013), a massive
z = 1.096 cD type galaxy is discovered in a 5 arcmin2 Hubble Deep Field. However,
after considering cluster mass uncertainty, and the BCG luminosity and stellar mass un-
certainties, we can only detect the over-massive/over-luminous BCG effect with ∼ 1 σ
significance.
3.7 BCG-Cluster Mass Relation
To further investigate the growth of BCGs, we turn to modeling a redshift-dependent,
stellar-to-halo mass relation. We refer to this relation as the BCG-Cluster mass relation
in this chapter. Later, in Section 3.8, we use this relation to model the BCG growth rate
from z = 1.0 to z = 0.
3.7.1 Modeling the BCG-Cluster Mass Relation
We model the BCG-Cluster Mass Relation as redshift dependent with the following equa-
tion,
logm∗ = logm0 + αlog(
M200, z
Mpiv
) + βlog(1 + z). (3.1)
This equation adopts a power law dependence on cluster mass (Oliva-Altamirano et al.,
2014; Kravtsov et al., 2014; Brough et al., 2008; Moster et al., 2010, 2013) as well as a
power law dependence on redshift. We choose Mpiv to be 1.5× 1014M, about the median
mass of the XCS clusters. We also assume that there exists an intrinsic scatter, , between
the observed BCG stellar mass and this relation, as logm∗,obs ∼ N (logm∗, 2). Hence, the
relation contains four free parameters: logm0, α, β and .






YTC−1Y + logp(Q). (3.2)
In this function, Y is a 106 dimension vector (y1, y2..., y106), with the kth element being
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Figure 3.11: Posterior distribution of the parameters, logm0, α, β and , in the BCG-cluster
mass relation (Equation 3.1), based on the BCG stellar mass derived in 32 kpc aperture.
The histogram in each column shows the marginalized distribution of the corresponding




































































































































































































































































































































































































































the difference between the modeled and the observed BCG stellar masses, as:
yk = ymodel,k − yobs,k. (3.3)
The covariance matrix,C, in Equation 3.2 is the combination of the covariance matrices
for cluster mass measurements, BCG stellar mass measurements, redshift measurements
and the intrinsic scatter. It has the following form:
C = Cov(m∗) + α2Cov(logM200)+β2Cov(log(1 + z)) + 2I. (3.4)
Details about deriving this covariance matrix as well as the likelihood function are provided
in the next sub-section.
Additionally, we implement an outlier pruning procedure as we “fit” (or sampling the
posterior distribution in Bayesian statistics) for the BCG-cluster mass relation, as described
in Hogg et al. (2010). To summarize this procedure, we adopt a set of binary integers
Q = (q1, q2, ..., q106) as flags of outliers. qk = 0 indicates an outlier and yk is correspond-
ingly modified as,
yk = logm∗,k − logmoutlier, (3.5)
where moutlier is treated as a 5th free parameter. To penalize data pruning, we assume a




pqk(1− p)1−qk . (3.6)
Eventually, the parameters to be sampled from Equation 3.2 are logm0, α, β, , Q,
p, and logmoutlier. More details about deriving the posterior likelihood (Equation 3.2) as
well as choosing the covariance matrix can be found in Section 3.7.2. We assume uniform
truncated priors for all the free parameters exceptQ, and the final result appears to be insen-
sitive to this choice. We perform the fitting procedure for both the observed BCGs from the
XCS sample and the simulation BCGs sampled from the DL07 simulation (Section 3.6.1).
3.7.2 Additional Information on Covariance and the Likelihood Func-
tion
This section provides extra information about the likelihood function presented in the Sec-
tion 3.7. We assume multivariate normal distribution for Y. Combined with a Bernoulli
prior distribution for Q, the posterior likelihood becomes:
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Re-write the likelihood at the log scale and ignore the normalization of the probability
distribution, we have:




YTC−1Y + logp(Q). (3.8)
Because
Y = Ymeas −Ymodel, (3.9)
The covariance matrix used in the posterior likelihood can be further expanded as :
C = Cov(Y,Y)
= Cov(Ymodel −Yobs, Ymodel −Yobs)
= Cov(Yobs,Yobs) +Cov(Ymodel,Ymodel)
= Cov(m∗,obs,m∗,obs) + α2Cov(logM200, logM200)+β2Cov(log(1 + z), log(1 + z)) + σ2I.
(3.10)
We have simplified this expression as Equation 3.4 in Section 3.7.
If the covariance matrices for cluster redshift, cluster M200 and BCG stellar mass are
all diagonal, our posterior likelihood function – Equation 3.2 – would have the same form
as that derived in Hogg et al. (2010). In our case, the covariance matrices for M200 and
BCG stellar masses are not diagonal because of systematic uncertainties (See details in
Sections 3.3 to 3.5).
3.7.3 Constraints on the BCG-Cluster Mass Relation
In Figure 3.11, we plot the posterior distribution of logm0, α, β,  in Equation 3.1. We also
list their marginalized means and standard deviations in Table 3.2.
The constraint we derive on α agrees well with the reported values from the literature
(Oliva-Altamirano et al., 2014; Kravtsov et al., 2014; Brough et al., 2008). We also notice
that α increases with bigger BCG apertures, indicating stronger correlation with cluster
mass in the BCG outskirts (also see Stott et al., 2012). This effect seems to be justifiable,
considering an inside-out growth scenario for BCGs (van Dokkum et al., 2010; Patel et al.,
2013; Bai et al., 2014). Further analysis with large apertures is limited by the increasing
amount of background noise at BCG outskirt, but a larger BCG sample may help quantify-
ing the effect. This effect also illustrates the importance of understanding BCG photometry
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measurement when deriving BCG-cluster mass relations.
Our estimation of logm0, the normalization of Equation 3.1, appears to be lower than
the corresponding value in DL07 by 0.1 – 0.2. As logm0 is mainly constrained by low
redshift BCGs, this result is completely consistent with BCGs being under-massive at low
redshift as discussed in Section 3.6.2.
Our estimation of β, the index of the redshift component in Equation 3.1, also disagrees
with the corresponding value in DL07. The constraint on β derived from the whole cluster
sample is different from the simulation value at a significance level of 2.3 σ. The constraint
from our data is closer to 0, suggesting less change of BCG stellar mass with redshift. Note
that a further, quantitative conclusion should not be drawn. Although β is the dominant
parameter that describes BCG redshift evolution in Equation 3.1, it is not the only one.
The mass term in Equation 3.1 also contains information about BCG redshift evolution
as cluster M200 evolves with time. A quantitative analysis of BCG redshift evolution is
presented in Section 3.8.
Our constraint on β is highly co-variant with logm∗ (recall the bi-variate normal dis-
tribution), but the co-variance shall not be interpreted as “degeneracy”: a reasonable m∗
sampled from its marginalized posterior distribution does not make β consistent with the
simulation. We also notice that different conventions for BCG magnitude measurement can
bias the constraint on β. For example, using the Kron magnitude from the popular SExtrac-
tor software (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996), which tends to under-estimate BCG Kron Radius
and therefore BCG total magnitude (See discussion in Section 3.4.2. This effect happens
frequently for our intermediate redshift BCGs), shifts β downward by ∼ 1 σ.
We detect hints that the constraints on α and β may depend on cluster mass (see Ta-
ble 3.2). For clusters with logM200 above 13.85, we notice stronger correlation between
BCG and cluster masses (larger α, compare it to Chiu et al., 2014; van der Burg et al.,
2014) and steeper redshift evolution (smaller β) at ∼ 1.0 σ significance level. However,
BCGs in low mass clusters (logM200 < 13.85) are possibly over-massive compared to our
simulation calibrated BCG-cluster mass relation. Evaluating the masses of low mass clus-
ters and groups through their X-ray observables needs to be handled with care. In this
work, we use lensing calibrated M − T relation of galaxy groups and clusters to derive
M200 for most low mass clusters (see Figure 3.4 and Section 3.3). Arguably, the accuracy
of X-ray inferred masses of low mass clusters is less well characterized than the higher
mass end. Thus, in our growth rate determinations we show the difference after excluding
the lowest mass systems (logM200 < 13.85, about 10% of the sample). For consistency,
we also examine the effect of excluding the highest mass systems (logM200 > 14.7, about
10% of the sample).
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3.8 BCG Stellar Mass Growth since z ∼ 1.0
In this section, we compute the BCG stellar mass growth rate since redshift 1.0. We derive
the growth rate conveniently using the redshift-dependent BCG-cluster mass relation from
the previous section. Doing so, we are assuming that a redshift-dependent BCG-cluster
mass relation not only describes the relation between BCG stellar mass and cluster mass
at various redshifts, but also describes how BCG stellar mass evolves with time. There is
no new measurement made with observational data in this section. The redshift-dependent
BCG-cluster mass relation derived in the previous section is the only input from observa-
tional data. Our method, however, do need new input from simulation data, which is the
mass evolution history of clusters.
In this section, we compute the stellar mass growth rate for the BCGs hosted by clusters
of logM200 = 13.8 at z = 1.0. The choice is made as the XCS sample well represents these
clusters and their low redshift descendants (see Figure 3.12 for the mass evolution history
of clusters with logM200 = 13.8 at z = 1.0). The method is also applied to clusters of
different masses, but we do not notice significant change of the conclusions.
3.8.1 Method and Test
We need to know how the cluster mass evolves with redshift in our method. To acquire
this information, we select a sample of halos with z ∼ 1.0, logM200 ∼ 13.8 from the
Millennium simulation, and extract their evolution history by identifying descendants of
these halos all the way to z = 0 (using the descendantid keyword). We then compute the
mean M200 evolution of these halos, shown in Figure 3.12.
The second step is to use the BCG-cluster mass relation to derive the average stellar
mass of the BCGs hosted by these halos at different redshifts. From Equation 3.1, the











We take log m∗,z
m∗,z0
from the above equation as describing the average BCG stellar mass
growth. The M200,z
M200,z0
component in the equation is the average cluster mass growth extracted
from the simulation.
The result of applying Equation 3.11 to the average M200 growth with the simulation
data is also shown in Figure 3.12. We estimate the uncertainties on the BCG stellar mass
growth rate through sampling the joint constraint on α and β. We do not consider the
uncertainties of cluster mass evolution as it is marginal and is cosmology dependent.
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Figure 3.12: To derive BCG stellar mass growth rate from BCG-cluster mass relations,
we will need to derive cluster mass growth history from simulations. In the top panel, we
show the halo mass evolution history of ∼ 200 halos with logM200 = 13.8 at z = 1.0. We
utilize Equation 3.11 (we are using the BCG-cluster mass relation in DL07) to derive the
BCG stellar mass growth rate shown by the red dashed line. In the bottom panel, we show
the test result for this method (see Section 3.8.1 for details). Overall, our approach well
reproduces the average growth rate within 1σ for simulation BCGs.
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1) Growth of All
Growth of Log M200 > 13.85
Growth of Log M200 < 14.70
Simulation Growth
Lin 2013, observed, z=1.0 -> 0 
Lidman 2012, observed, z=0.9 -> 0.2 
Figure 3.13: This plot shows our BCG stellar mass growth estimation with the full sample
and with two mass-limited sub-samples. We also show the measurements in Lidman et
al. 2012 and Lin et al. 2013 and the BCG growth rate in the DL07 simulation. Our
estimation is consistent with previous measurements, but slower than DL07 by ∼ 2.5 σ.
The uncertainty from DL07 is extremely small as the simulation is well sampled.
We test our method by applying it to the DL07 simulation BCGs. We first derive the
BCG-cluster mass relation in DL07 using the procedure from Section 3.7.1 for the sample
drawn from Section 3.6.1. We compare the computed BCG growth rate to the values ob-
tained through directly tracking cluster descendants. The latter is acquired through record-
ing the central galaxy stellar mass of the halo descendants since redshift 1.0. We consider
the result from this second approach as the true growth of simulation BCGs.
In the bottom panel of Figure 3.12, we show the BCG growth rate derived with Equa-
tion 3.1, and the true growth rate encompassed by uncertainty from bootstrapping. Overall,
for low mass clusters, our approach reproduces the average BCG growth rate from z = 1.0
to z = 0 within 1σ. Bias associated with this method (like progenitor bias, see: Shankar
et al., 2015), if there is any, appears to be negligible.
3.8.2 Growth Rate from z = 1.0 to z = 0
We compute the BCG stellar mass growth rate using Equation 3.11 and compare it to the
simulation value obtained with the same method. We discuss the observational result based
on BCG 32 kpc aperture stellar masses in this work – the result derived with other apertures
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look similar. From z = 1.0 to z = 0, we estimate the BCG growth rate to be 0.13 ± 0.11
dex, comparing to 0.40±0.05 dex in simulation (uncertainty estimated for the BCG sample
in Section 3.6.1), as shown in Figure 3.13. This result is in agreement with our conclusion
from the simulation matching analysis (Section 3.6.2), and also in agreement with previous
studies (Lidman et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b). Even after considering all the uncertainties,
biases and covariances associated with BCG luminosity and stellar mass measurements, we
still confirm that the observed BCG growth is slower than the prediction from DL07 at a
significance level of ∼ 2.5 σ.
Like our constraint on the BCG-cluster mass relation, our result here shifts by ∼ 1 σ
(0.29± 0.11 dex) when we exclude the lowest mass systems (logM200 < 13.85, about 10%
of the sample). Note that the shift may be caused by inaccuracy of X-ray cluster mass
scaling relations at the low mass end (see discussion in Section 3.7.3). For consistency, we
also show the result (0.07±0.12 dex) after excluding the highest mass systems (logM200 >
14.7, about 10% of the sample). Our result is also susceptible to improper BCG magnitude
measurements. Using the Kron magnitude from SExtractor, the result will be biased toward
more rapid BCG growth by ∼ 1 σ. We also considered applying our method with stellar-
to-halo mass relations from literature, but as many previous studies are based on magnitude
conventions with various problems for BCGs (see discussion in Appendix 3.4), we opt for
not using them in this work.
3.8.3 Role of ICL Production
In this chapter, we have shown from two different perspectives that the BCG stellar mass
growth rate in clusters with logM200 = 13.8 at z = 1.0 is slower than the prediction naively
expected in a hierarchical formation scenario (De Lucia & Blaizot, 2007). This effect is
not that surprising with a second thought on the processes that contribute to (or counter-act)
BCG formation.
A hierarchical structure formation scenario predicts that galaxy mergers add stars to
BCGs. The BCG stellar build-up can be further augmented by in situ star formation, but
a reduction in stellar mass is possible from mergers that eject stars into the intracluster
space. The competition between these mechanisms remains a subject to large modeling
uncertainties in simulations. If we assume that BCGs experience the rapid build-up events
(mostly merging events) as prescribed in the DL07 simulation, there must be a mechanism
that offsets BCG growth to mimic slower evolution we observe in this work.
In Figure 3.14, we experiment with incorporating extra stellar mass gain or loss into the
DL07 simulation. Stellar mass gain tends to steepen BCG growth over time, while stellar
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Growth of Log M200 > 13.85
Growth of Log M200 < 14.70
Simulation Growth
Simulation - 40MO • /yr (ICL)
Simulation - 20MO • /yr (ICL)
Simulation + 20MO • /yr (SF)
Contini 2014, simulation, z=1.05 -> 0
Figure 3.14: We show BCG growth rates from toy models adding more rapid ICL produc-
tion or more dramatic BCG star formation to the DL07 simulation. Including extra constant
ICL production at 20 - 40 M/yr well reproduces our observed growth rate. We also show
the predicted BCG growth rate from Contini et al. 2014, which has updated the DL07 sim-
ulation with more realistic ICL production. The BCG growth rate in Contini et al. 2014
agrees well with our measurement.
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mass loss tends to slow down BCG build-up and flatten the BCG growth curve. In order
to explain the observed BCG growth rate in our data, the BCGs in DL07 would need to
go through extra stellar mass loss at 20 - 40 M/yr, ending up with 2.0-3.5 ×1011M at
z = 0, which agrees with our data.
Such stellar content stripping from mergers would produce intra-cluster light (ICL).
Our result indicates that ICL accumulates at 20-40 M/yr after z = 1.0, totaling (1.5 −
3) × 1011M ICL in the present epoch. This amount corresponds to about 30% - 60 %
the total of BCG and ICL stellar masses, consistent with the observed ICL fraction in low
and medium redshift clusters (z < 0.5: Zibetti et al., 2005; Krick et al., 2006; Krick
& Bernstein, 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2007; Toledo et al., 2011; Montes & Trujillo, 2014;
Giallongo et al., 2014; Presotto et al., 2014).
In fact, ICL production has already been suggested as an explanation to the seemingly
mild evolution of massive galaxies (Monaco et al., 2006; Conroy et al., 2007; Burke et al.,
2012; Behroozi et al., 2013; Oliva-Altamirano et al., 2014). Although not completely set-
tled, recent studies indicate that ICL possibly forms late, mostly after z = 1.0 (Contini
et al., 2014; Conroy et al., 2007). Specifically, the Contini et al. (2014) study updates the
DL07 simulation with more realistic ICL production processes, and predicts slower BCG
growth rate (Figure 3.14), in excellent agreement with our measurement. Hence, the slow
BCG stellar mass growth since z = 1.0 observed throughout this work is completely justi-
fiable if ICL forms late after z = 1.0.
Admittedly, the DL07 simulation also includes stellar stripping that would produce ICL.
Unfortunately the amount of ICL from this simulation is not retrievable, and we are not able
to analyze if it meets our expectation. The Guo et al. (2011) SAM simulation has explicitly
included ICL production and predicts very similar BCG growth with DL07, but much of
the ICL is already in place before z = 1.0, which is not favored in our interpretation.
3.9 Summary and Discussion
Using new photometric data from DES and a new X-ray selected cluster and group sample
from the XCS, we investigate the redshift evolution of BCG stellar mass since z = 1.2. We
derive constraints on the BCG-cluster mass relation, and compute the BCG stellar mass
growth rate for our sample. From two different perspectives, we demonstrate that the BCG
stellar mass growth since z = 1.0 is slower than the expectation from a semi-analytical
simulation implementing a simple hierarchical BCG formation scenario. The discrepancy
is detected with a significance level as high as 2.5 σ. We find this slow growth rate after
z = 1.0 to be compatible with the late formation of ICL .
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We have carefully considered various uncertainties related to studying BCG growth
in this work, including the uncertainties of BCG stellar mass measurements, cluster/BCG
redshift measurements and cluster mass measurements. We explicitly consider these un-
certainties through likelihood analysis, and expect this analysis to help clarify ongoing
discussions about how statistical and systematic uncertainties affecting BCG growth mea-
surements.
We also adopt a simple but novel method to compute BCG stellar mass growth rate.
Despite considerable attention paid to this topic in the literature, BCG stellar mass growth
has been studied with various techniques inconsistent with each other. Ideally, one would
like to evaluate BCG stellar mass growth by comparing the BCG masses within the same
cluster at high and low redshifts, as we did for method testing in Section 3.8.1. This is
not possible with observations. However, Lin et al. (2013b) have adopted the idea through
constructing a cluster sample that resembles the average halo evolution history. In observa-
tional studies, the more common approach is to compare the BCG masses of a high redshift
cluster sample and a low redshift cluster sample, while adjusting the cluster mass binning at
different redshifts to account for cluster mass evolution (Collins et al., 2009; Lidman et al.,
2012; Bai et al., 2014). The results from these observational studies are widely compared
to De Lucia & Blaizot (2007), which computes the BCG stellar mass growth rate through
a “fixed space density” method, i.e, selecting the 125 most massive clusters at z ∼ 1.0 and
z ∼ 0 respectively to compare their BCG masses. Compared to these previous studies,
our method allows consistent comparison to simulation for clusters of specific masses and
redshifts. Our test in Section 3.8.1 shows that the approach suffers from only negligible
bias for the required precision.
Finally, the analyses presented here are based on DES SV data, a data set corresponding
to only 5% of the nominal DES footprint. With spectroscopic and X-ray follow-up, Miller
et al. (in prep) show that the final DES/XCS sample should be about 10 times larger than
this data set. Comparing the constraints on the BCG-cluster mass relation derived with
1000 simulation clusters rather than 100 of them, we conclude that we expect ∼ 3 times
improvement in the measurement uncertainty of BCG growth. At this level of statistical
power, it will be critically important to thoroughly understand the uncertainties associated
with various observables. This project presents the first steps toward such an analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
Evolution of Cluster Red Sequence Galaxies
4.1 Topic Introduction
Galaxy clusters are special for both cosmology and astrophysics studies. As the structures
that correspond to the massive end of halo mass function, they are sensitive probes of the
ΛCDM cosmology model (see reviews in Allen et al., 2011; Weinberg et al., 2013). As
the most massive virialized structures in the universe, they provide the sites for studying
astrophysics processes in dense environments.
Galaxy clusters are known to harbor red sequence galaxies, named as these galaxies rest
on a tight relation in the color-magnitude diagram (Bower et al., 1992b). This phenomenon
has been employed in finding clusters from optical data (e.g., Gladders & Yee, 2000; Miller
et al., 2005; Koester et al., 2007b; Rykoff et al., 2014) and developing cluster mass proxies
(e.g., Rykoff et al., 2012), which in turn require a good understanding of these galaxies.
Red sequence galaxies also attract attention from astrophysics studies as they exhibit little
star formation activity. Their formation and evolution provide clues as to how galaxies have
been transformed in the cluster environment.
It is relatively well-established that massive red sequence galaxies form at an early
epoch (e.g., Mullis et al., 2005; Stanford et al., 2005; Mei et al., 2006; Eisenhardt et al.,
2008; Kurk et al., 2009; Hilton et al., 2009; Papovich et al., 2010; Gobat et al., 2011; Jaffe´
et al., 2011; Gru¨tzbauch et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2013), but the formation of faint red
sequence galaxies remain perplexing. The latter can be examined through inspecting the
luminosity distribution of cluster galaxies, either with the dwarf-to-giant ratio approach (De
Lucia et al., 2007), or as adopted in this study, with a luminosity function (LF) analysis.
Results from these analyses are controversial to date, which problem has been extensively
reviewed in literature (e.g., Crawford et al., 2009; Boselli & Gavazzi, 2014; Wen & Han,
2015).
To summarize, a few studies have reported a deficit of faint red sequence galaxies with
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increasing redshift (De Lucia et al., 2007; Stott et al., 2007; Gilbank et al., 2008; Rudnick
et al., 2009; de Filippis et al., 2011; Martinet et al., 2015), indicating slower formation of
faint red sequence galaxies comparing to the bright (and massive) ones. Yet, many others
observe little evolution in red sequence luminosity distribution up to redshift 1.5 (Andreon,
2008; Crawford et al., 2009; De Propris et al., 2013), suggesting an early formation for both
faint and bright red sequence galaxies. Differences in these results are hard to interpret
given the different methods (see the discussion in Crawford et al., 2009), sample selections
and possible dependence on cluster mass (Gilbank et al., 2008; Hansen et al., 2009; Lan
et al., 2015), dynamical states (Wen & Han, 2015; De Propris et al., 2013), and whether or
not the clusters are fossils (Zarattini et al., 2015). Carrying out more detailed analysis using
significantly larger samples especially in the 0.5 to 1.0 redshift range may help resolving
these differences.
The luminosity distribution of cluster galaxies has also been modeled to connect galax-
ies with the underlying dark matter distribution. The luminosity function of galaxies in
a halo/cluster of fixed mass, entitled the conditional luminosity function (CLF) in recent
literature (Yang et al., 2003), statistically models how galaxies occupy dark matter halos.
Modeling the Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD, Peacock & Smith, 2000) provides an-
other popular yet closely-related approach. Given a dark matter halo distribution, these
models (HOD & CLF) can be linked with several galaxy distribution and evolution proper-
ties (e.g., Cooray, 2006; Zheng et al., 2007; van den Bosch et al., 2007; Zehavi et al., 2011;
Leauthaud et al., 2012), including galaxy correlation functions (e.g., Jing et al., 1998; Pea-
cock & Smith, 2000; Seljak, 2000), galaxy luminosity/stellar mass functions (e.g., Yang
et al., 2009), global star formation rate (e.g., Behroozi et al., 2013) and galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing signals (e.g., Mandelbaum et al., 2006).
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey has enabled detailed analysis of cluster LF (or CLF) with
the identification of tens of thousands of clusters to redshift 0.5 (Yang et al., 2008; Hansen
et al., 2009). Above redshift 0.5, studies are still limited to small samples containing a
handful of clusters or groups (Andreon, 2008; Rudnick et al., 2009; Crawford et al., 2009;
De Propris et al., 2013; Martinet et al., 2015). However, recent development of wide field
surveys that are more sensitive than the SDSS, provides an opportunity to reinvigorate our
knowledge in this regime.
In this chapter, we constrain the (conditional) red sequence luminosity function (RSLF)
with an X-ray selected sample discovered in the DES science verification data. The sample
contains clusters and groups in the mass range of [3 × 1013 M, 2 × 1015 M], and the
redshift range of [0.1, 1.3]. Similar analyses can also be applied to SZ-selected clusters
(e.g., clusters discovered from the South Pole telescope survey: Staniszewski et al., 2009;
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Reichardt et al., 2013; Bleem et al., 2015) and clusters selected from optical data. Our work
with X-ray selected clusters benefits from the well-understood selection of the sample and
the convenience of having X-ray temperature and luminosity as cluster mass proxies. Using
this sample also avoids possible selection effect on red sequence galaxies.
This chapter focuses on constraining the luminosity function of red sequence galaxies.
The luminosity function of blue galaxies generally deviates from that of the red, but con-
straining it seems to require a larger sample because of the blue galaxy low over-density.
In the rest of the chapter, we describe and characterize our data sets in Section 4.2, evaluate
the photometric data completeness limit in Section 4.4 and describe our methods in Sec-
tion 4.5. We present our results in Section 4.6, and discuss the implications in Section 4.7.
A summary of this chapter is provided in Section 4.8.
4.2 Data
4.2.1 Dark Energy Survey Science Verification Data
We use the DES Science Verification (DES-SV) data taken in late 2012 and early 2013.
The DES collaboration collected this data set with the newly mounted Dark Energy Camera
(DECam, Flaugher et al., 2015b) for science verification purposes before the main survey
began (see DES Year 1 operations in Diehl et al., 2014). In total, this data set covers ∼
400 deg2 of the sky. For about 200 deg2 of it, data are available in all of the g, r, i, z and
Y bands, and the total exposure time in each band fulfills the DES full depth requirement
(23 to 24 mag in i and 22 to 23 mag in z, see more details in Sa´nchez et al., 2014). A pilot
supernovae survey (see Papadopoulos et al., 2015, for an overview) of 30 deg2 sky in g, r,
i, z was conducted at the same time, reaching deeper depth after image coaddition (∼ 25
mag in i and ∼24 mag in z).
The Science Verification data are processed with the official DES data reduction
pipeline (Mohr et al., 2012). In this pipeline, single exposure images are assessed, de-
trended, calibrated and coadded. The coadded images are then fed to the SExtractor soft-
ware (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996; Bertin, 2011) for object detection and photometry measure-
ment.
4.2.2 The XCS-SV cluster sample
The XCS-SV cluster sample is a product from the XMM Cluster Survey (Lloyd-Davies
et al., 2011; Mehrtens et al., 2012; Viana et al., 2013), which searches for galaxy cluster
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Figure 4.1: The redshifts, masses, and mass uncertainties of the XCS-SV clusters. Vertical
solid lines and Horizontal dashed lines show the ranges of the subsamples used to constrain
LF mass dependence and redshift evolution respectively.
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candidates in XMM-Newton archival data. The XCS-SV sample refers to the confirmed
clusters with the DES-SV optical data (Miller et al. in prep., henceforce referenced as
M15). This X-ray selected sample contains galaxy groups, low mass clusters and clusters
as massive as 1015M up to redshift 1.3. In Zhang et al. (2015c, henceforce referenced
as Z15), we review the selection and confirmation of the sample, as well as the cluster
photometric redshift measurement.
Since this study evaluates cluster galaxy luminosity function with z band photometry,
we eliminate clusters above redshift 1.05 so that the rest frame 4000A˚ break of the RS
galaxy spectrum do not lie in DES z−band (sensitive to beyond ∼8500 A˚). We further
eliminate one cluster below redshift 0.1 that is more susceptible to X-ray contaminations
and also the clusters that are not in ideal photometry regions (Section 4.2.3). This chapter
works with 102 clusters in total. In Figure 4.1, we show the redshifts, masses, and mass
uncertainties of the used clusters.
The cluster masses and uncertainties are derived with TX−M or LX−M meaurements
(Kettula et al., 2013; Hilton et al., 2012) (see details also in Z15). R200 is derived with the
TX −R200 relation from Arnaud et al. (2005).
4.2.3 The DES Photometric Data
We use the DESDM photometric catalog produced from DES coadded images with the
SExtractor software. Detection threshold is set at 1.5 σ ( DETECT THRESH = 1.5) with
the default SExtractor convolution filter. The minimum detection area is set at 6 pixels1
(DETECT MINAREA =6). The runs were performed in dual mode, using the linear addi-
tion of r, i and z band images as the detection image.
A benchmark galaxy and stellar object sample is subsequently derived with the initial
detections (see Bonnett et al., 2015, and also Rykoff et al. in prep., for more details),
keeping only regions that are available in all of the g, r, i, z bands. Regions with high
density of outlier colors due to the impact of scattered light, satellite or airplane trails, and
regions with low density of galaxies near the edge of the survey are removed. Objects
near bright stars selected from The Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS Skrutskie et al.,
2006) are also masked. The masking radius scales with stellar brightness in J as 150−10J
(arcseconds) with a maximum of 120 arcseconds. Star masks with radius less than 30
arcseconds are discarded to avoid excessive masking. Coverage of the sample is recorded
with the HEALPix2 software (Go´rski et al., 2005) gridded by N = 4096. Photometry are
re-calibrated and extinction-corrected using the Stellar Locus Regression technique (SLR:
1DECam pixel scale 0.263”
2http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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MacDonald et al., 2004; Ivezic´ et al., 2007; High et al., 2009; Gilbank et al., 2011; Desai
et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2014).
For this work, we use the SExtractor Kron magnitude (mag auto) measurements
(Kron, 1980) for all detected objects. Since the SExtractor run was performed in dual
mode, the Kron aperture and the centroid for different filters are the same, which are deter-
mined from the detection images. This work analyzes z−band luminosity function. We use
any object> 10 σ in z (which corresponds to magerr auto< 0.218 mag). Because clas-
sifying stars/galaxies becomes inefficient beyond 22 mag in z− band, we do not attempt to
separate stars and galaxies. We nevertheless refer to all the catalog objects as “galaxies” in
this chapter.
4.3 Red Sequence Galaxy Selection
4.3.1 Window Color Selection
We select red sequence galaxies according to g− r color at z < 0.5, and then r− i color at
0.5 < z < 1.05 to account for the shifting of the 4000 A˚ break.
For a cluster at redshift z, we first apply K-corrections (details explained below) to all
objects in the cluster field that corrects g − r or r − i colors to z = 0.3. We compare the
corrected colors to a model color at z = 0.3 with the following selection standard:
|(g − r)z=0.3 − (g − r)model| <
√
δ2g−r + ∆2g−r, for z ≤ 0.5,




r−i, for z > 0.5.
(4.1)
In this equation, (g − r)model and (r − i)model are the model colors (details explained be-
low) that serve as the mid-points of the selection windows. δg−r and δr−i are the color
measurement uncertainties. ∆g−r and ∆r−i are the width of the selection windows.
We set ∆g−r to be 0.2 mag. This clipping width is chosen to encompass the intrinsic
scatter and the slope of red sequence color-magnitude relations, while avoiding selecting a
significant amount of blue galaxies. When selecting galaxies with r − i colors at z > 0.5,
the selected populations should be consistent with those z < 0.5. To achieve this, we
optimize ∆r−i, the clipping width in r − i, so that the number counts of selected cluster
galaxies with the r − i standard and the g − r standard are equal: N∆r−i = N∆g−r .
We first perform selections with the g − r standard (∆g−r set at 0.2 mag), and record
the number count of the selected galaxies as N∆g−r=0.2mag (field contribution eliminated,
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Figure 4.2: We select red sequence galaxies with g − r color at z < 0.5, and r − i color at
z > 0.5. Having chosen the clipping width in g − r to be 0.2 mag, we adjust the clipping
width in r − i to match the number of selected cluster galaxies. This figure shows how the
clipping width in r− i changes cluster galaxy counts in comparison to selecting with g− r.
See Section 4.3 for details. Different symbols (circle, square and triangle) indicates cluster
galaxy counts to different magnitude limits. We choose the clipping width in r − i to be
0.13 (vertical dashed lines) according to this test.
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see explanations on field and cluster galaxies in Section 4.5). Then for the same clusters,
we perform the selections with the r − i standard while adjusting the value of ∆r−i, and
compute the number count of the selected cluster galaxies, N∆r−i (Figure 4.2). We find
that setting ∆r−i at 0.13 mag roughly equals N∆r−i and N∆g−r=0.2mag. The relation holds
for almost all the clusters below redshift 0.9 (showing the redshift range of 0.4 to 0.7 in
Figure 4.2) and for counting cluster galaxies to differnt magnitude limits.
The K-correction terms and the model colors are computed with a simple stellar popu-
lation template from Bruzual & Charlot (2003), assuming a single star burst of metallicity
Z = 0.008 at z = 3.0, utilizing the EZGal package3 (Mancone & Gonzalez, 2012).
4.3.2 RedMaPPer Member Selection
In this chapter, we also select red sequence galaxies with the RedMaPPer (Rykoff et al.,
2014, and also Rykoff et al. in prep. for adaption to DES data) algorithm. This algorithm
uses clusters with spectroscopic redshifts to calibrate the values and the intrinsic scatters
of the red sequence colors. It then assigns a red sequence probability to each galaxy in the
cluster field. Objects with red sequence probability below 1% are pruned from the final
catalog. The computation of the probability considers the galaxy density profile, galaxy
luminosity function and galaxy colors. Note that although a galaxy luminosity function
(α = −1, see Rykoff et al. in prep. for details) is assumed when computing the red
sequence probability, the probability is more sensitive to the colors because of the narrow
intrinsic color scatter (roughly 0.025 mag for g − r and 0.015 mag for r − i).
4.4 Completeness Function
4.4.1 The Completeness Function Model
The completeness function models the detection probability of objects in terms of their
apparent magnitude. In this chapter, the completeness function is defined to answer the
following question: given a real object of truth magnitude m, what is the probability of
observing one object with observed magnitude m?
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Figure 4.3: This figure demonstrates our procedure on evaluating the completeness func-
tion with the UFIGsimulation. We use a completeness function to model the difference
between the observed magnitude distribution (green squares in top panel) of observed ob-
jects and the truth magnitude distribution of all truth objects (black circles in top panel).
Given a truth object of truth magnitude m, we model the probability of observing an ob-
ject with observed magnitude m (green squares in lower panel), which is well described
by a complementary error function. For comparison, we also show the truth magnitude
distribution of the observed objects (red triangles).
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Figure 4.4: This figures shows the relations between completeness function parameters
and image depth, characterized by 10 σ limiting magnitude. The relations derived from the
UFIG simulation generally agree with those from the BALROG simulation. The m50 values
evaluated from re-stacking deep supernovae data appear to be 0.1-0.2 mag deeper than
the relations derived from sky simulations, but the differences can be explained by Kron
magnitude bias shown in Z15. Therefore, we use the relations from the UFIG simulation
to model completeness function in this chapter.
In the above equation, m50 is the 50% completeness magnitude, w controls the steepness of
the the detection drop-out rate and λ is the overall amplitude of the completeness function.
We further assume linear dependence of m50 and w on the depth of the image, which is
characterized by the 10 σ limiting magnitude (where magerr auto = 0.25 × ln10, or
magerr auto = 0.218 mag assuming flux measurement, at a significance level of 10 σ).
4.4.2 Relations between Model parameters and Image Depth
The m50 - m10σ and w - m10σ relations are evaluated with simulated DES images and real
data. We have utilized two simulations in this procedure. The relations listed in Figure 4.4
are derived from the UFIG simulation (Berge´ et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2015), which is a
sky simulations that is further based on an N-body dark matter simulation populated with
galaxies from the Adding Density Determined GAlaxies to Lightcone Simulations (AD-
DGALS) algorithm (see Lin et al., 2010; Busha et al., 2013; Dietrich et al., 2014, for an
overview, Wechsler et al. in prep., Busha et al. in prep.). We use the UFIG product that
matches the footprint of the benchmark sample in Section 4.2.3. The simulation is divided
into fields of 0.53 deg2, with the characteristic quantities like depth and seeing matching
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those of the corresponding DES-SV patches. SExtractor is applied to the simulated im-
ages with identical DES-SV setting. We select objects with magerr auto < 0.218 mag
in z, derive their observed magnitude distribution, and compare it to the truth magnitude
distribution of all input truth objects. The ratio between the two is well described by Equa-
tion 4.2. The derived m50 and w are tightly related to the depth of the image as shown in
Figure 4.4.We also perform the analysis on the BALROG simulation (Suchyta et al., 2015),
which inserts simulated objects into real DES-SV images. The results are similar.
To further verify the derived relations, we utilize restacks of high quality images from
the DES Supernovae survey with total exposure time of ∼ 1000 s to mimic main survey
depth. The z-band depth of the restacks ranges from 21.5 mag to 22.5 mag, comparing
to > 24 mag coadding all eligible exposures. We compare the object counts in this set of
coadds and the coaddition of all available exposures to evaluate m50 and w (also shown
in Figure 4.4). The m50 appears to be 0.1 - 0.4 mag deeper than the simulation relations,
but this effect is consistent with mag auto biases shown in Z15. In this test, we use the
observed Kron magnitudes rather than the “truth” magnitudes (which is not known) from
the deeper stack. Z15 shows that the observed Kron magnitudes can be biased fainter by
0.1 to 0.4 mag comparing to the “truth” mag at < 24 mag, consistent with this test result.
Figure 4.4 indicates that the normalization of the complementary error function is lower
than 1 in UFIG and BALROG. Object detection appears to be incomplete even at the bright
end. This effect is caused by the same photometry measurement bias discussed above as
objects are measured fainter.
We notice hints that the completeness function in galaxy clusters are different from that
of the fields, possibly because of blending and larger sizes of cluster galaxies. We test this
effect with simulated objects (galaxies and unresolved point sources) inserted into galaxy
clusters identified with the redMaPPer algorithm (∼ 250 clusters in the redshift range of
[0.3, 0.5]), Figure 4.5). We see evidence that m50 inside galaxy clusters shift by∼ 0.1 mag
comparing to fields of equivalent depth. Because the simulated galaxy sample is small, we
are unable to characterize the distribution of the shifts. Therefore, we do not attempt to
correct m50 in this work.
4.4.3 Magnitude Limits of the LF Analyses
We determine the magnitude limits of the LF analyses according to the completeness func-
tions. We perform the analyses only with galaxies brighter than the following magnitude






























Figure 4.5: We evaluate the m50 parameter for cluster and field regions of the same depth
with the BALROG simulation. There appears to be a trend that them50 of the cluster regions
are shallower by∼ 0.1 mag, although the result is not well constrained due to small sample
size.
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Figure 4.6: For each cluster, we derive a completeness magnitude limit, mlim from the
completeness function. Most of the z < 0.4 clusters are complete to m∗z + 2 mag and
beyond. This is also true for more than 2/3 of the clusters at z > 0.4.
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In addition, if the completeness function parameters around clusters follow different
relations as discussed in the above paragraph, the detection probability of the sample is still
high (lower limit of 99%×λ instead of 99.8%×λ).
For most of the z < 0.4 clusters, mlim is more than 2 mag fainter than the characteristic
magnitude measured in Hansen et al. (2009). This is also true for more than 2/3 of the
clusters at z > 0.4. We do not consider detection completeness probability in the rest of
the chapter as the selected galaxy samples are highly complete.
4.5 Methods
In this work, we constrain the luminosity function for clusters of different masses and red-
shifts. We model the luminosity distribution with a single Schechter function (Schechter,
1976) up to the magnitude limit of m∗ + 3 mag. The luminosity function are constrained
with four different methods. One is based on computing histograms. Two others are devel-
oped under the Bayesian framework. The fourth one is applied to redMaPPer selected red
sequence galaxies. Details of these methods are elaborated in the following sub-sections.
Generally, the input of our methods include the observed magnitudes, {mi}, of objects
inside galaxy clusters or in a “field” region. We define the cluster region as enclosed within
0.6 R200 of the cluster centers (BCG centers). We choose the field region to be annular,
centered on the cluster, with the inner and outer radius being 3R200 and 8R200 respectively.
The central galaxies selected in Z15 are eliminated from the analysis as they are known to
be outliers to a Schechter function distribution.
The area of these region are traced with random points that cover the benchmark sample
footprint. For each cluster, we generate ∼ 1.5 million random points within 10 R200 of
the cluster center. The number is high enough that the resulting uncertainty is negligible
(∼ 1%). We therefore ignore the uncertainties from using random points.
4.5.1 The histogram method
We first utilize a histogram approach that counts object numbers in magnitude bins. We
use 150 bins from 15 mag to 30 mag spaced by 0.1 mag. We do not see significant change
of the results when adjusting the bin size in the range of 0.2 mag to 0.05 mag.
The histogram counting is performed for the cluster region, N(m), and the field region,
N(m)background. To estimate the contribution of field galaxies to the cluster histogram, we
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Figure 4.7: Cluster red sequence lumnosity function derived in redshift bins for the window
color selection (black filled circles) and redMaPPer member selection (red squares). The
left column shows cluster galaxy magnitude distribution at linear scale. The right column
shows the same data but at log scale. We also plot the Schechter function fitting results for
the window color selected galaxies (black solid and dashed lines in the left column) and for
the redMapper selected members (red solid and dashed lines in the right column).
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Figure 4.8: Cluster red sequence lumnosity function derived in M200 bins for the window
color selection (black filled circles) and redMaPPer member selection (red squares). The
left column shows cluster galaxy magnitude distribution at linear scale. The right column
shows the same data but at log scale. We also plot the Schechter function fitting results for
the window color selected galaxies (black solid and dashed lines in the left column) and for
the redMapper selected members (red solid and dashed lines in the right column).
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weight the number count of objects in the field region, with the random number ratio:
Nbg(m) = N(m)background × Nrandom, cluster
Nrandom, background
. (4.3)
We add up the histograms of clusters binned by redshifts (Figure 4.7) or cluster masses
(Figure 4.8), and also record the number count of clusters in each magnitude bin, C(m).
The histograms are then averaged for both the cluster region and the field region to obtain
N¯(m) and N¯bg(m).
We assume a Schechter function distribution for cluster galaxies
S(m) = φ(0.4ln10)100.4(m
∗−m)(α+1)exp(−100.4(m∗−m)), (4.4)
therefore the expected number of galaxies in each magntiude bin in the cluster region is
E(m) = S(m) +Nbg(m). (4.5)
Assuming Poisson distribution for the total number of galaxies in each bin, we sample





4.5.2 The Bayesian Inference methods
Given a model with a set of parameters Ω that describe the distribution of observables,
Bayesian theory provides a framework for inferring Ω with a set of observed quantities
{x}. In this sub-section, we describe additional methods developed in this framework.
Denoting the probability of observing {x} in model Ω to be P ({x}|Ω), and the prior
knowledge about the model parameters to be P (Ω), after observations of {x}, the Bayesian
theory updates the knowledge about model parameters, namely the posterior distribution,
to be:
P (Ω|{x}) ∝ P ({x}|Ω)P (Ω). (4.7)
The above equation uses a proportional sign instead of an equal sign as a probability func-
tion needs to be normalized to 1. In practice, the normalization factor is almost always
un-interesting because the probability can be sampled with Markov chain Monte Carlo
without knowing it.
In the Bayesian inference framework, constraining a model follows these steps:
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1. coming up with a model (with a few free parameters) that describe the observables,
and
2. writing the probability of observing the observables in the model.
In our application, the observables include the observed magnitudes of objects in the cluster
or field region. A major component of our models is the Schechter function. We develop
two models that describe the cluster galaxy distribution of a cluster sample. The first model,
called the binning model, resembles the histogram approach where the faint end slope and
characteristic magnitude are fixed to be the same for all clusters in one redshift/mass bin.
The second model, called the dependence model, assumes redshift and mass dependences
for the faint end slope and characteristic magnitude, bypassing the binning step.
4.5.2.1 Basic components of the models
The Basic components that describe one galaxy cluster are the same for both of the models.
For one cluster galaxy, we assume that the probability of observing it with magnitude
m follows a Schechter function:
f(x) = ψf (0.4ln10)10
0.4(m∗−x)(α+1)exp(−100.4(m∗−x)) (4.8)
In this equation, ψf is the normalization parameter that normalizes f(x) to 1. α and m∗ are
the faint end slope and characteristic magnitude, treated as free parameters of the model.
For one object in the cluster region, it can be either a cluster galaxy or a field object.
For a field object, we denote the probability of observing it with magnitude m to be g(m).
g(m) is approximated with a normalized histogram of the object magnitude distribution in
the field region.
The probability of observing one object in the cluster region is the combination of
observing it as a field object and observing it as a cluster galaxy. The probability writes as
h(m) = ψh[Nclf(m) +Nbgg(m)] (4.9)
In this equation, Ncl is the number of cluster galaxies in the cluster region, and Nbg is the
number of field galaxies in the cluster region. Again, there exists a normalization factor ψh
that normalizes the probability function to 1.
Nbg can be easily extrapolated from the field region and the area ratio between the
cluster and the field regions, with negligible uncertainty. We therefore treatNbg as a known
quantity. Equation 4.9 introduces only one additional free parameter, Ncl, which controls
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the relative density between cluster and field galaxies in the cluster region. Ncl can be
further related to the amplitude of the Schechter function, φ∗ (in unit of total galaxy count),












Thus far, the free parameters in our models are α, m∗ from Equation 4.8 and φ∗.
We further constrain φ∗ with the number count of observed objects in the cluster region
(N ), assuming a Poisson distribution:
N ∼ Poisson(Ncl +Nbg). (4.11)
The log-likelihood explicitly writes as:
logP(N) ∝ N log(Ncl +Nbg)− (Ncl +Nbg) (4.12)
For one cluster, we take the observables to be the observed magnitudes of cluster region
objects, {mi}, and the object number count N . The log-likelihood of observing these
quantities writes as
logP({mi}, N |α,m∗, φ∗)









4.5.2.2 The Binning Model
As most of the clusters in our sample have low masses, a single cluster will not yield
statistically significant constraints on α, m∗, φ∗. We therefore bin the clusters by their
redshifts or masses, and assume α,m∗ to be the same for one cluster bin. φ∗ are constrained
independently for each cluster. For one cluster bin, the model parameters are α, m∗, and


















The posterior likelihood of α, m∗, {φ∗j} is the combination of their prior likelihood and
logL({mi,j}, {Nj}|α,m∗, {φ∗j}), writing as
logL(α,m∗, {φ∗j}|{mi,j}, {Nj})
∝ logL(α,m∗, {φ∗j}) + logL({mi,j}, {Nj}|α,m∗, {φ∗j}).
(4.15)
We assume a flat prior between [−4, 4] for α and [−10, 10] for {φ∗j}. We assume a Gaussian
distribution for m∗, with the mean set to be the measurement from De Propris et al. (2013),
and variance set to be 1 mag2. This prior is only important for the highest redshift bin.
4.5.2.3 The Dependence Model
Instead of binning clusters into redshift/mass bins, it is possible to model the cluster red-
shift/mass dependences directly. We rewrite α and m∗ as
αj = Aαlog(1 + zj) +Bα(logMtrue,j − 14) + Cα
m∗z=0.4,j = Bm(logMtrue,j − 14) + Cm.
(4.16)
In the above equations, logMtrue,j represents the truth mass of the jthe cluster. logMtrue,j
for different clusters are treated as free parameters in the analysis, but we use observational
constraints on logM200 from X-ray data as priors (Gaussian distributions): logMtrue,j ∼
N(logMobs,j, σ2M). σM is the measurement uncertainty of logMobs,j from X-ray data. The
assumption about logMtrue,j allows us to incorporate mass uncertainties into the analysis.
Again, φ∗ for each cluster is constrained separately. We further assume a power law
relation between Mtrue and φ∗:
logφ∗ = Bφ × logMtrue +Bφ. (4.17)
We assume a Gaussian distribution of {logφ∗j} given the values predicted by the relation:
φ∗j ∼N(logφrelation, σ2logφ). σlogφ is the intrinsic scatter of the relation, fixed at 0.22 (close to
the constraint from further testing that allows the parameter to float) to reduce the number
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The free parameters of this model areAα,Bα,Cα,Bm,Cm,Bφ,Cφ, {φ∗j} and {Mtrue,j}.
The observed quantities are {mi,j} and {Nj} of all clusters. The log-likelihood of observ-
ing these quantities writes as:
logL({mi,j}, {Nj}|Aα, Bα, Cα, Bm, Cm, Bφ, Cφ, {φ∗j}, {Mtrue,j})






















Again, we assume flat priors of [−10, 10] for {φ∗j}, then [−2, 2] for Aα, Bα and Cα,
[−10, 10] for Bm. For Cm, we assume a Gaussian distribution for m∗, with the mean set to
be the measurement from De Propris et al. (2013), and variance set to be 1 mag2.
4.5.3 redMaPPer Selected objects
For the red sequence members selected from the redMaPPer algorithm, we use a Bayesian
approach to constrain the luminosity function of clusters binned by redshifts (Figure 4.7)
or masses (Figure 4.8). The procedure is similar the one described in Sectiton 4.5.2.2,
despite the different methods in assessing the field contribution.
For each redMaPPer member with magnitudemi, the posterior probability of observing
it is described by the Schechter function:
S(mi) ∝ ψs(α,m∗)100.4(m∗−mi)(α+1)exp(−100.4(m∗−mi)),
where ψs normalizes the integration over mi to 1. The redMaPPer algorithm assigns a
member probability of pi to each galaxy. It is necessary to weight S(mi) when calculating
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Figure 4.9: Redshift evolution of the faint end slope, α, and the characteristic magnitude,
m∗, derived with four different methods.





The amplitude of the Schechter function, φ∗, constrains the total number of cluster












We take the the observed number of cluster galaxies to be the weighted total number of
redMaPPer members: N =
∑
i pi, and assume a Poisson distribution for N with an ex-
pected value of Ncl.
The final posterior likelihood for constraining α, m∗ and φ∗ becomes:
logL({mi, pi}, N |α,m∗)
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Figure 4.10: Mass dependence of the faint end slope, α, and the characteristic magnitude,
m∗, derived with four different methods.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Results in Redshift/Mass Bins
To constrain the redshift evolution of RSLF, we select clusters with masses between
1014.0M and 1015.0M and bin them into three redshift bins: 0.1 ≤ z < 0.35, 0.35 ≤
z < 0.5 and 0.5 ≤ z. The purpose of fixing the mass range is to reduce possible impact
from RSLF mass dependence. The mass range selection is indicated in Figure 4.1. We
have tested changing the mass selection range to 1013.8M and 1014.8M, but the results
are similar.
To constrain the mass dependence of RSLF, we select clusters below redshift 0.5 (the se-
lection is also indicated in Figure 4.1) and bin them into four mass bins: 13.2 ≤ logM200 <
14.0, 14.0 ≤ logM200 < 14.3, 14.3 ≤ logM200 < 14.4 and 14.4 ≤ logM200 < 15.1.
The purpose of fixing the redshift range is to reduce possible impact from RSLF redshift
evolution. To reduce uncertainties from band shifting, we K-correct all galaxies to z = 0.4
and constrain RSLF parameters at this redshift.
We then apply the Histogram method (Section 4.5.1), the Bayes binning method (Sec-
tion 4.5.2.2), and the redMaPPer method (Section 4.5.3) to clusters in redshift or mass bins.
For each cluster, we use galaxies in the [m∗-2, m∗+2] magnitude range, estimated with the
characteristic magnitude measurement from Hansen et al. (2009). If the completeness mag-
nitude limit of the cluster, mlim, is below m∗ + 2, we apply the methods only to the [m∗-2,
mlim] magnitude range.
The results from the Histogram method, the Bayes binning method, and the redMaPPer
method are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Overall, the three methods agree remarkably
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well.
We examine the redshift evolution of α through fitting a linear relation between α and
log(1 + z): α = a × log(1 + z) + b. We take z to be the middle values of the redshift
bins. Deviation of a from 0 indicates redshift evolution of α. We derive a to be 0.58± 0.50
with the results from the Histogram method, 0.57 ± 0.99 from the Bayes binning method,
and 0.71 ± 0.15 from the redMaPPer method. These results suggest that it is not reliable
to constrain redshift evolution with just three bins. We have attempted to implement four
redshift bins, but the results are similar. On the other hand, although we have narrowed
the cluster mass range in this exercise, it is possible that our results are still impacted by
mass selection effect. This is evidenced by the different amplitude of the RSLF in different
redshift bins (Figure 4.7).
We also examine the mass dependence of α through fitting a linear relation between α
and logM200: α = a× (logM200 − 14.0) + b. Again, deviation of a from 0 indicates mass
dependence of α. We take logM200 to be the middle values of the mass bins. We derive a
to be −0.09± 0.93 with the results from the Histogram method, −0.68± 0.36 from Bayes
binning method, and −0.22 ± 0.14 from the redMaPPer method. Results from the Bayes
binning method hints mass dependence of α. Similarly, we constrain the mass dependence
formz,∗ with a being−0.48±0.67,−1.0±0.78 and−0.15±0.06 for the Histogram, Bayes
binning and the redMaPPer methods respectively.
4.6.2 Results from the Bayes Dependence Model
We use the Bayes Dependence model (Section4.5.2.3) to simultaneously constrain the red-
shift evolution and mass dependence of α and mass dependence of m∗:
α = Aαlog(1 + z) +Bα(logM200 − 14) + Cα
m∗z=0.4 = Bm(logM200 − 14) + Cm.
For each cluster, we perform the fitting only with galaxies in the [m∗-2, m∗+2] mag-
nitude range. If the completeness magnitude limit of the cluster, mlim, is below m∗ + 2,
we eliminate this cluster from the fitting procedure. We use a total of 77 clusters in this
method. Including these clusters with galaxy selections in the [m∗-2, mlim] magnitude
range do not appear to change our results.
The constraints on the α and m∗z=0.4 relations are listed in Table 4.1. The constraints
show hints of both redshift evolution and mass dependence of α: the Aα parameter that
controls redshift evolution deviates from 0 at a significance level of 2.6σ, while the Bα
parameter that controls mass dependence deviates from 0 at a significance level of 2.4σ.
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Table 4.1: Constraints on the α and m∗z=0.4 relations
Prior Posterior
Aα [-5, 10] 2.3± 0.9
Bα [-4, 4] −0.50± 0.21
Cα [-2, 2] −0.93± 0.13
Bm [-10, 10] −0.58± 0.31
Cm N (−22.15, 1mag2) −22.28± 0.24
N (19.69, 1mag2) at z = 0.4 19.54± 0.24 at z = 0.4
Bφ [-5, 5] 0.41± 0.14
Cφ [-10, 10] 0.94± 0.06
For clusters of logM200 = 14.2 (the median mass of our sample), we constrain α to be
−0.84 ± 0.07 at z = 0.2, rising to −0.52 ± 0.12 at z = 0.6. For logM200 = 15.0, α is
constrained to be z = 0.2.
The dependence model assumes a passive evolution model for the RSLF characteristic
magnitude in z−band. We do not notice evidence of m∗ deviating from the passive evo-
lution model in this work (the results on m∗ in redshift bins agree with the interpolations
from the model). However, we do notice tantalizing hint of m∗ being brighter for more
massive clusters at a significance level of 1.9σ (see constraint on Bm in Table 4.1).
In Figures 4.9 and 4.10, we plot the α and m∗z=0.4 relations as well as their uncertain-
ties. We show the redshift evolution of α with logM200 fixed at 14.5 to match the binning
results, and show the mass dependence of α with z fixed at 0.3. The constraints from the
binning approaches in Section 4.6.1 match well with the dependence model, testifying the
accuracy of the dependence model results.
The Bayes dependence model also constrain the RSLF amplitudes, φ∗, as well as the
relations between φ∗ and logM200. φ∗ is the determinant parameter in modeling the total
number of cluster galaxies. Our result shows strong correlation between φ∗ and cluster
masses (Figure 4.11).
The correlation between φ∗ and logM200 may also help with constraining logM200. The
dependence model constrain the Mtrue parameters usring priors from X-ray measurements.
We compare the constraints onMtrue to the X-ray measuredMobs (Figure 4.12). For most of
the clusters, Mtrue agree remarkably well with Mobs. The constraints on cluster masses im-
proves only when the uncertainties of Mobs is larger than 0.3 dex. The result demonstrates
the power of X-ray data on measuring cluster masses.
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Figure 4.11: Constraints on the amplitude of the luminosity function for individual clusters.
We do not observe significant redshift evolution effect of the φ∗−M200 relations, therefore
we only model it as mass dependent in this work. The linear relation between φ∗ and M200
is determined at the same time in the Bayes dependence method (Section4.5.2.3).
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Figure 4.12: In the Bayesian dependence model, we probe cluster mass using priors from
X-ray measurements. The constrained cluster masses generally agree with X-ray measure-
ments. The mass uncertainty improves when the X-ray measurement uncertainty, Mobs, is
larger than 0.3 dex.


































Figure 4.13: Comparison to literature on the redshift evolution of the faint end slope, α,
and the characteristic magnitude, m∗.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison to literature on the mass dependence of the faint end slope, α,
and the characteristic magnitude, m∗.
4.7 Discussion
4.7.1 Comparison to Literature
In Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, we compare our results to literature measurements.
At low redshift, literature constraints are available from SDSS data in Hansen et al.
(2009, z ∼ 0.25) and Lan et al. (2015, z < 0.05). These SDSS constraints are modeled to
be mass dependent. In Figure 4.13, we show our constraints derived for the logM200 ∼ 14.5
mass range. The SDSS faint end slope measurements, α, appear to be ∼ 1.0σ shallower
than our result at the low redshift end. Meanwhile, the characteristic magnitude measure-
ments, m∗z, also appears to be ∼ 1.0σ fainter than our result. Because α and m∗z mea-
surements are correlated, the discrepancy can be caused by either α or m∗z. In addition, the
SDSS results are derived with r (Lan et al., 2015, z < 0.05) or i (Lan et al., 2015, z < 0.05)
band data. Using i-band luminosity for the lower redshift range helps diminishing the dis-
crepancy, but the results are not significantly different from using z−band luminosity. A
larger sample is needed to better understand the difference.
In figure 4.14, the α measurements from Lan et al. (2015, z < 0.05) in different mass
bins match well with our results. The mass dependent constraints for red sequence galaxies
in Hansen et al. (2009) are not explicitly listed, but there is a clear trend of α steepen-
ing in the mass range of [1013M, 1014M], and then stabilizing beyond 1014M. The
measurements qualitatively agrees with our result.
However, our constraint of α appears to be shallower than the measurements in Yang
et al. (2009). This is possibly caused by the different magnitude limits of the two studies.
Our measurement performs a single Schechter function to only the bright part of the lumi-
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nosity function (m < m∗ + 2 mag), about ∼ 1 mag shallower than the Yang et al. (2009)
measurement. At lower luminosity, a single Schechter function may not provide a best fit
to the data, as the luminosity function displays a turn-up feature (Trentham & Hodgkin,
2002; Popesso et al., 2006; Barkhouse et al., 2007; Ban˜ados et al., 2010; Yamanoi et al.,
2012), mostly beyond m∗ + 3 mag (Lan et al., 2015).
At intermediate to high redshift, measurements of cluster red sequence luminosity func-
tion are still scarce. The literature constraints we show in Figure 4.13 are either based on
a handful of clusters or are based on individual clusters. Note that the mass dependence of
α makes it difficult to make a direct comparison in Figure 4.13. It is important to consider
the cluster mass range when making comparison between our measurements and literature
values. For example, De Propris et al. (2013) measures steeper α, but the sample used in
that study contains massive clusters.
The correlation between m∗ and cluster mass qualitatively agrees with the measure-
ments in Lan et al. (2015, z¡ 0.05) from SDSS data. The SDSS m∗ measurement for red
sequence galaxies at higher redshifts in Hansen et al. (2009, z >∼ 0.25) are not explicitly
listed, but there is also a trend of brightening in the mass range of [1013M, 5× 1014M],
and then stabilizing beyond 5× 1014M.
4.7.2 The Methods
To understand the accuracies on constraining the RSLF α and m∗ parameters, we simulate
cluster galaxy luminosity distribution by sampling from a Schechter function distribution.
We also generate field galaxies with an exponential magnitude distribution, and mix the
simulated cluster galaxies and the simulated field galaxies. The number ratio between
cluster galaxies and field galaxies is approximately 1.0 tom∗+2 mag, and the total number
of cluster galaxies is approximately 350 (matching the typical numbers in one redshift
bin/mass bin discussed in Section 4.6.1.
We apply the basic Bayes model (no need to use Bayes dependence model because α
and m∗ are fixed) to the simulated data. The background distribution is estimated with a
larger simulated background sample. In Figure 4.15, we show the differences between the
derived α or m∗ and their truth values. The fitting was performed to different magnitude
limit from m∗ + 0.5 mag to m∗ + 4.5 mag. We find that fitting to a magnitude limit below
m∗ + 2.0 mag tend to result in bias (Figure 4.15), although the direction of the biases
change with the background galaxy distribution.
We have also tried applying the Histogram method to the simulated data. The conclu-
sions are similar, but the results appear to be less robust compared to the Bayesian method.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation test of the Bayes method. The dashed lines show the truth input
values of α and m∗. The black filled circles and red filled squares show the constraints
derived with samples that match the sizes of our current data and future data release re-
spectively.
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Finally, we expect XCS to find over 1000 clusters with future full DES data. On the
other hand, optical cluster finders (Rykoff et al. in prep.) has already identified ∼1000
clusters in DES data. Enlarging the sample size of the simulated galaxies by 10 times, we
expect to see sensitivity improvement by ∼ 3 times (red squares in Figure 4.15).
4.7.3 Implication on Cluster Red Sequence Formation
In this work, we provide evidence for mild redshift evolution of the faint end slope. The
relative abundance of faint red sequence galaxies up to m∗ + 2 mag appears to have built
up with time. However, since α is low in the redshift range of [0.5, 1.0], many of the faint
red sequence galaxies must have already been in place.
Since the low mass field galaxy (m∗ + 3 mag) population contains significantly higher
fraction of blue galaxies (e.g., Peng et al., 2010b; Hoyle et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013),
the mild redshift evolution of α favors a processing scenario that many of the faint galaxies
have already been transitioned to red before completing the cluster infall process. Still,
the abundance of faint red sequence galaxies appears to increase mildly with time, which
indicates that the transition from blue to red is not immediate. Galaxy clusters would only
contain red sequence galaxies, and also many faint red sequence galaxies if the transition
was immediate. This analysis is further supported by the observation of an increasing
fraction of red sequence galaxies in literature (Butcher-Oemler Effect: Butcher & Oemler,
1984). On the other hand, the transition time from blue to red for faint cluster galaxies
can not last for long comparing to the z = 1.0 to z = 0.2 time span, as we would notice
a stronger redshift evolution of α in that scenario. Combining the evolution of the faint
end slope together with cluster accretion history in simulation may help constraining the
transition time of red sequence galaxies (McGee et al., 2009).
Furthermore, we notice hints that α may be dependent on cluster mass, that more mas-
sive clusters are more abundant in terms of faint red sequence galaxies. It indicates a better
evolved red sequence population in massive clusters. This mass dependence effect may
provide one clue toward explaining the discrepancies in constraining the RSLF redshift
evolution of previous studies. Examine the redshift evolution of RSLF may require com-
paring clusters in a similar mass range.
The characteristic magnitude also appears to change for clusters of different masses.
More massive clusters appear to have brighter characteristic magnitude. This can be ex-
plained with the scenario that as clusters grow through merging and galaxy infall, cluster
galaxies also grow in mass and size (Laporte et al., 2013).
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4.8 Summary
In this Chapter, we conduct a statistical analysis of the evolution of the cluster galaxy
(or red sequence) luminosity function using Bayesian modeling methods. Specifically, we
develop a Bayesian model that can simultaneously constrain the redshift evolution and the
cluster mass dependence of red-sequence luminosity function. The model incorporates the
mass uncertainties of the clusters.
We find weak statistical evidence of both mild redshift evolution and mass dependence
of the Schechter function faint-end slope. We also confirm the previously known cluster
mass dependence of the characteristic magnitude. These conclusions are detected at a
significance level of 2σ.
The mass dependence of RSLF parameters may explain the different conclusions of
previous studies that model RSLF redshift evolution. The redshift evolution and mass
dependence of RSLF parameters will need to be further investigated with larger cluster
samples that cover the redshift range from 0 to 1.0. Future XCS-DES data release, or DES




Cluster Ambience – Galaxy Filaments
5.1 Topic Introduction
In the standard picture of structure formation after the Big Bang, initial density pertur-
bations grow via gravitational instability and form massive structures in a bottom-up, hi-
erarchical growth scenario in which small, gravitationally bound structure like galaxies
conglomerate into progressively larger structures like galaxy groups and clusters. On the
largest scales, gravitational instability leads to a collapse of matter first into sheets (Zel-
dovich, 1970) and then into a network of filaments (Klypin & Shandarin, 1983) with galaxy
clusters at the intersection of filaments. This early result of Klypin & Shandarin has been
confirmed in countlessN -body simulations since then (e.g., Davis et al., 1985; Bertschinger
& Gelb, 1991; Springel et al., 2005).
Observationally the filamentary large-scale structure (LSS) has been traced by the
galaxy distribution in redshift surveys for decades; from first indications seen by Jo˜eveer
et al. (1978) over the seminal work of Geller & Huchra (1989) to modern redshift sur-
veys like 2dF (Colless et al., 2001) and SDSS (Ahn et al., 2012). The gaseous Warm-
Hot Intergalactic Medium residing in filaments was seen in X-ray emission (Werner et al.,
2008; Fraser-McKelvie et al., 2011) and absorption (Buote et al., 2009; Fang et al., 2010).
Malarecki et al. (2013) use the lobes of giant radio galaxies in an attempt to probe the
physical condition of the WHIM below the densities accessible by X-ray observations. It
is, however, not clear that assumption they make on the state of the gas in radio lobes
(equipartition and minimum Lorentz factor) as well as the assumption on pressure equi-
librium of the radio lobes with the surrounding WHIM are fully justified. More recently
the underlying Dark Matter skeleton of large-scale structure filaments was also detected
through its gravitational lensing effect (Dietrich et al., 2012; Jauzac et al., 2012).
Despite these observational advances, filaments remain relatively little studied, yet they
are astrophysically interesting places: LSS filaments contain a plurality of all matter in the
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Universe (Arago´n-Calvo et al., 2010) and they harbor the “missing baryons” at low redshift
(Dave´ et al., 2001). It is well known that galaxies in clusters are redder than galaxies in
the surrounding field and mostly have ceased star-formation. As galaxies are constantly
accreted into clusters along filaments, it is only reasonable to assume that a portion of the
transformation from actively star-forming galaxies to passively evolving ones happens in
filaments. The specific role of the filamentary environment in this process has not been
studied very much. An exception is, e.g., the work of Porter et al. (2008), which found a
spike in star-formation activity in filament galaxies at fixed cluster centric distance. It is of
course well established that the local density of galaxies is one of the factors deciding the
efficiency with which star-formation is quenched (Peng et al., 2010b). The exact role of the
filament versus the galaxy-group environment, however, has not been studied in detail.
The relative dearth of papers about filaments compared to, e.g., the number of studies
done of galaxy clusters is due to the low-density contrast of filaments with respect to the
mean density of the Universe. While galaxy clusters by definition have a density contrast
δ > 200, the typical density contrast of filaments is δ < 20 (Arago´n-Calvo et al., 2010).
This makes filaments much more difficult to find, observe, and study, and they have gener-
ally been traceable in spectroscopic surveys only to redshift ∼ 0.2.
In this chapter, we develop an algorithm to study the photometric properties of inter-
cluster galaxy filaments from redshift 0.1 to 0.4. Because close pairs of galaxy clusters are
generally connected by filaments (Pimbblet et al., 2004; Colberg et al., 2005), instead of
trying to detect single filaments, our approach is to identify galaxy cluster pairs and then
stack the galaxy population between them. By comparing the stack of such populations to
the stack of other selected galaxy fields, we can detect an overdensity of galaxies present in
the connecting filaments. We go on to analyze the color and luminosity properties of these
filament galaxies and to examine these for possible redshift evolution.
The remainder of this chapter is arranged as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe our
algorithm and some tests we have conducted on it, and represent the statistical significance
of our filament overdensity. Section 5.3 contains our results. We compute color evolution
and luminosity function of filament galaxies, as well as their spatial and richness depen-
dence. In Section 5.4, similar results from N-body simulation are provided for comparison.
We summarize and discuss the implications of our results in Section 5.5. Throughout this
chapter, we assume a flat cosmology with Ωm = 0.30 and h = 0.7.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart illustration of the algorithm described in Section 5.2.2. The left side
of the figure illustrates the manipulations on galaxy data in order to acquire stacked cluster
pair galaxy fields. The right side illustrates the the manipulations on the random point cat-
alog in order to acquire the sky coverage weighting, which tells how many times each pixel
in the galaxy stacking is covered by real sky data. The manipulations on random points
are identical to the manipulations on real galaxy data before “Compute the Weighting” step




For this study, we use the gmBCG galaxy cluster catalog (Hao et al., 2010). This is a
large optically selected galaxy cluster catalog constructed from the SDSS Data Release
7 (Abazajian et al., 2009). It includes 55,424 clusters in the redshift range 0.1 < z <
0.55, covering the whole SDSS Data Release 7 area.When building this catalog, Hao et al.
searched for overdensities of red sequence galaxies around brightest cluster galaxy (BCG)
candidates. The final catalog contains positions, estimated redshifts, and richness for each
detected cluster. Comparing to other previously well accepted cluster catalogs (Miller et al.,
2005; Koester et al., 2007a) in the SDSS footprint, this catalog has larger sky coverage,
extends to deeper redshift, and has been extensively tested.
The galaxy catalog we use for this study is constructed from SDSS DR8 BOSS imaging
data (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Aihara et al., 2011). The sky coverage of this catalog is
described by a catalog of random points, which samples the same angular coverage as the
survey objects. Instead of using SDSS DR7, we choose to use galaxy data from the BOSS
survey in a newer SDSS data release because of its improved photometry. This choice
leaves the galaxy catalog having a slightly different sky coverage with the gmBCG cluster
catalog. However, with the sky coverage weighting described in Section 5.2.2.5, only the
overlapping area of the galaxy catalog and the cluster catalog contributes to our final results.
5.2.2 Algorithm
Figure 5.1 outlines our algorithm, which is described in detail in this section. To summa-
rize, we select pairs of galaxy clusters and identify the galaxies which occupy the regions
around these cluster pairs. We stack these galaxies, weight for sky coverage, and compare
the galaxy population between cluster pairs to the galaxy population seen in other fields.
To test our methods and compare to our SDSS results, we also apply our algorithm
to the Millennium simulation (Springel et al., 2005). The procedures and results of this
application are discussed in the appendix.
5.2.2.1 Cluster Pair Selection
We begin by selecting the cluster pairs to be used in our algorithm. According to Col-
berg et al. (2005), the probability of finding a filament between galaxy clusters is strongly
dependent on their separation. Clusters separated by less than 5h−1Mpc always have a
connection between them, but this is primarily formed from the outer regions of the cluster
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Figure 5.2: Cluster pairs’ projected separation on the plane of the sky at their median
redshift, rprojected, versus their 3-d physical separation, r3D. The white dashed line shows
the mean r3D value at different rprojected. We assume the clusters’ photometric redshift are
purely due to Hubble flow and use the law of cosine for calculating r3D. The cluster pairs’
projected separation on the plane of the sky is cut off at ∼ 35h−1Mpc, depending on the
exact redshift of the projection, but their 3-d separation can be as large as 90h−1Mpc.
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populations rather than a separate filament population. For clusters that are separated be-
tween 15h−1Mpc to 25h−1Mpc, about 1/3 of them have a filament connection. For clusters
that are separated less than 35h−1Mpc, the probability of filament existence between them
is larger than 10%. Clusters separated more than 50h−1Mpc are unlikely to have filaments
between them. Also, richer clusters tend to have more filaments connecting to them, but the
number of connections rarely exceeds 5. Informed by these expectations from simulation,
we select cluster pairs separated by less than ∼ 35h−1Mpc while limiting the maximum
number of cluster pairs one cluster can appear in. For each cluster, the clusters paired to it
satisfy the following conditions,
1. The difference in photometric redshift of the BCGs of the two clusters should differ
by < 0.02. This redshift difference roughly corresponds to a comoving distance of
50h−1Mpc.
2. The angular separation between the two clusters is smaller than 35h−1Mpc on the
plane of the sky at the redshift of the the cluster to-be-paired-to. Because we do
not directly constrain the two clusters’ 3-d physical separation, the cluster pairs’ 3-d
physical separation can be larger than 35h−1Mpc, as shown in Figure 5.2.
3. Each cluster can appear in several cluster pairs if it has more than one neighbor
meeting the above criteria. If a cluster appears in more than 5 cluster pairs, we
keep its 5 closest pairs along with all pairs that include clusters with fewer than 5
neighbors.
With this selection procedure, we identify a total of 160,954 cluster pairs. As discussed
in Section 5.2.2.6, when stacking galaxy populations that are around these cluster pairs,
we apply an absolute magnitude cut which is above the SDSS completeness limit at z =
0.38, even with dust extinction correction and K-correction. To avoid including galaxy
populations in very dusty sky regions, we exclude cluster pairs which fall within 1◦ × 1◦
angular boxes around galaxy objects which have dust extinction in r-band larger than 0.4.
This lowers the number of cluster pairs to 158,897 in the final catalog. In this cluster pair
catalog, one cluster on average appears in 5.7 cluster pairs.
5.2.2.2 Selection of Galaxies
Inter-cluster filaments do not always strictly lie on the inter-cluster axis. According to the
studies of Pimbblet et al. and Colberg et al., maybe 40% filaments run straightly from one
cluster to the other one, and maybe a similar portion still appearing to be strand-like but
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curves from one cluster to the other one, and the rest being wall or sheet-like, irregular or
even permeative with nondefinitive morphologies. In this work, we do not try to distinguish
filaments of different morphologies. We try to incorporate all kinds of genuine structures
that cause an overdensity of matter between a cluster pair.
For every cluster pair, we identify all galaxies in and around the two clusters. We first
identify all galaxies in a rectangular box centered on the filament midpoint, with the width
of the inter-cluster distance but twice as long. Galaxies in the square centered on each
cluster form the “galaxy set” for that cluster. Each galaxy set includes the cluster, an inter-
cluster region in which we expect to find a filament, and an opposing field region in which
we do not (necessarily) expect a filament.
When selecting these neighboring galaxies, we do not make any redshift cuts. It is pos-
sible that a carefully designed photometric redshift cut could increase the significance of
the results discussed in Section 5.2.3, but such a cut risks to introducing color and magni-
tude dependent selection effects. While photometric redshifts for bright passively evolving
galaxies can be smaller than 0.05 (Cunha et al., 2009), those for fainter or star-forming
galaxies can be substantially worse.
5.2.2.3 Cluster Galaxy Set Processing
For each cluster in one cluster pair, there is one galaxy set corresponding to it. We denote
the angular coordinates of one cluster in one cluster pair to be (α0, δ0), its comoving dis-
tance to be dC, the angular coordinates of the gth galaxy in its galaxy set to be (αg, δg), and
the angular coordinates of the other cluster BCG in this cluster pair to be (α0p, δ0p). Before
stacking the galaxy sets of different clusters, we need to redefine galaxy coordinates so that
they convey the same physical scale at different redshifts:
1. Project these galaxies onto a tangent plane at the cluster BCG,
θg = αg cos(δ0),
δg = δg,
(5.1)
so that 1◦ in the θg and δg dimension corresponds to the same great-circle distance.
2. Translate (θg, δg) as in
θ′g = θg − (α0 cos(δ0)),
δ′g = δg − δ0,
(5.2)
so that the cluster center of the galaxy set is placed at (0, 0).
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to have the inter-cluster axis lay on y = 0, with the direction extending to the other




(α0p−α0) cos δ0 ) sin(arctan
δ0p−δ0
(α0p−α0) cos δ0 )
− sin(arctan δ0p−δ0
(α0p−α0) cos δ0 ) cos(arctan
δ0p−δ0
(α0p−α0) cos δ0 )
]
. (5.4)
4. Redefine the coordinates to be
x = θ′′g × (dC tan 1◦),
y = δ′′g × (dC tan 1◦).
(5.5)
Here, dC tan 1◦ is the physical distance that corresponds to 1◦ angular separation
on the tangent plane at the cluster center. If all the galaxies in the galaxy set are
at about the same redshift with the cluster BCG, the coordinates re-defined above
would reflect the projected physical distance between these galaxies to the cluster
BCG in the plane of the sky. This argument does not hold for the whole population
since we do not make any redshift selection. However, this definition of coordinates
should be proper for filament and cluster galaxies after foreground and background
subtraction.
5.2.2.4 Stacking
When stacking, we create a multidimensional galaxy stack in bins of cluster pair redshift.
Each stack is four dimensional, including galaxy coordinates (x, y), galaxy absolute mag-
nitude Mr, and the observer frame dust extinction corrected g − r color. The binning size
in each dimension is chosen to be small enough not to smear out the details of x, y, Mr
and g − r dependence, but not so small as to leave many bins unoccupied. For the x and
y dimensions, the bin sizes are both 0.7 Mpc, because of the low S/N in one spatial bin.
For binning in Mr and g − r, the bin sizes are 0.2 mag and 0.125 mag. The value of the
stack at one particular bin Xi−1 < x ≤ Xi, Yj−1 < y ≤ Yj , Mr(l−1) < Mr ≤ Mrl and
(g − r)k−1 < (g − r) ≤ (g − r)k is denoted as Gz(xi, yj,Mrl, (g − r)k). To include a
comparison of cluster galaxies to filament galaxies, we also build a two dimensional stack
in Mr and g − r with galaxies around cluster centers which satisfy
√
x2 + y2 < 0.7 Mpc.
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This stack of cluster galaxies is denoted as CLz(Mr, g − r).
5.2.2.5 Stack Weighting
Because the galaxy cluster pairs have different separations, and the galaxy sets of different
clusters are selected based on their cluster pair separations, the physical sizes of our cluster
galaxy sets vary. Also, the cluster pairs may fall at the edge of the survey, and the galaxy
sets will have irregular sky coverage. Without accounting for this, we would observe arti-
ficial galaxy density gradients in the x and y dimension of the stacking. To remove such
an artificial gradient, we weight Gz(x, y,Mr, g − r) with a coverage weighting function
Wz(x, y). We first explain the physical interpretation of Wz(x, y) and the weighting pro-
cedure in this and the next paragraph, and describe details on computing Wz(x, y) in the
rest of this section. The value of Wz(x, y) at Xi−1 < x ≤ Xi and Yj−1 < y ≤ Yj , de-
noted as Wz(Xi, Yj), tells how many cluster galaxy sets include valid data for the pixel at
Xi−1 < x ≤ Xi and Yj−1 < y ≤ Yj . For example, Wz(Xi, Yj)=3 when there are 3 clusters’
galaxy sets fully covering this pixel, or Wz(Xi, Yj) = 103 when there are 3 clusters’ galaxy
sets fully covering this pixel and another cluster’s galaxy set covering 1/3 of this pixel.
We weight Gz(x, y,Mr, g − r) with Equation 5.6, and acquire a weighted distribution,
gz(x, y,Mr, g − r), the value of which at one bin, Xi−1 < x ≤ Xi, Yj−1 < y ≤ Yj ,
Mr(l−1) < Mr ≤Mrl and (g−r)k−1 < (g−r) ≤ (g−r)k, is denoted as gz(xi, yj,Mrl, (g−
r)k):
gz(xi, yj,Mrl, (g − r)k) = Gz(xi, yj,Mrl, (g − r)k)
Wz(xi, yj)
. (5.6)
This weighted distribution, gz(x, y,Mr, g−r), can be interpreted as representing properties
of one ”averaged” cluster’s galaxy set with filament connection on the x > 0 side.
The Wz(x, y) we use is built from the random point catalog described in Section 5.2.1.
This random point catalog first goes through the same algorithm with the galaxy catalog
as described in Section 5.2.2.2 and Section 5.2.2.3, and then is stacked together. Unlike
Section 5.2.2.4, in which we build a four dimensional distribution from stacking galaxies,
we can only build a two dimensional distribution in x and y from stacking random points,
denoted as Rz(x, y). At Xi−1 < x ≤ Xi and Yj−1 < y ≤ Yj , the value of Rz(x, y),
denoted as Rz(Xi, Yj), tells how many random points there are in this bin. Because the
random point catalog covers the survey area evenly, Rz(x, y) can be used as a proxy of
Wz(x, y). The relation between Rz(x, y) and Wz(x, y) at one particular bin is
Rz(xi, yj) = Wz(xi, yj)× C(z). (5.7)
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Here C(z) is the average number of random points per [h−1Mpc]2 at redshift z, and z is
the median redshift value of the clusters which have their galaxy sets or random point sets
stacked to build Gz(x, y,M − r) or Rz(x, y). C(z) can be computed from the comoving
distance, denoted by dC(z), at redshift z, and the average number of random points per
deg2, denoted by C, through








With known values ofRz(x, y), and C, We computeWz(x, y) from Equation 5.7 and Equa-
tion 5.8, and then gz(x, y,Mr, g − r) from Equation 5.6, which is used for deriving the
scientific results in this chapter.
To weight CLz(Mr, g − r), which is used for comparison with gz(x, y,Mr, g − r), we
record the total number of random points that fall around cluster centers with
√
x2 + y2 <
0.7h−1Mpc, denoted by Rz, and compute the weighted function of CLz(Mr, g− r), which
is denoted by clz(Mr, g − r), with following equations:
Rz = Wz × C(z),




In this weighting procedure, one might worry that the poisson noise of the random
point sampling would lower the S/N of g(x, y,Mr, g − r) or clz(Mr, g − r). Here, we
show that with proper random point density, this influence is insignificant. The poisson
noise in Rz(x, y) and Rz increases with redshifts because C(z) decreases with redshifts.
Our random point catalog samples the survey coverage with C = 9, 275 and at z = 0.40,
C(z) = 5.98. Since we always stack galaxy sets of more than 5,000 clusters in each
redshift bin, the S/N of Rz(x, y) at most spatial bins, and of Rz, is larger than 100. At
this significance level, the weighting constructed from Rz(x, y) and Rz brings in negligible
noise to g(x, y,Mr, g − r) or clz(Mr, g − r).
5.2.2.6 Galaxy Absolute Magnitude and Luminosity Cut
For every galaxy selected in Section 5.2.2.2, we compute an absolute magnitude from its
apparent magnitude, mr, SDSS dust extinction correction, e, K-correction, K, and its clus-
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ter BCG’s luminosity distance dL, with equation





− e−K . (5.10)
We compute the K-correction for each galaxy with analytical approximations provided by
Chilingarian et al. (2010), since the more popular SED template fitting method is inef-
ficient to implement with our large volume of data. This Chilingarian et al. approach
approximates K-corrections computed by Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997) and Blanton
& Roweis (2007) with analytical polynomials of two parameters: redshift and one ob-
served color, and the residual between values measured by this approach and others (Fioc
& Rocca-Volmerange, 1997; Blanton & Roweis, 2007; Roche et al., 2009) is close to zero
for r-band in the redshift range [0.1, 0.45] (Chilingarian et al., 2010). In our application
of this method, we use each galaxies own g − r color and the cluster BCG’s photometric
redshift.
Because SDSS is an apparent magnitude limited survey (Stoughton et al., 2002), its
imaging data contains different galaxy populations at different redshifts: at lower redshift,
the galaxy catalog is more complete, including more intrinsically faint galaxies than at
higher redshift. To ensure we are selecting the same galaxy population for comparison in
different redshift bins, we apply a−24.2 < Mr < −20.4 cut in Section 5.2.3, Section 5.2.5,
Section 5.3.1, Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.3.4. Under this magnitude cut, even with a
maximum dust extinction correction, emax = 0.4, and a maximum K-correction Kmax =
0.6 in the galaxy catalog, a galaxy’s absolute magnitude is still above the 95% completeness
limit of r-band at redshift z = 0.38. In Section 5.3.2, the Mr cut is different for different
redshift bins, which is listed in Table 5.1. This cut ensures that the galaxy population is
more than 95% complete in each redshift bin.
5.2.3 Foreground/Background Subtraction and Filament Detection
Significance
In this section, we describe our foreground and background galaxy subtraction and quan-
tify the detection significance of our filament signal. Within the weighted average cluster
galaxy set gz(x, y,Mr, g−r) we define a “filament” region (denoted FL), a “cluster” region
(denoted CL), and two comparison regions C1 and C2. All of these regions are displayed in
Figure 5.3. We search for filament galaxies by subtracting the galaxy population observed
in C1 or C2 from that seen in FL.
Since the filament fields are placed on the right side of the galaxy sets, the “filament”
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Figure 5.3: (a) Shows a galaxy overdensity significance contour map from stacking galaxy
sets of clusters at 0.14 < z < 0.18. There is a significant overdensity in the middle of
the map, caused by the presence of many cluster galaxies. (b) Shows null test results from
stacking randomly re-positioned pairs, where the whole field is noisily flat. In (a) and (b),
the solid line and dashed line boxes mark out the four regions defined in Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.4: Projected galaxy number density in the filament region (FL) and the comparison
1 region (C1) at 0.14 < z < 0.18 when stacking real cluster pairs or when performing null
test with randomly re-positioned pairs (see Section 5.2.5 for details). The histograms shows
distributions of 40 bootstrapped resamplings of the original stacking. When stacking galaxy
sets of real cluster pairs, the FL region (red dashed line) displays a galaxy overdensity above
the C1 region (blue solid line) with a significance of ∼ 5σ. Galaxy number counts of FL
and C1 at other redshift slices also show similar high significance detection. In null test
of stacking randomly re-positioned pairs, we don’t observe any overdensity in F1 (blue
dotted line) over C1 (red dash dot line). Because the galaxy overdensity in cluster fields,
the galaxy count in F1 and C1 from stacking real cluster pairs are higher than stacking
randomly re-positioned pairs.
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Figure 5.5: How we get the “pure” color distributions of filament galaxies and cluster
galaxies. (a) shows the color distributions of the FL region and the C1 region, which are
almost indistinguishable. After subtracting the C1 region distribution from the FL region
distribution, we obtain the color distribution of pure filament galaxies, which is shown in
(b). Subtraction between the CL region and the C2 region is also applied to get the pure
color distribution of cluster galaxies. (c) shows the color distributions of the CL region
galaxies and the C2 region, and (d) shows the pure color distribution of cluster galaxies
after subtraction. These plots are based on stacking galaxy sets of clusters in the redshift
bin [0.14, 0.18]. Unless otherwise noted, the error bars in this figure and the rest of the
chapter are single standard deviation errors estimated from bootstrapping the galaxy sets
being stacked. Because one cluster on average appears 5.7 times in the stack (158,897
cluster pairs versus 55,424 clusters), and the error for clusters tend to be underestimated,
we enlarge the error estimation of clusters by a factor of
√
5.7 through out the chapter.
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region is defined with the following constraints:
2.1Mpc < x <10.5 Mpc
|θ = arctan(y/x)| ≤ 45◦.
We define this region to be 2.1 Mpc away from the cluster center to avoid including con-
tamination by cluster galaxies. Although cluster galaxy contents can be removed with the
foreground/background subtraction procedure as described later in this section, contami-
nation from this population would lower the S/N of filament signals. We also eliminate
galaxies that are too far away from cluster centers (with x > 10.5h−1Mpc), to avoid low-
ering the S/N of filament detections with too noisy spatial bins. Since few cluster pairs
extend to 10.5h−1Mpc, at the spatial bins beyond this distance, not only the galaxy count
noise becomes significant, the random point count noise also starts to influence, resulting
in exceptionally low S/N of these bins. The filament region angular extent |θ| = 45◦ is
chosen based on discussion in Section 5.3.4. Defining the cluster region is more straight-
forward. Since cluster BCGs are placed at (x, y) = (0, 0), we define the region enclosed
within
√
x2 + y2 < 0.7h−1Mpc to be the cluster region, which is also the coverage of
functions CLz(Mr, g − r) and clz(Mr, g − r).
To evaluate signals from the foreground/background galaxy population, we define two
comparison regions. The first, C1, satisfies these constraints:
−10.5h−1Mpc < x < −2.1h−1Mpc
|θ = arctan(y/x)| ≤ 45◦,
The second comparison region, C2, satisfies,
−13.3h−1Mpc < x < −6.3h−1Mpc
−10.5h−1Mpc < y < 10.5h−1Mpc.
The C1 region is symmetrical to the FL region, and is used for filament fore-
ground/background subtraction. Both FL and C1 contain galaxies present in the outskirts
of the clusters, so using C1 for foreground/background subtraction should, to first order,
eliminate these. The C2 region is used for foreground/background signal evaluation in
estimating the cluster population. It is picked to be a region away from the cluster center.
In Figure 5.4, we resample with replacement, i.e. bootstrap, cluster pairs which have
their galaxy sets stacked, and show the projected galaxy number density in the FL re-
gion and the C1 region. The averaged galaxy number density in the filament region is
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∼ 5σ higher than that of the C1 region. Since cluster outskirt galaxies have already been
taken into consideration when making comparison, this galaxy overdensity is unlikely to
be caused by the existence of one galaxy cluster alone, but related to cluster pair structures
exclusively. We associate this galaxy overdensity with the filament population between
cluster pairs. Such a galaxy overdensity is very small comparing to galaxy overdensity
caused by cluster fields. In Figure 5.3(a), we show projected galaxy overdensity signifi-
cance contour map of stacked galaxy sets at 0.14 < z < 0.18. At (Xi, Yj), the projected
galaxy overdensity significance, denoted by S(Xi, Yj), is defined as,
Sz( Xi, Yj) =
∑
k,l
gz( Xi, Yj, (Mr)k, (g − r)l)− µz
σz
. (5.11)
Here, µz and σz are the mean and scatter of projected galaxy count per spatial pixel in the




















In Figure 5.3(a), We observe a significant overdensity in the center because of cluster
galaxy population. The filament overdensity is not directly observable in this figure, due to
the very small density contrast of the filaments.
Because more than 90% of the galaxies observed in the FL region come from fore-
ground and background populations, the properties of filament galaxies would not be distin-
guishable without foreground/background subtraction. To get the pure properties of galaxy
filaments, like color distribution and luminosity distribution, we first get such distributions
of the total galaxy population in the FL region and the C1 region, and then subtract the C1
region count from the FL region count. For example, to get the color distribution of pure
filament galaxies at one redshift bin, we first get color distribution of the FL region with










and color distribution of the C1 region with









and then subtract fC1(g − r) from fFL(g − r) as in,
fpfl(g − r) = fFL(g − r)− fC1(g − r). (5.15)
fpfl(g − r) is the color distribution of pure filament galaxies after removing fore-
ground/background galaxy contents. In Equation 5.13 and Equation 5.14, the
0.49(h−1Mpc)2 factor is in the denominators because one pixel in the x and y dimension
of g(x, y,Mr, g − r) is 0.7h−1Mpc × 0.7h−1Mpc. This subtraction is also illustrated in
Figure 5.5. To acquire properties of cluster galaxies for comparison with filament galaxies,
similar subtraction between the CL region and the C2 region is applied:
fCL(g − r) =
∑
k
clz((Mr)k, (g − r))
0.49(h−1Mpc)2
,









fpcl(g − r) = fCL(g − r)− fC2(g − r).
(5.16)
Here, fpcl(g − r) is the color distribution of pure cluster galaxies.
5.2.4 Justification on Using C1/C2 for Foreground/Background Sub-
traction
When using C1/C2 for foreground/background subtraction, a concern arises that C1/C2 not
only contain foreground/background galaxies, but also filaments which are not in the FL
region. In this section, we show that such scenarios do exist but the detection of filament
galaxies is still effective.
Indeed, more often than not, galaxy filaments also appear in regions other than the
FL fields because each cluster is typically connected to more than one neighbor. In Fig-
ure 5.6(a), we show the distribution of pair connections for each cluster in our cluster pair
catalog. Most clusters have more than 5 pair connections, and some of them even have
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Figure 5.6: (a) Distribution of the number of pair connections each cluster have in the clus-
ter pair catalog. Most clusters are connected to more than 5 other clusters. (b) Distribution
of the number of cluster pair connections in the C1 region (dashed line) and the FL region
(solid line). There is no cluster pair connection in C1 for 30% of the time, and the aver-
age number of cluster pair connections in C1 is lower than that in FL. Meanwhile, the FL
region always contain at least one cluster pair connection since one cluster pair is always
aligned along y = 0 at the FL side. (c) Cumulative probability distribution of the difference
between number of cluster pair connections in FL and C1. C1 is unlikely to have equal or
more cluster pairs than FL (∼ 35%). The horizontal and vertical dotted lines indicate where
number of cluster pair connections in FL and C1 are equal.
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more than 10 pair connections. However, the probability of one cluster having a filament
connection in C1 region is relatively low. In Figure 5.6(b), we show the distribution of
cluster pair connections appeared in C1 and FL while placing one cluster pair on the y = 0
axis in the FL region. About 30% of the clusters do not have cluster pair connection ap-
pearing in C1, and the number of cluster pair connections in C1 tend to be smaller than
this number in FL. In Figure 5.6(c), we show the cumulative probability distribution of the
difference between number of cluster pair connections in FL and C1. The probability of
C1 having more or or equal number of cluster pair connections than the FL region is less
than 40%. On average, the FL region contains 1.091± 0.007 more cluster pair connections
than the C1 region. Therefore, the FL region always tend to contain more filament galaxies
than the C1 region, and using C1 for foreground/background subtraction would still leave
proper galaxy counts similar to stacking pure inter-cluster galaxies.
Similarly to C1, the C2 region would also contain cluster-pair field galaxies. Using C2
for cluster foreground/background subtraction will then remove cluster-pair field galaxy
count in addition to foreground and background galaxy count. However, because of the
very high galaxy overdensity in clusters, the absence of such a population have negligible
influence (∼ 1%) and won’t change the main conclusions of this chapter.
Another concern about our method of searching for filaments between cluster pairs is
that since clusters tend to cluster, the filament signal we are seeing might come from clus-
ters which cluster between cluster pairs. We compare the number of clusters two cluster
finders, gmBCG (Hao et al., 2010) and redMaPPer (Rykoff et al., 2013), find around clus-
ter pairs and between cluster pairs. We notice that although clusters might have slightly
higher chance to appear between cluster pairs than appearing randomly around them, this
clustering of clusters effect contributes to < 5% of the filament signal we observe.
5.2.5 Null Test with Random Cluster Pair Re-Positioning
To test the robustness of our algorithm, we randomly translate the angular coordinates of
the cluster pairs and rerun our algorithm. We expect to get a stack of galaxies which are
completely flat with no overdensity either at the ”cluster center” or in the ”filament region”.
5.2.5.1 Random Cluster Pair Re-Positioning
For one cluster pair in the 160,954 pre-masked cluster pair catalog, we first generate a
random point inside the angular region 110◦ < α < 260◦ and 0◦ < δ < 60◦. We then
translate the angular coordinates of the two clusters in this cluster pair so that the left
cluster is laid on the generated random point. After randomly re-position every cluster
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pair in the 160,954 pre-masked cluster pair catalog, we mask out these pairs which fall
into regions with dust extinction in r-band larger than 0.4, and make a new pair catalog
which will be referred as the randomly re-positioned pair catalog.This new pair catalog
and the original cluster pair catalog overlaps significantly in sky coverage, and have similar
physical separation distributions, as well as similar cluster pair count in each redshift bin.
5.2.5.2 Galaxy Set Profile of Randomly Re-positioned Pairs
We run the algorithm described in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3 with the randomly re-
positioned pair catalog, and get the S(x, y) contour map as shown in Figure 5.3(b), and the
distributions of galaxy number count per [h−1Mpc]2 in the FL region and the C1 region
as shown in Figure 5.4. We do not observe an overdensity either in the filament region
or in the cluster region when stacking galaxy sets of randomly re-positioned pairs. We
therefore state that the treatment of sky coverage geometry in our algorithm is proper, and
the filamentary as well as cluster overdensity observed in Section 5.2.3 are real attributes
of cluster pair fields.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Color Distributions
This section studies the g − r color evolution of filaments at 0.10 < z < 0.42. For
SDSS filters, despite the 4000A˚ break transition from g-band to r-band around z ∼ 0.38,
practically, g− r works almost equally well for separating blue late-type galaxies from red
early-type galaxies at 0.3 < z < 0.42. Hao et al. (2010) have a detailed discussion on using
g − r for detecting the red sequence in cluster galaxies out to z = 0.42.
With Equations 5.13–5.16, we compute the color distributions of galaxy filaments,
fpfl(g − r), as well as the color distributions of galaxy clusters, fpcl(g − r), at different
redshifts. Results are shown in Figure 5.7. The red sequence population is observed in
both clusters and filaments. Comparing to galaxy clusters, galaxy filaments have a bimodal
color distribution and a larger blue galaxy population.
More interestingly, galaxy clusters and filaments both show evidence of redshift evo-
lution, with a blue cloud galaxy population increasing steadily from z = 0.1 to z = 0.4.
In galaxy clusters, such evolution is observed as the Butcher-Oemler effect (Butcher &
Oemler, 1978a,b, 1984), although the exact nature of it is much debated. Many embrace
this effect as testimony of hierarchical clustering (Kauffmann, 1995; Baugh et al., 1996;
Ellingson et al., 2001; McGee et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009), but there are also strong voices
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Figure 5.7: g− r distributions of clusters (a) and filaments (b) in 8 redshift bins. Filaments
are bimodal with their color distribution and contain a larger blue galaxy bump than clus-
ters. Also, the filament color distribution shows evidence of redshift evolution in the form
of a blue galaxy population that becomes increasingly important at higher redshift. The
vertical solid lines in these plots mark the blue/red galaxy color cut used in Section 5.3.1.1.
Note that the galaxy population sampled here is somewhat incomplete at 0.38 < z < 0.42.
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Figure 5.8: Redshift evolution of blue galaxy fraction in clusters (a) and filaments (b).
These two figures show box plots of the blue galaxy fraction evaluation in clusters and
filaments of 40 bootstrapped stacks at each redshift bin. The bottom and top of the boxes
represent the lower and upper quartiles, and the whiskers represent the minimum and max-
imum values of the data, or 1.5 times the quartiles. Data points outside this range are
plotted as open circles. We also fit the blue galaxy fraction linearly to the redshift (dashed
lines). The blue galaxy population in clusters and filaments both seems to increase at higher
redshift, but the change in filaments is less dramatic. Also note that the observed galaxy
population is somewhat incomplete at 0.38 < z < 0.42 (see discussion in Section 5.2.2.6).
that remain critical (Dressler, 1984; Smail et al., 1998; Andreon & Ettori, 1999; Andreon
et al., 2004, 2006), saying that either the error of measurements are underestimated, or this
effect is no more than selection bias. Nevertheless, our data show a very strong redshift
evolution of the cluster blue fraction and suggest that a similar effect may also exist in
filaments. At redshifts z < 0.2, the blue galaxy cloud is only a small bump comparing
to the red sequence population. Moving to higher redshifts, the blue cloud becomes more
prominent, taking up the more than half of the population at z > 0.28.
5.3.1.1 Blue Galaxy Fraction Evolution
Figure 5.7 shows that filaments and clusters both contain blue and red galaxies. This figure
suggests redshift evolution in the filament galaxy population. This section quantifies this
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evolution by measuring the blue galaxy fraction in filaments and clusters as a function of
redshift.
To measure the blue galaxy fraction, we determine a blue/red galaxy cut to separate the
blue/red galaxy population. We take the minimum point between the blue and red galaxy
peak in the bimodal filament color distribution, and fit it with a linear relation to redshift.
In Figure 5.7, we have these linearly fitted values marked out as a vertical solid line in both
cluster and filament color distributions, and use them as the blue/red galaxy cut. We tested
other blue/red galaxy cut criteria, including using local minimum in the color distributions,
double gaussian mixture fitting minimums and values extrapolated from passive evolution
models, but the conclusions here don’t change much. We compute the blue galaxy fraction
in filaments Rpfl and clusters Rpcl per redshift bin by evaluating,
Rpfl =
∫ sz fpfl(g − r)d(g − r)∫
fpfl(g − r)d(g − r) ,
Rpcl =
∫ sz fpcl(g − r)d(g − r)∫
fpcl(g − r)d(g − r) .
(5.17)
Here sz is the g − r color of the separation between blue and red galaxies in this redshift
bin. The integrations in the above equations are performed with a five-point Newton-Cotes
integration formula on the binned color distributions.
In Figure 5.8 we show this blue galaxy fraction estimation in filaments and clusters at
different redshifts. We also fit a linear evolution of the blue galaxy fraction with redshift
(dashed lines) using the MPFITEXY routine (Williams et al., 2010) (dependent on the
MPFIT package from Markwardt (2009)). Our measurement suggest that the blue galaxy
fraction increases with redshift with a linear fitting slope of 0.61± 0.07.
For filaments, the linear fit of the blue galaxy fraction as a function of redshift slightly
prefers a positive slope, 0.49 ± 0.42, with a significantly higher intersect, which reflects
the overall bluer filament population. We change our FL and C1 region definition to avoid
including the cluster pre-processing area (> 4.2h−1Mpc away from cluster center), but do
not find noticeable change in this effect. This indicates the independence of this redshift
evolution feature on pre-processing around clusters. We briefly discuss the implications of
this result in Section 5.5.1.
5.3.2 Luminosity Function
In this section, we study the luminosity functions of the filament and the cluster galaxy






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.9: Luminosity Distributions of filaments (1st and 3rd rows) and clusters (2nd and
4th rows) and fits to the Schechter function (dashed lines) using the MPFIT package. The
fitting parameters are listed in Table 5.1. We do not fit for the Mr − 5 log10 h < −22.3
bright end of the luminosity distributions since a LRG population component is possibly
present, and it luminosity distribution tend to deviate from the Schechter function.
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of cluster and in particular of filament galaxies, we make the following assumptions when
computing the number density of galaxies:
1. N -body simulations predict that the density profiles fall off quickly between
1h−1Mpc and 2h−1Mpc from the intercluster axis (Colberg et al., 2005). Thus, a
single filament will typically not occupy the whole FL region. We assume that one
filament occupies 1/3 of the filament region defined in Section 5.2.3, and extends
±1h−1Mpc along the line of sight.
2. Since most galaxy clusters are at the scale of 1h−1 Mpc, we assume that one cluster
lies within the aperture of
√
x2 + y2 < 0.7h−1 Mpc and also extends ±1h−1 Mpc
along the line of sight. Note that this does not imply a strong triaxiality of the clus-
ter but rather limits the choice of cluster galaxies to those found in a cylinder fully
contained within the cluster.
3. We assume that the purity of the gmBCG cluster catalog is 80%, which is the lower
limit estimated for the gmBCG catalog (Hao et al., 2010).
4. We also assume that on average 20% of the cluster pairs in our sample are connected
by filaments. This again is a lower limit, estimated from the results of Colberg et al.
(2005).
The assumptions listed here are clearly only rough approximations adopted for conve-
nience. We therefore stress that they only impact the normalization of the luminosity
function and not the determination of the characteristic magnitudes as a function of envi-
ronment. Consequently, we caution the reader against comparing the measured 3-d galaxy
number density of filaments and clusters in this chapter to measurements obtained in other
ways without taking these approximations into account.
Under the above assumptions, the luminosity distributions of filaments and clusters
in one redshift bin, denoted by φpfl(Mr) and φpcl(Mr), respectively, are computed from
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In Figure 5.9, we plot the luminosity distributions of filaments and clusters. We also fit
the luminosity distribution of filaments and clusters with a Schechter (1976) function:





Because our data can only put weak constraints on the faint end of the luminosity function,
we chose to fix α = −1.2, the value found by Blanton et al. (2001) and close to the
measurements of Hoyle et al. (2005) and Popesso et al. (2005). The very bright end of the
luminosity distribution tends to depart from a Schechter function (Yang et al., 2008). We
therefore restrict our fits to galaxies with Mr − 5 log10 h ≥ −22.3. We list the results of
our fits in Table 5.1. The normalizations, Φ∗ and r-band characteristic magnitude, M∗r , of







In two individual redshift bins at 0.10 < z < 0.14 and 0.14 < z < 0.18 our measure-
ment of M∗f has large errors. Visual inspection of these fits suggests that the fixed faint
end slope may not be a good representation of the data in these bins. Especially in the low
redshift bins the data, however, is too noisy to leave the faint end slope as a free parameter.
We choose to ignore these two bins in our subsequent discussion and analysis.
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Table 5.2: Σpfl [(h−1Mpc)−2] versus richness at two redshift ranges
Richness range 0.10 ≤ z < 0.26 0.26 ≤ z < 0.42
8≤Richness < 10 0.053± 0.030 0.012± 0.020
Richness ≥ 10 0.075± 0.016 0.061± 0.008
5.3.3 Cluster Richness Dependence
This section studies the dependence of filament overdensity on cluster richness. When
stacking galaxy sets of clusters in the cluster pair catalog, in addition to two redshift bins
0.10 < z < 0.26 and 0.26 < z < 0.42, we further bin the cluster pairs into two richness
bins: one bin with both clusters in the pair having richness estimation between 8 and 10
and one bin with both clusters in the pair having richness larger than 10. Here, by rich-
ness, we mean the GM SCALED NGALS or GM NGALS WEIGHTED richness
estimation of the gmBCG cluster catalog, whichever is recommended for a specific galaxy
cluster (Hao et al., 2010).
We evaluate the filament galaxy overdensity of different bins with a quantity Σpfl, which



















Σpfl = ΣFL − ΣC1.
(5.20)
This quantity is the 2-d projected galaxy number count per [h−1Mpc]2 of our detected
filament galaxy overdensity. However, this quantity should not be misinterpreted as the
typical surface number density of filament galaxies. Not every cluster pair being stacked
has a filament connection between them, and single filaments typically occupy only a small
subset of the FL region. Consequently, the real projected galaxy count of filaments per unit
area can be significantly larger than the values given by Σpfl. In Table 5.2, we list the
Σpfl between cluster pairs at the above richness and redshift binning. The Σpfl between
richer cluster pairs tends to be larger than the Σpfl between poorer cluster pairs. Assuming
the geometrical distribution of filaments does not change with cluster richness, this result
suggests that richer cluster pairs tend to be connected by higher density filaments.
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Figure 5.10: The 2-d projected galaxy number density of filaments, Σpfl, with FL and C1
boxes placed at different extension angles. The exact definition of FL and C1 are listed in
Table 5.3. Filament galaxies still can be seen at increasing angles off the intercluster pair
axis, but eventually die out when the extension angle from this axis is larger than 45◦.
5.3.4 Spatial Distribution
Galaxy filaments can be warped and do not always strictly lie along the intercluster axis
(Pimbblet et al., 2004; Colberg et al., 2005). Therefore, significant filamentary overdensi-
ties still can be seen off the intercluster axis. In this section, we rotate the FL region and
the C1 region away from the intercluster axis as described in Table 5.3 and compare the
surface number density of galaxies Σpfl at two redshift ranges [0.10, 0.26] and [0.26, 0.42].
Our result is shown in Figure 5.10. As we move away from the intercluster axis, the ob-
served filament population gradually falls off. At θ > 45◦, the filament galaxy overdensity
is almost consistent with zero.
5.4 Detection of Filaments in Simulation Data
As further test of our method as well as for comparison with simulation data, we run our
algorithm on the Millennium simulation (Springel et al., 2005), a large volume, high reso-






















































































































































































































































































































































of dark matter structures, i.e., Friends-of-Friends (FOF) groups, and dark matter substruc-
tures. It also tracks the merging history of dark matter structures and substructures for
galaxy formation simulation. For our purpose, we use the all sky lightcone realization of
this simulation constructed with methods fully described in Henriques et al. (2012) and
Blaizot et al. (2005), under the galaxy formation simulation of Guo et al. (2011).
Due to differences between these simulation data and SDSS observational data, we
make a few adjustments of our methods before running our algorithm. First, instead of
using gmBCG clusters to build the cluster pair catalog, we search for pairs of central BCGs
in cluster-sized FOF groups with M200 (the mass within the radius where the enclosed
average density is 200 times the critical density of the simulation) larger than 1014M.
We make this adjustment because running the gmBCG cluster finder on these simulations
does not yield satisfying purity and completeness, possibly due to the lack of clear color
bimodality in the simulated galaxy population. Secondly, the simulation galaxy catalog
has a apparent magnitude limit in i-band at i = 21.0 mag. Therefore, when making the
brightness cut to ensure fair comparison of the galaxy population at different redshifts (as
described in Section 5.2.2.6), the luminosity limit is adjusted to −25.3 ≤ Mi ≤ −21.9.
This luminosity limit is above the i = 21.0 mag apparent magnitude limit at z = 0.38. For
a fair comparison, we also rerun our codes with SDSS data under the new luminosity cut.
When comparing results from simulation data and SDSS data in this section, all the results
presented are under this new luminosity cut.
In Figure 5.11, we show the color distributions of filament galaxies in the Millennium
simulations compared to those in the SDSS data. As noted by Guo et al. (2011), the simu-
lation seems to contain too many red sequence galaxies in filaments, and the fraction of the
blue galaxies does not match that seen in SDSS.
In addition, filament galaxies in the simulation appear to be fainter than observed in
SDSS. In Figure 5.12, we show the luminosity distributions of filament galaxies in sim-
ulation and SDSS, and fit them to a Schechter function with the faint end slope fixed to
be α = −1.2, as having been discussed in Section 5.3.2. The fit parameters of the dis-
tributions are listed in Table 5.4. Filament galaxies in simulation appear to have a fainter
characteristic magnitude in i-band than in SDSS. Possibly because of the magnitude cut
−25.3 ≤ Mi ≤ −21.9 being too shallow, the Schechter function fittings yield smaller
estimations of φ∗ than Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.11: g − r distributions of filaments at different redshift bins in simulation (a) and
SDSS (b). Comparing to SDSS data, the simulation is over-populated with red galaxies.
Note that the galaxy population is incomplete at 0.38 < z < 0.42 (See discussion in
Section 5.2.2.6) and also (b) differs from Figure 5.7 (b) because of the different luminosity
cut applied.
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Figure 5.12: Luminosity distributions of filament galaxies in simulation (1st and 3rd rows)
and SDSS (2nd and 4th rows) and their Schechter function fits (dotted lines).The Schechter
function fit has a fixed faint end slope, and the rest of the fitting parameters are listed
in Table 5.4. The characteristic magnitude of the fitted Schechter function is brighter in














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.5 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we developed an algorithm to detect and study the properties of galaxies in
filaments statistically. Our method makes use of the fact that close pairs of galaxy clus-
ters have a large probability of being connected by filaments. This is a robust prediction
of numerical simulations of structure formation (e.g., Colberg et al., 2005) and has been
confirmed observationally in galaxy redshift surveys (e.g., Pimbblet et al., 2004). This
allows us to study filament galaxies statistically without the need to spectroscopically iden-
tify them. Our algorithm is applicable to all photometric surveys, in which large numbers
of galaxy clusters can be found. As a result we can study the properties of representative
filament galaxies out to much higher redshifts than is currently possible with wide-field
spectroscopic surveys.
We applied our new method to the gmBCG galaxy cluster catalog and the photometric
SDSS DR8 BOSS galaxy catalog. Although the projected filament galaxy densities exceed
that of the surrounding field by only ∼ 2%, we can detect these relative overdensities at
high significance (often ∼ 5σ) in redshift bins of thickness ∆z = 0.04 at 0.10 < z < 0.42.
The limit of this redshift range is governed by the gmBCG cluster finding algorithm and
the small survey volume in the local Universe at the low redshift end, and by the flux limit
of SDSS at the high redshift end. Using data from deep wide-field surveys like the Dark
Energy Survey1 will allow us to push this method to higher redshifts.
As an application of our method, we study the color and luminosity distributions of
galaxy filaments, as well as the dependence of the filament richness on the richness of
the clusters to which they are connected. Finally, we put limits on the warping angles of
large-scale structure filaments.
As verification additional to that already presented in Section 5.2, we also apply our
algorithm to the Millennium Simulation (Springel et al., 2005). These tests support the
efficacy of our methods and also confirm previous suggestions that the Millennium Simu-
lation is overpopulated with red galaxies (Guo et al., 2011).
Finally, this stacking approach to studying filaments is not only applicable with optical
galaxy data, but can also be applied to weak lensing measurements, Sunyaev-Zeldovich
effect observations, and X-ray emission from the warm-hot intercluster medium, provided
appropriately large survey data exist. We look forward to its broader application in the era




We find that filament galaxies have a clear bimodal color distribution. At redshift 0.10 <
z < 0.14, the filament g− r color distribution is qualitatively comparable to the u− r color
distribution of bright wall galaxies at z < 0.107 presented in Hoyle et al. (2012): both
being bimodal, and the blue cloud galaxy taking up ∼ 1/3 of the whole population.
We find clear indications for a Butcher-Oemler effect in galaxy clusters at very high
significance. Fitting a linear function to the blue galaxy fraction we find that it increases
with redshift with a slope of 0.61±0.07 over the redshift range studied. This is comparable
to the results of Hansen et al. (2009), which showed that from z = 0.28 to z = 0.2, there
is a ∼ 5% decrease in the blue galaxy fraction, which our linear fit agrees with. Care
needs to be exercised when comparing our measurement to many other works studying the
Butcher-Oemler effect, though. For example, Margoniner et al. studied the Butcher Oemler
effect with 295 Abell clusters, and showed that the blue fraction in these clusters increases
with a slope of 1.24 ± 0.07 at redshift range z < 0.4. Since Margoniner et al. adopted
different cluster aperture (0.49h−1Mpc instead of 0.7h−1Mpc), brighter magnitude limit
(M∗r − 1 < Mr < M∗r + 1, which is approximately −22.2 < Mr < −19.2 according to
our measurements of M∗r ) and completely different blue/red galaxy cut (rest frame g − r
color 0.2 magnitude fainter than the red sequence ridgeline), it is not particularly surprising
that we have different estimation on the blue galaxy fraction evolution strength, but a more
specified study on this effect in clusters may wish to refine the choice of cluster aperture,
brightness limit, and blue/red galaxy cut used here.
We marginally detect an evolution in the blue fraction of filament galaxies with a lin-
ear slope of 0.49 ± 0.42. This indicates that there might be a trend that the population of
blue galaxies in filaments is increasing at higher redshift, but this redshift evolution fea-
ture is weaker than in clusters. The implications of such an observation are complicated,
though. Should galaxy filaments be considered as ensemble of galaxy groups and galaxies
in less dense environments, our observation can be the result of a Butcher-Oemler effect
in galaxy groups, as discussed in Li et al. (2012). Li et al. measured the red/blue galaxy
fraction in galaxy groups at different mass ranges and found that galaxy groups of all dif-
ferent masses show a trend of increasing blue galaxy fraction at higher redshifts. Their
measurements of the blue galaxy fraction in galaxy groups at their lowest total steller mass
bin log(M∗,grp/M) < 11.2 are ∼ 48% at z = 0.25 and ∼ 52% at z = 0.35, is consistent
with our interpolated values ∼ 46.3% at z = 0.25 and ∼ 51.2% at z = 0.35. The possible
redshift evolution of the blue galaxy fraction in filaments can also be a “by-product” of
changes in filament galaxy contents or morphologies at different redshifts. Our results on
the evolution of the blue galaxy fraction in filaments are currently limited by the signal-to-
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Table 5.5: SDSS r-band characteristic magnitude measurements
M∗r Measurements
Filament M∗r (our measurement) −20.85± 0.11
Blanton et al. (2001) M∗r −20.83± 0.03
Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009) 0.1M∗r −20.71± 0.04 a
a Note that this magnitude is measured for the SDSS r-band blue shifted by 0.1, i.e., 0.1r.
(Blanton et al., 2003a,b), and are not directly comparable to the rest in the table. At z = 0.1,
the K-correction to such bands are −2.5 log10 1.1 = −0.1035, but the K-correction for our
system at z = 0.1 ranges from −0.06 to 0.37. Here, we make a simple assumption that
there is a uniform offset between the galaxy absolute magnitude measured in the 0.1r band
and the regular r band. Since the the K-correction we use at z = 0.1 scatters around 0.08,
which is the K-correction for galaxies of z = 0.1 and g − r = 0.8 using the Chilingarian
et al. (2010) approximation, we assume the offset between the two systems to be 0.18. The
r-band characteristic magnitude measured in Montero-Dorta & Prada (2009) is now closer
to our filament measurement.
noise ratio per redshift bin. Future deep surveys will give us a longer lever arm in redshift
to study this effect in more detail. We also expect that improvements in galaxy cluster se-
lection will lead to an enhanced catalog purity at all redshifts. This will improve the SNR
at all redshifts.
5.5.2 Luminosity Function
We measured the characteristic r-band magnitude of cluster and filament galaxies in redshift
bins by fitting a standard Schechter luminosity function with a fixed faint end slope of α =
−1.2. For cluster galaxies, Popesso et al. (2005), who studied the RASS-SDSS clusters
to z = 0.26, is a suitable comparison to our work. Their measurements of the cluster r-
band characteristic magnitude at z < 0.26 are −21.35 ± 0.19 mag or −21.40 ± 0.20 mag,
depending on the choice of background. This is in good agreement with our measurements.
An increase of M∗r of cluster galaxies with redshift is seen at high statistical significance.
This result, however, may be affected by a potential redshift dependence of the purity of
the gmBCG catalog, as well as a redshift dependent richness threshold in the cluster finder.
A detailed study of these factors is beyond the scope of the present work and the redshift
evolution of M∗ should be treated with caution.
In redshift bins where we obtain reliable measurements, the r-band M∗ of filament
galaxies is significantly lower than that of cluster galaxies. We find no significant redshift
evolution of M∗r,f .
When we stack the luminosity distributions of filament galaxies over 0.18 < z < 0.42,
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we obtain a characteristic luminosity of filament galaxies of M∗r,f = −20.85 ± 0.11 mag.
This value is compatible with two r-band M∗ measurements (listed in Table 5.5) of SDSS
galaxies, in which galaxies were not separated by their environment. This re-enforces the
result of Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2010) that most matter and thus most galaxies live in fila-
ments and not in clusters. Consequently, the filament environment is expected to dominate
globally averaged measurements. Our value is also close to the r-band M∗ measurement of
wall galaxies in Hoyle et al. (2005), who found M∗ = −20.62 ± 0.08 mag. The filament
galaxies in this work fall into the category of wall galaxies in Hoyle et al. (2005) (galaxies
in denser environments than extremely underdense cosmic voids). Not surprisingly, fila-
ment galaxies are significantly brighter than void galaxies, whose r-bandM∗ was measured
to be −19.74± 0.11 mag by Hoyle et al. (2005).
5.5.3 Filament Richness and Geometry
We find that richer clusters are connected to richer filaments. This is consistent with de-
scription of structure formation given by Bond et al. (1996). In this picture, superclusters
with pronounced filaments between their massive constituent clusters are the result of rare
initial density peaks. In turn, less massive clusters were “disadvantaged” from the begin-
ning by being more isolated and having fewer and less dense filaments connected to them.
Because we select up to 5 neighbors for any cluster to form cluster pairs with, independent
of the cluster richness, both factors – the density and the number of filaments – affects the
measured surface density of galaxies. Consistent with this expectation, we find that the
correlation of filament richness with cluster richness exists at two redshift ranges studied
here.
Finally, we also studied the distribution of matter in what we call the filament region
between the clusters. Slightly more than half of all filaments are curved and some connect
the clusters at which they terminate with offsets from the intercluster axis. These reasons
make it impossible to disentangle the density profile of filaments from the distribution of
filament geometries in our stacks. Nevertheless, the galaxy density in the filament region
should decrease as one moves away from the intercluster axis. We verified this by varying
the position angle of the filament region when rotating it around the cluster center. We find




This dissertation reports on new findings about cluster galaxy evolution from redshift 1.0 to
0. Most of them have been published as first-author papers (See discussion in Section 1.4).
Compared to previous literature reports, the studies either extend to higher redshift, or
improve the understanding of a previously little-understood topic. The statistical power of
the data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
made this work possible.
Yet we are still in the rising phase of understanding cluster galaxies. SDSS has trans-
formed our understanding about the z < 0.5 universe in the past fifteen years. DES and a
couple of other wide field surveys are actively producing deeper data sets for galaxy cluster
research. The opportunity to thoroughly study the 0.5 < z < 1.0 regime is now at our
finger tips. Combining the data from DES, SDSS, WISE and Spitzer telescope surveys,
we shall be able to make a dent in understanding the z > 1.0 universe. The past a few
years have also witnessed discoveries of new cluster galaxy populations like ultra compact
dwarf galaxies (Hilker et al., 1999; Drinkwater et al., 2000; Phillipps et al., 2001; Drinkwa-
ter et al., 2003) and ultra diffuse galaxies (van Dokkum et al., 2015a,b; Koda et al., 2015;
Mun˜oz et al., 2015; Mihos et al., 2015). Astrophysics implications of these galaxies are still
being investigated. Looking further away, more ambitious optical and infrared sky surveys
are being developed for the next decade. The studies presented in this dissertation are only
early efforts in this wave of development.
In this chapter, I first overview the studies performed in this dissertation and then dis-
cuss follow-up opportunities for the next a couple of years.
6.1 Recapitulation
The dissertation starts with a new technique developed for DES on improving cluster galaxy
detection and then continues to analyze cluster galaxy evolution with DES early data. The
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last part of the dissertation is devoted to characterizing the properties of cosmic filaments.
DES has not covered enough area at the time the filament study was performed, so the
analysis was performed with SDSS data. A recapitulation of these studies follows:
• Data processing.
Deep optical images are often crowded with overlapping objects. This is especially
true in the cores of galaxy clusters, where images of dozens of galaxies may lie
atop one another. Accurate measurements of cluster properties require deblending
algorithms designed to automatically extract a list of individual objects and decide
what fraction of the light in each pixel comes from each object. This dissertation
introduces a new software tool called the Gradient And INterpolation (GAIN) based
deblender. GAIN is a secondary software package that improves the separation of
overlapping objects in galaxy cluster cores in Dark Energy Survey images. It uses
image intensity gradients and an interpolation technique originally developed to cor-
rect flawed digital images. The dissertation describes the algorithm of the GAIN
deblender and its applications, as well as modest tests of the software based on real
Dark Energy Survey coadd images. GAIN helps to extract unbiased photometry mea-
surement for blended sources and improve detection completeness while introducing
few spurious detections. When applied to processed Dark Energy Survey data, GAIN
serves as a useful quick fix when a high level of deblending is desired.
• Central galaxy formation.
The ΛCDM cosmology predicts a hierarchical structure formation scenario where
smaller galaxies merge to form more massive ones, but galaxy stripping may sup-
press this procedure while in situ star formation may contribute to it. Using DES
data and an X-Ray selected cluster sample from the XMM Cluster Survey, we in-
vestigate this scenario with cluster Bright Central Galaxies (BCGs). Compared
with the expectation in a semi-analytical model applied to the Millennium Sim-
ulation, the observed BCGs do not grow as dramatically as expected. We in-
corporate the uncertainties associated with cluster mass, redshift, and BCG stellar
mass measurements into analysis of a redshift-dependent BCG-cluster mass relation,
m∗ ∝ ( M2001.5×1014M )0.24±0.08(1 + z)−0.19±0.34, and compare the observed relation to
the model prediction. We estimate the average growth rate since z = 1.0 for BCGs
hosted by clusters of M200,z = 1013.8M, at z = 1.0: m∗,BCG appears to have grown
by 0.13± 0.11 dex, in tension at ∼ 2.5σ significance level with the 0.40 dex growth
rate expected from the semi-analytic model. We show that the buildup of extended
intra-cluster light after z = 1.0 may alleviate this tension in BCG growth rates. This
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finding illustrates the importance of astrophysics processes in galaxy cluster forma-
tion and evolution.
• Red sequence galaxy formation
Using the same sample mentioned above, we investigate the luminosity function
evolution of red sequence galaxies and find that many are already in place at
0.5 < z < 1.0. We develop Bayesian modeling techniques that can simultaneously
constrain the dependence of luminosity function parameters on redshift and cluster
mass. We notice hints of mild redshift evolution and mass dependence of the faint
end slope. The characteristic magnitude also appears to vary for clusters of different
masses, being brighter for more massive ones. This study probes the connection be-
tween dark matter halos and galaxies at the massive end. For cosmological studies,
the results raises a concern for using cluster richness as cluster mass proxies. Since
the results indicate that the number of faint red sequence galaxies possibly change
with redshift and cluster mass, including these faint galaxies may result in cluster
mass proxies that is dependent on cluster mass or redshifts. The redshift and cluster
mass trends presented in this dissertation need to be further investigated.
• Galaxy filaments.
Galaxy filaments, which are thin structures of galaxies organized like strands or walls
between galaxy clusters, provide environments for galaxy cluster formation and evo-
lution. A large fraction of the galaxies in the universe are distributed in galaxy fil-
aments, instead of being in the rare galaxy clusters. Characterizing the properties
of filament galaxies helps understanding how cluster galaxies differ from the typical
“field” galaxies.
Galaxy filaments are very difficult to study individually (e.g., see Dietrich et al.,
2012) because of their low density. As they almost only exist between clusters (Col-
berg et al., 2005), I explore statistical analysis of filament properties through stacking
cluster pairs with SDSS data. The method can detect the inter-cluster filament galaxy
over-density at a significance level of ∼ 5σ out to z = 0.40, and allows us to study
the g − r color and the luminosity distribution of filament galaxies as a function of
redshift. Consistent with expectation, filament galaxies are bimodal in their color
distribution and contain a larger fraction of blue galaxies than clusters. Filament
galaxies are also generally fainter than cluster galaxies. More interestingly, the ob-
served filament population seems to show redshift evolution at 0.12 < z < 0.40: the
blue galaxy fraction has a trend to increase at higher redshift: a filament “Butcher
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Oemler Effect”. We test the dependence of the observed filament density on the rich-
ness of the cluster pairs: richer clusters are connected by higher density filaments.
We also test the spatial dependence of filament galaxy overdensity: this quantity de-
creases when moving away from the inter-cluster axis between a cluster pair. The
method provides an economical way to probe the photometric properties of filament
galaxies.
6.2 Outlook
The analyses discussed in this dissertation can be extended in a few ways in the next a
couple of years. The new cluster galaxy detection technique discussed in Chapter 2 has
produced a few science opportunities upon application to DES data. The precision of the
analyses presented in Chapter 3 to 5 can be improved with newer data sets from DES. It is
also possible to study the investigated topics at higher redshift combining data from DES
and a few other survey programs.
• New science opportunities with the GAIN deblender.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents a new deblending package – GAIN – that
improves the detection efficiency of blended objects, and prepares them for unbiased
photometry measurements. We have applied GAIN to provide a de-blending value-
added catalog for DES science verification data. The catalog has now contributed
to measuring cluster photometric redshifts, measuring BCG photometry, estimating
cluster richness as well as finding strong lensing clusters.
Specifically, I would like to discuss one new science opportunity on characterizing
the properties of compact galaxies with this software. Compact galaxies like Ultra
Compact Dwarf Galaxies (UCDs) or Compact Elliptical galaxies (CEs) are mysteri-
ous objects. Being extremely small (< 200 pc for UCDs, and < 600 pc for CEs) and
highly concentrated with stars, they may (Seth et al., 2014) or may not (Norris et al.,
2015) contain a central black hole and do not appear to be associated with a massive
dark matter halo (Tollerud et al., 2011; Mieske et al., 2013). It is likely that many of
these objects are stripped cores of massive galaxies (Bekki et al., 2001, 2003; Goerdt
et al., 2008; Paudel et al., 2010; Brodie et al., 2011; Pfeffer & Baumgardt, 2013;
Zhang et al., 2015a; Janz et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015). Therefore, their distribution
inside clusters may contain information about the galaxy stripping processes, which
in turn helps with understanding intra-cluster light creation and cluster central galaxy
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growth. However, a couple of other mechanisms may also lead to their formation (a
brief review can be found in Liu et al., 2015).
One biggest challenge toward studying these objects is that they are extremely
difficult to find. Only a few hundreds (brief reviews can be found in Norris et al.,
2014; Chilingarian & Zolotukhin, 2015) have been identified. Since these objects
appear around luminous galaxies, the GAIN software can be used to improve their
detection efficiency.
Examining the GAIN DES science verification catalog, there exist many unre-
solved objects at cluster core. Preliminary size analysis shows that these objects fall
into the category of UCD and CEs. A study of 17 clusters with the CLASH high
precision imaging data has confirmed the phenomenon: about 10 massive UCDs are
clustered around cluster core (Zhang et al. in prep.). Further carrying out the CLASH
analysis with the GAIN DES catalog will enlarge the cluster sample size by ∼ 100
times, making it possible to statistically characterize the distribution of UCDs and
CEs and probe their formation mechanisms.
• Optical cluster sample for cluster galaxy study.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 describe studies about cluster bright central galaxies (BCGs)
and cluster red sequence galaxies with an X-ray selected sample. The sample pro-
vides accurate X-ray mass proxies and alleviates selection effects on cluster galaxies,
but the results are statistically limited because of the small sample size. Further more,
the redshift-dependent and mass-dependent results presented in Chapter 4 need to be
further investigated to improve cluster richness estimators for DES cluster abundance
cosmology studies. Future release of X-ray cluster catalog from the XMM Cluster
survey (XCS) is predicted to be ∼ 10 times larger, improving the significance of the
results by ∼ 3 times (simulation predictions). Further more, it is possible to extend
the work to samples of optically selected clusters.
The redMaPPer (Rykoff et al., 2014) cluster finder is one of the algorithms that
are finding optically selected clusters. The algorithm has identified ∼ 1,000 z <
0.9 clusters in about 150 deg2 DES science verification data, and ∼ 7,500 z < 0.7
clusters in about 2,500 deg2 Year 1 data. DES Year 2 data that covers another 2,500
deg2 of the sky will enlarge the redMaPPer cluster sample by about 2 times. The
following 3 years of DES observation will gradually build up the imaging depth,
eventually allowing detecting clusters to z = 1.0. Estimating from the comoving
volume at z = 0.7 and z = 1.0, the final DES redMapper catalog will contain about
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30,000 to 40,000 optically-selected clusters. A sample of this size means that the
constraints on BCG and cluster red sequence formation will improve by ∼ 20 times.
A cluster sample of the above size will also allow studies of cluster galaxies that
have not yet transformed onto the red sequence. These galaxies constitute a small
fraction of the cluster galaxy population and their luminosity measurements are nois-
ier. We were not able to acquire statistically meaningful results about these galaxies
in (Chapter 4) with the X-ray selected sample, but it shall become possible with the
redMaPPer catalogs. In addition, the optically selected clusters up to z ∼ 1.0 can be
used to study galaxy filaments to the same redshift range.
The analyses can also be conducted with clusters selected by other cluster find-
ing algorithms (C4, VT and WAZP: Miller et al., 2005; Soares-Santos et al., 2011;
Benoist, 2014).
• Intra-cluster light and central galaxy star formation
There are three processes that affect the growth of Bright Central galaxy (BCG) stel-
lar content: BCG merging events that bring in new materials, in situ star formation
that converts gas into stars, and the creation of intra-cluster light (ICL) that slows
down material deposition onto the BCGs. Chapter 3 confirms that the BCG growth
rate after z = 1.2 is in tension at ∼ 2.5σ significance level with the expectation from
a merging dominated scenario, and show that the stellar content stripping from the
BCGs towards forming intra-cluster light may alleviate this tension. This picture may
be further tested with observational quantification of both ICL creation and BCG in
situ star formation.
In fact, the work presented in Chapter 3 is not the only one that emphasizes the
importance of ICL creation in BCG growth. Most structure formation models include
some form of stripping between galaxies that would produce ICL, yet ICL is barely
constrained by observations. Although measuring ICL individually for a large cluster
sample is extremely difficult, it is possible to use a stacking technique that averages
the images of thousands of clusters binned by mass or redshift to acquire statistical
measurements (Zibetti et al., 2005). Based on the redMaPPer (Rykoff et al., 2014)
cluster density in DES science verification data and account for cosmic dimming, the
stacking technique shall allow for detecting ICL to redshift 0.7 - 0.8. Previous case
to case studies, especially studies based on Hubble space telescope data (Montes &
Trujillo, 2014), will help verifying the results acquired by the stacking technique.
The BCG star formation rate can be directly measured with spectroscopic data
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(Liu et al., 2012; Groenewald & Loubser, 2014). To date, such studies are limited to
using low redshift data from SDSS or data from small observing programs. However,
the spectroscopic follow-up program established between DES and OzDES is taking
spectra for a few hundreds of clusters up to redshift∼ 1.0. The program may provide
one of the largest data sets that extends to high redshift for BCG star formation study.
• Galaxy clusters above redshift 1.0.
The properties of galaxy clusters above z = 1.0 are still little known, but on-going
deep sky surveys are providing the opportunity to conduct statistical analysis. Above
redshift 1.0 and below redshift 3.0, the cluster samples discovered in various pro-
grams contain a few hundreds of clusters at most (e.g., searches performed with data
from the Spizter telescope: Rettura et al., 2014; Webb et al., 2015). A large sample
with well understood properties will still be helpful for improving the understanding
of high redshift clusters.
Combining the deep data sets from DES and existing infra-red surveys, it is pos-
sible to identify at least hundreds of clusters to redshift 1.5 and beyond. Using a
stacking technique on archival data from X-ray telescopes (XMM and Chandra) and
cosmic microwave background telescopes (Planck and the South Pole Telescopes)
will help quantifying these clusters’ gas contents.
Spectroscopic follow-ups are necessary for performing cluster redshift calibration,
cluster mass calibration and also cluster galaxy evolution measurements. At redshift
above 1.0, archival spectroscopic data for clusters are scarce. This may become one
limiting factor for high redshift cluster study. Designated follow-up programs need
to be performed on large telescopes because of the faint brightness of high redshift
galaxies. Clusters discovered in a small patch of the DES footprint may become
eligible for OzDES targeting.
These are some of the near-term opportunities for the topics in this dissertation. The
momentum of observationally studying cluster stellar content should continue to accumu-
late to 2020, thanks to the development of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope1 and the
Euclid mission2. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope aims to image 25,000 deg2 of the
sky with a 8.2m ground telescope starting from 2022. The Euclid is a space mission that
will be launched in 2020 to image 15,000 deg2 the sky. The two programs will relay the




The last decade has witnessed many fundamental improvements in cluster astrophysics
studies, enabled by wide field surveys like SDSS. Nowadays, wide field sky observations
are available in a variety of wavelength ranges. More ambitious programs like the Dark
Energy Survey are smoothly running. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope and the Euclid
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